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MAILS

Insurance does not cost but a trifle compared with the
value of the property insured. Why go without it?
or

Clothing Co—Clothing.

SCHEDULE OF MAILS
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Notice:.
Write

—
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o

The wedding of Miss Maud Pres by,
formerly of Ellsworth, takes place to-day
at the home of her uncle, James A. Davis,
I.exiugton, Mass. The groom is Her*
\jmrt Snow, of Snow & Barber, Boston,
Mr. Snow is state engineer of Pennsylvania, with headquarters at Harrisburg,
where they will reside.
The W. C. T. U. has engaged rooms in
t£e Eno block on State street, as meeting
rejoins for the union and Loyal Temperance
Iwgion. The rooms have been pleasantly
flkted up for the purpose, with piano and
over furnishings. There will be a special
irieeting of the W. C. T. U. Saturday evening at 7.30 at the rooms.
pin. Edwin Ashworth, of East Bluehill,:
vAo has been very ill for several months,1
is now rapidly improving. She is still
w|th Mrs. Maurice Emery, where she has
b*er. for nearly six weeks. Her friends
will be glad to learn that she will not have
tdf go to the hospital at present, and will

Prohate notice—Rut Serena* II Rodtr.k.
Adror nodce—R#t Willi# A Gardner.
••
K*t Lucy Bowen Peckham.
Exec notice— K<*t >eieru# H Rodfck.
—Km Ama-a S Kverton.
II B Phillip# —Hoop poles wanted
Campbell * Variety store—Christmas tale.
C«: Hun IB—Me-'ey to loan.
C R Clrone—Net* lunch room.
Floyd A H*yne*— Meat#, flsh and groceries.
Patrick Kearns—Groceries, canned good#, etc.
E G Moore—Apothecary.
staples, Smith A Moody— Musical ln»trr••

RECEIVED.

From West—7.16 a m, 6.18 p m.
From East—U.f6 a m, 5.30 and 10.17 p m.
MAIL CLOSE! AT rOITOmC*.
Goiho East—7 a m and 5.80 p m.
Goimo West—11^0 a m, 5 and 0 pm.
A Sunday mall will arrive from the west at
7.21 a m; and one close at the postofttce for the
west at 5.80 p m.

FIRST IHTIOmL B«HK BUILDIR6, MUR STREET, ELLSWORTH

Misses Nellie F., Mary L. and Katherine
Drummey visited friends in Bangor last
Saturday.
Charles A. Bellatty and wife have gone
to Boston to spend the winter with their
son, Charles E. Bellatty.
Mrs. A. H. Coar, of Farmington, is visiting her mother, Mrs. S. J. Morrison. She
expects to return next Friday.
The factory of the Ellsworth Shoe Co.

ALLSIZES.
VUi*

will start in

NEXT SATURDAY
WILL SELL
WE

Compton Jill Wool Pants,

Men’s Genuine

&2.oO. Former price, $3.50.
Oh! the Boy! Boys’ Pants will go for 40
For

c.

Miss Mary L. Drummey went to Calais
Monday to study telegraphy in the Western Union office. Miss Blanche Harriman,

ELLSWORTH, ME.

Wednesday,

Dec. 13.

E.

Brady, democratic

committeeman

On All Sides 1 Have Trades
riages,

large stock to select from, especially In Second-Hand Carthis is the time of year that they must go at some price.

a

Second-Hand Carriages

HENRY E. DAVIS.

Harnesses

(ORIGINAL

HUCKROAKP

ap Robes

I

MAM.)

Whips
The

blasts of winter will soon tie here, and now is a good time to
prepare yourself against them.
A Dana Fur Coat or Kobe will protect you.

chilly

ELLSWORTH.

FRANKLIN STREET,

CALL

COUNTY

AX

SUPPLY
(Next

XHE

CO.’S

STORE,

door to P. O.)

AND GET A P>IK OP THE

FOR

WORK-SHOE

BEST

MEN

Ever sold in Ellsworth.

This lot only at the price, #2.00.

LINE OF

FULL

A

RUBBERS

of best quality at bottom prices.

Crockery, Tin, Agate and
D. H. TRIBOU, Pres.

Wooden Ware.

F. T. DOYLE, Treas.

to Lncb tai ji Restaurant.
I

probably by Tue.-day, Nov. 21, in one
Franklin Street Stores of the Manning Block, a

will open soon,

of the

QUICK LUNCH ROOM and RESTAURANT,
to be run on modem up-to-date lines, European Plan. Everyof the best, well cooked and well served. You cau get
a la carte for as
a Lunch for 10 cento, or a Dinner

thing

high

as

ex-

all winter.

The ladies of the relief corps will have a
supper at Q. A. R. hall to-morrow evening. Members are requested to furnish
food.

Edward

as

which it is

Lejok lodge, of Ellsworth, w ill work the
third degree at the district convention of
Odd Fellows to be held at Bar Harbor,

RELIABLE CLOTHING CO.,

for you, and

work

manager.

Think of It.

Main and State Streets,

soon on

pected will keep it running

you want to pay.

from

Hancock

attended

a

mittee in

Bangor Saturday.

meeting

of

State

county,

the State

com-

W. R. Fenley, who was for some time
engaged at B. F. Joy’s photographic
studio here, is soon to return to Ellsworth and again have charge.
The Loyal Temperance Legion is planning for a concert and entertainment to
be given at Manniug hall very soon after
Thanksgiving. The programme will include music, recitations, drills, etc.
There was an attendance of forty-eight

the necessary additional

organize

LEADING AUTHORITY ON

PIANOS

SAYS:

graduated steps the Winter & Co.
Pianos have been passing others in the race for distinction until they must /airly be placed among the
leading instruments lor piano honors.”
“Slowly and

with

PRAinn.ni STREET,

ELLSWORTH.

Royal Baking Powder is reported

and healthful, the official remost
other baking powders, as
show
ports
well as the cream of tartar of the market
depended upon by many housekeepers for
raising biscuit and cake, to contain either
alum, ammonia or sulphuric acid.

absolutely pure

Prof. F. L. Bartlett, Assayer and Chemist
for the State of Maine, says:
I have

capital,

w'ould

company or, it is understood,
Details were not entered into.

Frederick W. Bancroft, of Boston, gave
the second

of his song recitals at Odd
Friday evening. The at-

Fellows hall last

was larger than on his first appearance here, and the audience was an
appreciative one. The evening was given

tendance

analyzed

the

Royal Baking Powder,

Miss Annie G. Smith, daughter of Mr.
Mrs. Moses C. Smith, and Hugh
Campbell, son of R. M. Campbell, were
married Monday eveniug, at the home of
the bride’s parents. A reception followed
at the home of the groom.

and

lam,

executive committee.

couple.
Thursday, Nov. 16, at Grand Army hall—
Supper by woman’s relief corps; 15 cents.
Annual fair and
Wednesday, Dec. 13
supper of the Unitarian society.
per

MOUTH OF THE RIVER.
The ladies’ aid society will meet with
Mrs. Henry C. Ray Nov. 16.
Mrs. Richard Garland visited her husband’s mother, Mrs. E. L. Williams, re-

eently.

—

HANCOCK

COUNTY.

17, 18, 19—Ellsworth Quarterly
Meeting of Free Baptist churches at East
Franklin.
Nov.

up to “Irish

Ernest Harrington and wife, of Waltham, Mass., are at Mrs. Harrington’s
Stranger (who has been w'akcti up in
parents, Fred Milliken and wife.
the night)—For heaven’s sake, what’s the
Mrs. Everett Tinker,. who has been at
and get up~
matter?
the Bangor hospital for the last three the whole Landlord-Hurry
Here’s your
hotel’s burning!
weeks, is expected home Wednesday.
bill!

Bancroft.

Calvert Milliken died at his home here
Nov. 11 after a long illness. He leaves a
wife and one daughter, Mrs. Frank Pratt,

Songs and Song Writers”,
at the rehearsal of the festival chorus last and those present heard for the first time
Thursday eveniug. The membership has the story, interestingly told, of how many
familiar Irish airs came to be written.
now reached nearly sixty and it is hoped
that it may be increased to at least sev- The story of the songs was interspersed
by the songs themselves sung by Mr.
enty-five.
kettle of tar left on the stove in the
kitchen of the Franklin house early this
A

“You

Smith, who saved a
by jumping into the water, and
married her afterward?” “Yes, what’s
“He’s just drowned
become of him?”
lady’s

remember

life

an aged
mother, two sisters and one
over and caught fire.
himself.”
Lord, who was warming the tar to brother. Mr. Milliken was a loving husband
and
a kind neighbor, ever
room
the
of
the
at
was
out
father,
the
roof,
repair
MOSES’ FLORAL WORK Ih widely known.
When he returned, the tar was ready to help the sick and afflicted. He
C. R. Cirone, of Nashua, N. H., will open time.
Addreaa— HAR HARBOR only.
will
be
missed
in
the
w
and
a
indow
threw'
ablaze.
He
greatly
community.
a quick-lunch room and restaurant in one
opened
Open all the year ’round.
has
of
all.
The
the
a
serious
kettle
family
sympathy
out, preventing
of the Franklin street stores of the Man- the blazing
>forbut
was
badly singed,
2Unjcrtisnnmta.
ning block. Mr. Cirone is an experienced fire. Mr. Lord
restaurateur. He expects to have his tunately escaped serious burning. There
jStjtjrrttsnnrnts.
in
the
Franklin
is considerable damage
place open for business by Tuesday next.
smoke.
The
“Lord’s Lessons in English” is the title house from the sticky tar
firemen were on hand promptly, but it was
of a booklet of 160 pages, by Everett W.

afternoon, boiled

Charles

water.

Lord,

not necessary to

in

B. Philips has purchased the Ellsworth
creamery buildings, with the intention of
starting up the creamery in the spring.
Mr. Phillips may utilize some of the buildings this winter for a new industry in
which he is to engage—the shaving of
hoop-poles on a larger scale than heretofore done in Ellsw’orth. Mr. Phillips will
buy the poles, and have them shaved out
in Ellsworth. He hopes to handle 500,000

assistant commissioner of education
Porto Rico. The book is complied as a
manual of English lessons for Porto Rias
can teachers, and has been adopted
such by the department of education of
Porto Rico.

put

on

II.

Emily M., widow

of Rufus Clement,
home in North Ellsworth Sunday, in the seventieth year of her age.
.She leaves two sons, Arthur W. and Harry
Clement, and three married daughters.
Funeral services were held at the home today, Rev. J. P. Simonton officiating.
died at her

poles.

i

Drop

a small quantity of vinegar on a little borax. If it
foams up or effervesces the
borax is adulterated wi'h carbonate of soda.

The 20 Mule Team

The Christian Endeavor society of the
Baptist church, at its meeting last Friday
elected officers as follows: Presiin the Eno building on State street next evining,
stands the test of purity.
U. G. Hodgkins; vice-president,
week. He will sell pianos through Frank dent,
secreFOK SALE BY
P. Pray & Son, of Bar Harbor, agents for Rev. P. A. A. Killam; corresponding
M. Beckwith; recording secretary,
Hancock county of several well-known tary,
G. A. PARCHER, Apothecary,
C.
8.
A.
Miss Eva
Leighton; treasurer,
Donnell. The folio" mg committees were
Maine.
Ellsworth,
itfcartusnnnita.
A. M. Flanks,
Lookout—Mrs.
appointed:
Eva
A.
Miss
Austin L. Maddox,
Leighton.
Missionary—Mrs. U. G. Hodgkins, H. W.
PrayerDunn, jr., Mrs. J. G. Leighton.
meeting—Mrs. Charles H. Curtis, H. W.
A. Munroe

[

Dorr will open

a

BORAX

music store

Dunn, Mrs. H.

Largest and Best Line
in the City.
PRICES RIGHT.

Moore’s
Conor

opp.

Drug Store,

j WHOLESALE |
| Flour
Feeds

|

|

|

Grain;;

|
CO.
\

OF ALL KINDS

IH. F. BAILEY
Storehouse and Mill,

'•

Ellsworth.
t Water St.,
In-l-l-H-l-M-l-l-I-H-H-H-HF-l-.-H-t

Special Xmas Gifts

POCKET BOOKS

FOB SALE BY

STAPLES, SrilTH & i*100DY,

While the

a

borrow'.

C. R. CIRONE.
A

Biscuit, cake, rolls, muffins, dumplings, etc.,
a pure leavening agent is indispensable.

Fred A. Eddy, of Bangor, was in the ;
and find no injurious substance nor any adultercity Monday. Mr. Eddy said he had not
ation. The materials comprising the powder are
offered for sale the lots on Main street on
pure, and the proportions quite accurate.
which buildings were destroyed by fire
last week. He had not decided w'hat dis_ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORK.
position he will make of the buildings
and property, but thought the buildings
would remain as they are through the the State council a committee of one to
CHURCH NOTES.
winter at least, except the building oc- solicit speakers. The State council will
CONGREGATIONAL.
cupied by Mr. Eldridge, which is being have headquarters at the Hancock house.
Rev. J. Af. Adama, paator.
repaired.
Good Will council will serve dinner and
Sunday, Nov. 19— Morning service at
There is some prospect that the Union supper at the banquet hall. There will be
10.30. Sunday *6hool at 11.46.
shoe factory w ill be opened up this win- afternoon and evening sessions. All railPrayer and conference meeting on Friter. Ellsworth men who are interested in roads have allowed reduced rates to Ellsday evening at 7.30.
the factory and in the town, and w’ho ap- worth for the convention.
UNITARIAN.
preciate the value to the towrn of having
Rev. S. W. Hutton, paator.
the factory running, have been investigatELLSWORTH FALLS.
Sunday, Nov. 19—Service at 10.30 a. mu
ing conditions in the shoe market and reMartin H. Haynes and wife and Miss Sunday school at 11.45 a. m.
ceived favorable reports. No decision has
METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
Lura Treworgy were in Bangor Monday.
yet been reached as to whether the factory
Rev. J. P. Himonton, paator.
will start up. A favorable decision would
Joseph Lyman and wife, of Brewer, are
Friday, Nov. 17- Prayer service at 7.30.
be good news for the people of Ellsworth. visiting here, the guests of their daughter,
Sunday, Nov. 19—Morning service at
Seldom does a teacher attain such esteem Mrs. Hiram Hamilton.
10.30. Sermon by the pastor. Sunday
and popularity among pupils as Miss Leah
The members of the ladies' sewing circle
Friend, who was an assistant in York on committee for November to raise school at 11.45. Epworth league at 7. Passchool
Miss
Friend
is
now
last
high
year.
tor’s service at 7.30.
money for church work, have decided to
a teacher in Cony high school in Augusta,
North Ellsworth —Preaching Sunday at
and she went to York for a brief visit hold a sociable in the vestry on WednesFriday. On that day she visited the high day evening, Nov. 22. Refreshments will 2 p. m. Mr. Simonton.
her
which
was
a
BAPTIST.
entrance,
school, and
be served. Admission, 15 cents.
complete surprise to all, was the signal for
Rev. P. A. A. Kill am, pastor.
a demonstration among her former pupils
The meeting of Seaside Local Union of
Sunday, Nov. 19— Morning service at
fit for a queen. It was, if rather noisy, a Christian
Endeavor,held here last Wednes- 10.30. Sunday school at 11.45. Christian
sincere tribute of the real affection they
hold for their fcrmer teacher, and her day afternoon and evening, was fairly well Endeavor meeting at 7. Evening praise
visit was a delightful episode.—KorA; attended in spite of the unfavorable
and preaching service at 7.30.
Transcript.
weather. The programme as printed in
Bible study and prayer service at 7.30
A Hosiery manuiacturer rrora ix>weii, The Americas* last week was carried out
Friday evening.
Mass., was in Ellsworth Saturday with with few changes. A picnic supper was
I. L. iialman, with a proposition to estab- served in the vestry at the close of the
COMING EVENTS.
lish a knitting factory. He has a small afternoon session. Mrs. O. N. Alexander,
factory aft Lowell, Mass., and desires to en- of Ellsworth, was elected secretary in
ELLSWORTH.
large. A small amount of capital stock, place of Mrs. Carrie E. Webber, of East
Wednesday, Nov. 29, at Hanoook
about |5,000, would be required for the Bluehill, deceased. The other officers u.o
B. B. Wuitcomb, president; Mrs. William Annual minstrel show and ball of the
has about
He
proposed enlargement.
Royal, treasurer; Rev. J. P. Simonton, Dirigo club. Reserved seats, 50 c., admis£10,000 worth of machinery, and to obtain Mrs. Charles Ward well, Rev. P. A. A. KU- sion
35c., dance tickets, 60c. Supper, 76c.

The county commissioners were in Ellsworth yesterday for their regular November session.

tJ

To Make Pure

•don be able to return to her home.

Eben W. Mayo, of Bluebill, was in the
city yesterday.
H. W. Carr and wife, of Skowhegan, ate
in the city for a few days.
Miss Bessie Joy, who has been very ill
with pleurisy fever, is much better.
M£.
Postmasters. B. Thurlow, of Stonington, was in the city last Thursday.
All the Ellsworth schools except the
high school will close Friday of this week.

MASON,

GENERAL INSURANCE.

atJbttiisi- mt*.

In connection with
flakes of pianos.
•his Mr. Dorr will carry on a general
•busk- store.

LOCAL AFFAIRS.
>

|

ruloln, Kl) north.

|

W. Dunn.

Social—M.

FOR

OUR

PATRONS !

checks at
Beckwith, Miss Eleanor Pomeroy, Manta TO THE LADY presenting the largest number of trade
our store on Christmas noon, will be given
M. Young.
A DINNER SET OF 112 PIECES. PRICE, $18.
The State convention of thel'IJunior TO THE GIRL presenting the largest number of trade checks at
our
store
on Christmas noon, will be given
American
Mechanics
will
Order of United
A HANDSOME GREAT DOLL.
be held here Thursday, Jan. 18, at Odd
THE BOY presenting the largest number of trade checks at
Fellows hall. Dr. F. E. Wheat, of Rum- TO
onr store on Christmas noon, will be given
ford Falla, who was appointed by GovA FINE 22-GAUGE RIFLE.
ernor Cobb to go to New York to investiChecks given with every F1VE-CENT purchase at our store. All checks
gate the emigration question will speak on must be returned by noon, Dec. 25.
that subject. There will be other speakers,
DON'T FORGET that we have one of the best assortments of China,
including State and probably national Crockery, Glassware, Enamel-ware, Tinware, Toys, Dolls, Writing Paper,
officers of the association. It is expected Books, Games, Wall Paper, Vases, Lamps, Novelties, etc., etc., and that onr
somewhere near 400 delegates will be prices are ROCK
BOTTOM every time.
Note particularly the bonanza
present. Three degrees will be exempli- bargains on our 5c and lOe Counters. Call at the store and see the gifts. No
to
show
trouble
goods.
fied by the State council. The Oriental
degree will be worked by subordinate
councils. Mr. Beckwith, of Good Will
ELLSWORTH, IV! E.
council, Ellsworth, has beea appointed by

CAMPBELL’S VARIETY STORE,

ZS.'Zgg?

fW addiHonul Otmntu ,V«w

j
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■><

di

urnal Count'*

Amp*,

fM

Account

visit to his

on

attending

Deer

to

a

plumbing

contract:

Isle,

The schooner Sarah Davis, of Belfast,
arrived last week with a cargo of coal for
Castine Coal Co.
Schooner Phi ness Gay arrived Friday
with a miscellaneous cargo of freight for
Castine merchants.

Walker, secretary to CongressLittlefield, spent Sunday here with

Edward
man

his brother, W. A. Walker.
Coombs and Annie Rea,
who have been teaching in Monmonth,
are at home for their vacation.
Misses

write a check.

order

money

only

has

keeps

eet a check from some
--

This causes

dip
and

The Bank

your account, cares
money, and fur-

for your

a

to

nisbes you

a

check

_

book

■

without coat.

sev-

W. Clark has been absent several

A.

a

delay.

a

Charles Wood, of Bangor, spent Sunday
in Castine.

weeks

buy

Rank Account

family.

Parker Fuller, of Rockland, spent
eral days in town this week.

Emma

The Misses Alice and Louise Cox, who
have been teaching fall terms of school,
are at home for their vacations.
The many friends of Clarence Wheeler,
of Castine*# young men, were pleased
to see him here several days last week.
one

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK.

I

ELLSWORTH..MAINE.

The ladies of the Congregational society
held a ten-cent social at the vestry on
Monday evening. Hot chocolate and cake
were served.
A very interesting exhibition of stereopticon pictures on Gsstine,
old and new, was given by W. G. Sargent,

thoroughly enjoyed by all present.
Notice is out announcing the opening
of a new steamboat route beginning Monday, No*. 13, from Sandy Point, Castine
and Dark Harbor to Rockland, by steamer
Golden Rod, Capt. Arey. it is hoped the
captain will find business enough in this
route to keep his boat running all winter,
as this is a much-needed means of communication from Castine.
and

COUNTY NEWS.

Harbor, was thrown and trampled on by a
and is confined to her bed with a bad
shoulder.
cow,

Mrs. Abbie Higgins entertained a party
of ladies one day the past week.
Among
them was Mrs. James Hamor, of West
some
for
of
the
time
who
for
most
Eden,
years has been confined to her home from
Her friends here
dislocation of the hip.
were

glad

to

see

her.

H.

Nov. 6.
_

NORTH SULLIVAN.
Miss Blanche Webb is alowly recovering
from illness.
Measles

Hooper

is

Miss

prevalent.

has been very

Edith

ill.

James Gray and Joseph
Leslie Gray,
Mrs. Hattie W'ooster has returned from
Morey, who have been on the yacht Aria,
of Bangor, this summer arrived home last Prospect Harbor for the winter.
Miss Martha Uta Gordon, of Franklin,
week.
is the guest of her cousin, M. E. Moone.
Ueorge u. weeics leit JMtonaay morning
Mrs. Florence Springer and infant
on steamer Tremont for Stockton Springs
j
where he has found employment for the daughter Doris were guests at the home
of Oniaa Springer a few days last week.
winter.
Mrs. Onias Springer returned from the
Postmaster C. H. Hooper left Monday
for his vacation. He will visit Boston, Sisters hospital in Lewiston, Nov. 4. She
Providence and New York, combining is gaining as rapidly as could be expected.
business with pleasure.
Congratulations are extended to Lena
Owing to the non-appearance of steamer Blaiadell, of Franklin, and Charlie Gilley, j
Golden Rod, which was to have taken of Bar Harbor, who were married there
the foot ball boys with an excursion to Nov. 7.
Bncksport, the services of the launch Ada,
Miss lnex Anderson, of Bar Harbor,

of Belfast, were secured to take the team
and a few of their supporters, while others
drove up to witness the game.

\

the wife of Cleveland Blaisdeil
Many friends here extend con-

became

Saturday.

gratulations.
Frank Springer, of Bar

Harbor, and
employed in

Eugene Springer,
Holden, spent Sunday with their parents.
John Springer and wife.
Friends here regret the departure of
the family of Ralph Gerriah, who will
shortly move to Cherryfield. Mrs. Gerrish
who

is

I

rr

additional Count jt ,Vf>v«

im

other page*

OTIS.
School began to-day for
after a week's vacation.

a

short

Mr. Higgins, of Bar Harbor,
guest of Eben Warren last week.

term,

he

| DR. TRUE’S
El

Walls, and several others have had engines put in their boats the past week.
Capts. Pomroy and Walls bad their work
done in Ellsworth.
Gapt. LunUs work
was done
by Mr. Mayo, of Southwest
Harbor.

the

ELIXIR

\ t*e taken promptly when yon notice any of cheat well-known
ijmptonw: barrel tumrur, variable appetite, disturbed aleep. irritability, malaria, poor complexion, coativenea*.
l>r. True* Klixir la a pare wire table home remedy with a wonder*
Tally *ticce»afol record. For Hirer generation* it ha* been in n*e. Ita
laxative action keep* the atomach aweet, the bowel* regular, the
ood pure, increase* the appetite, ami give* rgMtd rob*i*t health. Given
regularly U la a preventative of cough*, cold*, fever and worm*.
ForUaod. Me.
Da. J. F. Tar* A On,:
I -ball In future k iw»w port what to recommend to other* who are
not feeling wall;
out of order, headache. |*«or appetite, or a
bad cold. Your KlUir ha* helped toe out of }u*t Hit* combination of
had Iwtiiw*. I want lo thank you lor It, aa it cured me of all the**
trouble* and destroyed the cokl 1 had.
Maa. F„ A. S*ourr*t.n.
Youn*truly,
»i— "ran
g«M »7-w AmI-t*. »#. M*. fl M. X.a. «*r t*—
•now,

Emile

Steamer Clarence B. Mitchell, Capt. Al.
Welch, of Prospect, came in Wednesday
bringing quite a number of people who
have spent the past season at work there.
Among them were Walter Lunt, wife and
daughter Doris Irene, his mother, Mrs.
Nancy G. Lunt, and suiter Rena. Miss
Rena has been visiting since her season at
the hotel at Madison, Bar Harbor and
Prospect. All are glad to have them back.
Wash. Norwood and family came on the
same boat.
Nov. 13.
Thelma.

--

DR. J. r. TRUK a CO., Auburn, Me.

COUNTY
Ft ortrHlionnl

Mrs. A. H. Coggins returned from her

moo

Catherine. Charles 'Stone, wife snd two
of Thomaston; Elmer Johnson
snd Arthur Treworgy, of Sorrento, for a

other TMfO

week's

LAMOINE.

Mrs. Wallace Tibbetts was in attendance
the wedding, at Bar Harbor, of her
niece. Miss Ina Anderson, to Mr. Blaisdell,
both of that town, last Friday.

Kube Davis, of Bangor, has rented the
L. Grover place and moved here last
week. Mrs. Davis' brother, Arm Grover,
will make his home with them.
Nov. 13.
Davis.
E.

visit her son Frank for
Nov. 13.

a

week

Tramf.

WEST EDEN.
D. W. McKay end Thomas Knowles have
gone up river for a week’s gunning.
B. Barton and family have moved into
bouse of Mrs. Ellen Higgins for the
winter.

the

Mrs. Eliza Hamor, of Ellsworth, is
spending a few weeks with Mrs. E. E.
W.
trip to Bar
Sargent.
gor last week.
worker.
Fanny Young has been quite ill,
Nov. 13.
M.
Oliver Gray has gone with Capt. Orvis in threatened with pneumonia, but at presthe Maria L. Davis.
ent writing is better.
FRANKLIN.
There has been quite a demand for small
O. G. Hayward has moved his family
Miss Susie Swan has opened a millinery coasters in this vicinity the past week*
back from Winter Harbor. They are ocroom at I. F. Butler's.
Kate Haskell is with Mrs. Elmer Orcult cupying the house of Will F. Higgins.
Henry French and family are occupying while Mrs. Haskell is away from home.
The V. L society held a chicken supper
The Castine foot ball squad played a fast
Eugene Bunker's cottage.
William Bates expects to move his family and dance at Town Hill hall Thursday
and exciting game with E. M. C. 8. on the
Austin McNeil is getting out again after to Marshfield, Vt., where he has employ- evening. A large crowd was in attendhome grounds on Wednesday, resulting in
a severe attack of measles.
ance. Proceeds, about fSO, will be spent on
ment.
a score in favor of the home team of 11 to
Miss Vinnie Lawrie, 'of Bangor, is the
The Lizzie and Annie, Capt. Gandage, is the cemetery.
0. A return game was played at BucksNov. 13.
8.
of her aunt, Mrs. E. F. Bartlett.
loading wood at the head of Orcutt's
port Saturday afternoon resulting in an- guest
Miss Mildred W'ouster left for Boston harbor.
other victory for Castine, 5 to 0. The boys
35btrtisrmnit2.
hope for a return game with Rockland Nov. 3, where she will spend the winter.
Capt. I. F. Hutchinson is loading the
y\
«v
y*
high, but for some reason they have not
John W. Blaiadell is loading cars for “Adam Bowl by” with wood at North
—H
I
able
been
to
one.
arrange
Boston and Worcester, Maas., with pine Brooks vilie.
yet
All are pleased to note the marriage of board.
The Buck’s Harbor school, taught by
William
tw'o of Castine’s young men.
Moose steak and partridge stew are the Brooks W. Grindle, of North Brookaville,
Clark and Miss Elizabeth La Mont were season’s delicacies made possible by local closed Friday.
married last week and George Gray and sportsmen.
Irvin Condon was badly injured by a
Miss Margaret P. Pray, of Rockland, were
Much sympathy is expressed for Mrs. blow from a chain while working on the
married Wednesday night. Each happy Dtemma
Blaisdeil, whose recent fall ne- road to the new mill Saturday.
couple was duly honored on Friday night cessitates confinement to her bed.
Mrs. Nancy Leach, whose husband died
by the music of guns, tin pans, etc., by
Mias Annie Pberson has moved her stock very suddenly last week, is with her
the younger boys in an old-fashioned serPhysicians tell us that all
of goods to her new* shop. Henry Jelli- daughter, Mrs. Snowman, of Penobaoot.
enade. All wish the young couples much
the blood in a healthy
Nov. 13.
son will put a stock of goods in the store
C.
happiness and success in their new start
human body passes through
vacated by Miss Pberson.
in life.
SOUTH BROOKSVILLE.

will be missed from the church and social
life, where she was always a willing

C.

Bates made

a

business

—

---

<** y

Every

C.

NORTH DEER »LE.
Miss Alberta Hatch has returned from
visit in Camden.
Jonathan Toney was in
business the past week.

Rockland

a

on

Samuel Lowe was s guest si Ha we* hotel
in West Brookaville last Monday.

Oapt. Roland Lowe, who ha* been in the
Florence Leland, is home.
Mrs. George W. Small is visiting her
lister, Mrs. Mark Whitmore, in Camden.
The schooner Polly, the oldest vesnel on
this coast, paaaed.through the Reach Friday.
schooner

Justin Grindle has moved his family to
He ha* rented his home
to Charles Powers.

Monson, Maas.

Deputy-sheriff Rowland H. Howard,
West Sedgwick, was here Monday
rn the interests of the Humane
society.
The sheriff* visit here was productive c.f
much good.
Miss Lillian Jones, daughter of Mr*.
Mabel Jones, celebrated tbe sixth anniversary of her birth Saturday afternoon by
giving a party to her friends. About 4
of

She vis-

or so.

hunting.

Nov. IX

8tonington Saturday.
Mr*. Gideon Joy, ot North Hancock, is
Arthur Young, of Bar Harbor, returned
Oatley Gray is work ing for E. M. Cun- visiting relatives her*.
last week to W. W. Tibbetts' for the win- ningham at the Dr. Briggs
place.
Rrv. Mr. McDonald preached a very
ter.
Mrs. Elisabeth Clark and Miss Hattie, forcible and interesting temperance serMrs. George Brimmer, of Brewer, visited of Ellsworth, are visiting friends here.
mon Sunday morning.
her cousin, Mrs. E. L. Grover, a few days
Lamoine grange will give a short musiAlbert Garter, of Sedgwick, was tla
last week.
guest of Volney Coggins from Friday Ull cal and literary entertainment, followed
Willis Salisbury and wife visited rela- Sunday.
by a chicken supper, at Grange hall, Fritives at Lamoine and Ellsworth Saturday
School dosed last Tuesday, after a term day evening, Nov. I".
and Sunday.
of over eight weeks.
Mrs. Mary H. Coolidge and daughter are
Mr. Hamilton, the
Herbert Salisbury came from Brewer for teacher, returned to his home in Brooklin. in Bangor for a few days. Miss Coolidge
a few days’ hunting
with his brother
Mrs. Henry Hamilton, of Brooklin, has completed her fourth term of grammar
Willis last week.
been visiting her son, who teaches here school at Ryefleld district, Franklin, last
The grange circle met lsst Wednesday the past week. She returned to Brooklin Friday.
with Miss Tresaa Young and the anion Una morning.
The community was saddened last
last Thursday with Mrs. Jed Salisbury.
The county commissioners meet Tues- Thursday to learn of the death of Clarissa
Galvin Coggins,
of
Aaron Salisbury and wife returned home day at the John Haskell
place to consider C\, widow of
last Monday from a short visit with their the arrangement of taxes, which are vary this place, at the home of her daughter,
daughter, Mrs. Bert Smith, of Bucksport, unsatisfactory to many in this section as Mrs. Elvira Larnard, in Sharon, Maas.,
and relatives in Bangor.
Wednesday, Nov. 8, after an illness of
they now stand.
about three weeks. Mrs. Coggins was a
Winfield Moore and wife went to EllsMrs. Lett if Candage and children left
native of Edgecomb, but the greater part
worth Falls last Sunday, after a week’s this
morning tor Stoninglon, where Mr. of
her married life was spent in this town.
stay here with Mrs. Moore’s parents, Candage is employed. They were accomShe moved to Sharon t hree years ago, soon
Wallace Tibbetts and wife.
panied by Mrs. A. H. Coggins, who will after the death of her husband.
visit to

at

'"iili"1
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SOUTH SURRY'.
was

Mother and daughter, old and
voting often
need a good, reliable family tonic remedy.
Complaint* of stomach, liver and bowel*

\ —especially constipation-arc common
J in every home at thi* time of the
year

having
Halsey Galley,
bought a larger one.
Augustus Gordins, wife and sons Nelson, Harry and Eugene, came home from
Milbridge Friday, in a boat he has bought
for the scallop business.
George W. Lunt, John Poraroy, George

Bank

a

his pen into the ink

friend who has already
a

person with

send mouey away, has to
either

other page*

A

A person without a Rank
wishes to
Account who

or

Olsen is at home for

j

WEST TREMONT.
William Webster and Eugene Brewer
; are at home.
The infant non of Dennis Norwood and
I wife died Saturday, Nov. 11.
lene boat to

|

CAST1NE.
Oscar

Saving,

a

*«Wr

»«

Gspt. Gard l«awson sold hi* small gaso-

COUNTY NEWS.
§cr

aounuiimimi.

COUNTY NEWS.

Stfeotismfstft.

l'BK Amebjcan hat eubtcribcrt at 107

•/ the 117 pout-office* *n Hancock county
ther paper* in (h« County comAll t*
bined do not reach to many. Thk AMFRICAN it not the only paper printed in
Hancock county, and hat never claimed to
6*, but it it the only paper that can prop
erly be called a CocJfTY paper; all the
reel arc merely local papert. The circulation ot Thb Amkiuoan, barring the Bar
Harbor Record’t rummer list, it larger
than that of all the other paper* printed
in Hancock county.

ited her daughter in this town the past
two summers. Although in feeble health
for many years, she possessed sn unusual
degree of cheerfulness, fortitude, snd o'clock the children were invited into the
physical endurance, snd bat rallied from dining-room and seated at the table which
several illnesses, when the seemed beyond was handsomely decorated with plants
all hope. As a wife and mother the wst
end evergreens, and bore various dainties
devoted to home and family; as a neigh- dear to the appetites of the small guests.
bor the was kind snd tympathstis, and
The birthday cake, which occupied the
her memory will be long cherished. The centre of the board, was an elegant affair,
funeral services were held in Bbaron, aa snd bore the name of the young hostess.
all her children and most of her grandFourteen little ones were prescut. Music
children were in that vicinity. The re- for their entertainment was furnished
by
mains were brought here for interment,
Miaa Alberta Hatch.
her
son
William
Nov. IX
accompanied by
younger
E.
| last Saturday. Beautiful floral offerings
from children and grandchildren and other
NORTH BROOKBVHJ.K
relatives covered the last resting (lace. :
Alice Belle Perkin*, who has been emThe deceased is survived by three daughployed at Bar Harbor, is at home.
ters snd two sons-Mrs. Augusta Bartlett,
j Mr*. R. G. Steele fell down cellar one
of Melrose, Mass., Mrs. Elvira Larnard, of
day last week and fractured her wrist.
Sharon, and Mrs. F. I. Hodgkins, of this
Misa Melinda Perktna, of Bar Harbor, is
town, and CUvin and William, of Bhamn.
the guest of her aunt, Mrs. J. E. Staple*.
Nov. 13.
H.
Rev. E. P. Green, pastor of the CongreEAST FRANKLIN.
gational ehureb at West Brooksville,
Mr*. George H. Welsh was in Ellsworth spoke here Sunday forenoon aud evening
in exchange with the pastor.
Thursday of last week.
The third degree wat worked on the first
Mrs. J. IT. Hardison is visiting friends
candidate of Bagmduce lodge, K.and A M.,
in Washington county.
v
Priday night, by Rising Star lodge, of PeMrs. S. E. Aab, of W«et Sullivan, visited nobacol. A number
of Maaous wire present from neighboring lodges
relatives here Nov. 10and 11.
Dinner »a*
served at the home of William Cain.
j John W. Hardison and Hamlin Gordon
School closed Saturday, after a successhave a short Job at L'monville on stone.
ful term often weeks, taught by Grace
I Herbert A. Ash, of Ellsworth Falls, who Stover.
In the evening the pupils had
has spent the past week here with rela- an entertainment
for I be benefit of the
I fives, has returned.
school league. The pupils who took part
were
Glen
Limebnrner, In-/ Gray,
Mrs. 'Joseph Colson has a chrysant heMabelle, Agnes and Charley Dodge, Ward
mum plant which is a pretty sight.
It has and Edna Urindle, Stella, Hot»-ri sod
Clifton Lord, Della, Clara, Iva and Sidney
126 blossoms and many buds.
Snow, Olga Steele, Nelson. Koala. Roy,
F. E. Blaisdell, who has been employed
Guy, Anna and Hope Perkins. Alta »nd
in Bar Harbor, has returned home and
Vernon Segar, Charley, Harold and Krank
Dow, KfBe. Loring and Harry Young,
will have employment here this winter.
George and Cheater Black, Gerard H*»«*
Mrs. F. E. Blaisdell was called to Pitts- and Leader Green. The
proceeds »ere fS.
field to see her son Leo, who was attendC.
Nov. 13.
ing school there but who unfortunately
liad trouble with his eves, necessitating an
3trt)rrtiarmcnU.
i operation, from which he is improving. ;
Mrs.
Blaisdell
took
her
as
i
daughter Keaa
1
far as Bangor with her to have her eyes
fitted with glasses.
Nov. 13.
K.

j

Two Minutes j

Nov. 13.

Nov. 6.

G.

Mr*. Eliza Hatch will live with her
daughter, Mr*. Arthur Webb, thi* winter.

EASTBROOK.
Schools

closed Friday.

Mrs. Mary Dyer is visiting friends and
relatives in Hancock.
J. S. Leighton is in Gouidsboro
on business.

and

vicinity

Al. Giles, who has been employed
Sullivan, has returned home.

Andy Partridge,
his annt, Mrs.

of

Sullivan,

is

in

visiting

Cora Kingman.

There will be a Thanksgiving ball and
supper at the new grange hall, Nov 30.
Curtis Tracy has closed his house for
the winter and taken his family to Franklin.

A. K. Dyer is home from Ellsworth
where he has been soliciting for Chose
Bros.
Leah and Lillian Scammons, of Hancock, are visiting their, aunt, Mrs. Helen

Dyer.
Deer

to be quite plentiful in this
Several of the local hunters

seem

vicinity.

OCEANVILLE.

B.

Judge Spofford and wife, who have been
IV. M. Hatch and family went to Malspending a week in Boston, came home den, Maas.,
Saturday, where they will reSaturday.
side thia winter.
The masonic block has been newly
Repairs on the building* on the church
painted outside, and put in thorough
property are being made by Leonidas
repair within.
Clark and Seth Lufkin.
Frank A. Gross and Mrs. E. W.
are visiting friends in Connecticut
and New York.
Mrs.

Rev.

Capt. E. Y. Haskell
take command of yacht
among the

Miss

left
Inia

Thursday
for

a

came

to

Mrs. E. E.
Crockett’s Thursday night was a failure, as
far as the beans were concerned, as they
did not put in an appearance. But still
there are other things worth eating.
Nov. 11.
A.

cruise

Bos worth.

grammar
been spend-

Atlantic, who has
vacation with friends here, left for
Swan’s Island Friday.
teacher at

ing

her

Barbour and
wife
left
for
Chicago this week, where Mr. Barbour
will be caretaker of the estate of F. W.
Morgan. His brother, Capt. Irving Barbour, commands Mr. Morgan's yacht
Pathfinder.
Nov.

Gapt. E. L. Gott went to Ellsworth on a
business trip recently.
Halsey Moore, who has been very ill
with typhoid fever, is improving.
Charles Stanley who has been working
on a well for C. K. Ovington, was taken
ill Saturday. He was a little better Sunday and returned to his home at Cranberry Isles.

13._S.
EGYPT.

Frank Jordan
definite stay.

is at

home for

an

in-

Clow, wife and little daughter
Josephine are in Marshfield visiting Mrs.
Erwin Scammon and wife, of Bar HarClow’s parents, George Lyon and wife.
The people of East brook were greatly bor, are the guests of E. E. Scammon.
Fred McKenzie and family have moved
shocked Monday to hear of the death of
William French, of^Orono, formerly of into tb Franklin Road house at North
this place, and held in high esteem by the Hancock.
Mrs. Newell Hardison has returned
people here. He had many friends and
in
from Orono, where she h*s been visiting
this
town
who
relatives
are
greatly saddened by his death. The relatives.
Samuel Savage, who has had employfuneral services were held at Hancock
Wednesday afternoon.
ment in Vermont the pant year, has
returned home.
Ifor. U.
B.
Walter

A Disastrous Calamity.
it is a disastrous calamity when yon lose
mar health, because indigestion and constipation have sapped it away. Prompt
rtaStf can he had in Dr. King's New Lite
Pills.
They build np your digestive
eargnns, end cure headache, dininese,
oollc, constipation, etc. Guaranteed at E.
(/. Moohk's drug store; 36c.

Newman Savage, who has employment
Bar Harbor, has been spending a few
days at home.
at

Rowland Clark has gone to Greenville to
spend the winter with his sister, Mrs.
Waldo Spencer. His father, who accompanied him, will make a short visit before
returning home.
Nov. 12.
W

bean supper at

GOTT’S ISLAND.

Hosea

have been successful.

here

The baked

West Indian islands.

Blanche

Nathan

Hunt, State missionary,
Friday for a two weeks’ stay.
He will hold special meetings.

Haskell

the heart once in every two
minutes. If this action becomes
irregular the whole
suffers.
Poor health
body
follows poor blood ; Scott’s
Emulsion makes the blood
pure. One reason why

The Black Island Granite Co. has done a
good business for a small crew since about
April 20. They have shipped fifteen
cargoes to New York, four of which aggregated 1,700 tons. The other vessels
wen- of between 200 and 300 tons
capacity.
The company will soon shut down lor the
season.

Nov. 13.

Chips.

SCOTT’S
EMULSION
is such a great aid is because
it passes so quickly into
the blood. It is partly digested before it enters the
stomach ; a double advantage in this. Less work
for the stomach; quicker
and more direct benefits.
To get the greatest amount
of good with the least possible effort is the desire of
everyone in poor health.
Scott’s Emulsion does just
that. A change for the
better takes place even before you expect it
iOt
We Win acaf

MARLBORO.

•ample free.

Miss Delia Wilcomb, of Hull's Cove, is

visiting

|

Nov. 13.

An,

*

Be aare that thia
picture in the form of

at Tyler

Hodgkins’.
Eben Kingman (pent a lew daye at Mt.
Daaert Ferry last week, viaiting relatives.
Thad* Hodgkins, who has ban la Eiiaworth having a gasoline engine pot in his
boat, has returned home with it.
Mrs. Emma Wright and little eon, ol
Bar Harbor, were the guests of her parents, Tyler Hodgkins and wife, last week.

yea

label a oa the wrapper of every bottle of
Emahievi yoo bay.
a

I
j

Scott & Bo wan
haa

1
ts
«

409
f°

Chcmtatt
Pearl Sc., N. T,
cent* and fi. 00
JUi IraatM

1

HANCOCK POINT.
8. J. Johnston
on business.

was

in

Ellsworth Satur-

day

Mrs. George Hopkins, of Trenton, la vis- !
iting her sister, Mtt. Joseph Tufts.
lewis Jordan and crew are building an
ell on Mrs. William T. Sampson's cottage.

j

C. A. Penney and E. J. Clark are buildthe foundation for Mrs. Brown’s cot- ;
tags.
Mrs. Rebecca Hale and daughter Katharine are spending a few days in Elisworth.

ing

Miss May Young arrived home Monday
from Prospect Harbor where she has been

teaching.
8. E. Gould and Robert Haley are building two dormer windows on Mrs. Rebecca
Hale's house.
Nov. IS.
E.

_J
RUBBERS

HOOD

./hood\

j
j

—

TRADEy (iwtwe

HOT HADE BY A

CURE

CnaiB Balm
Ely’sqatekfy

Among recent arrivals are Mias Lixxia
Mulbury, of Boekland, at D. W. Winchester’s; Edward Stone, of the steamer

j

A Positive

Mrs. E. E. Swett, who has been seriously
ill for several weeks, is still quite low.

M. O. Chatto received last week three
barred Plymouth Rock cockerels from the
experi ment station at Orono, from Prof.
Cowell's 300-egg strain.

TRUST

//*■ row cpp/vor cer mescpoaSfA+fPGM rOVP 0£PlfP-*P/- ui

EAST SURRY.

Mrs. Flora Shapleigh, formerly Flora
Freethy, of this place, is seriously ill in
California. She is with her sister, Mrs.
Frank Jarvis.

MARK

,.

is

absorbed.

[)-i:-<
vorv^rS ssrrer
cl..

y A...
s*
*r**c^m

It cleanses, soothe*
heals and protects
the diseased membrane. It core* Catarrh and drive*
away a Cold in the
Head quickly.
stores the Sense* of ITu*te and Smell Full sir* 50 eta.,
eta.
gist* or by mail; Trial 8i*e 10 hew 1 >*1
Brothers,56 Warren Street,

Be-|
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J
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are

other pager

southwest harbor.
n

Mr*. Itl» Parker arrived Saturday from
pleaaure trip to Boston and other places.

0* t. Jacob Mayo, Jr., has returned
with his family from his summer stay in
Brooklin.
Charles Newhall has returned to Southwest Harbor after a two-months’ visit
with relatives in Massachusetts.
Miss Alice J. Dolliver returned from her
annual vacation on Saturday last, having
spent Six weeks with relatives in Massachusetts.
M. H. Mason, of Sorrento, made a busitrip to Boston last week, visiting
while there J. J. Lawton and family, at
Watertoarfc.

ness

Alfred Brawn has closed his house for
the winter, and left last week for New
Hampshire, where he will stay some
months with a sister.
John Whitmore, who has been in busiwith James Dole in Hawaii for the
past two years, cwme to the United States
on business, and extended the trip to visit
before returning to
his parents here
Honolulu.

I

Hhe

former resident of this pla<^?,
loved by every one. The stricken family
has the sympathy of all.
Nov. 10.
A.
was

a

BUCKSPORT.
The engagement is announced of Miss
Esther Marion Emerson, daughter of Dr.
George H. Emerson and wife, to Clarence
A. Terrill, of Old Town.
John J. Cullity died Thursday morning
after an illness of only three weeks. Mr.
Cullity had for the last twenty or twentyfour years been in the employ of George
Blodgett, whose interests lie has served
faithfully and well. Mr. Cullity was born
here Sept, 6, 1861 and had always resided
here. Few men in town had more friends
who are sincere
mourners.
He was a
member of C. E. Whelan court, No. 9129,
M. W. of A. He was unmarried und leaves
a sister, Miss Julia Cullity, of Bucksport;
two brothers, Michael Cullity, also of

Bucksport, and Daniel Cullity, of Randolph, Mass. The funeral was held Saturday at 9 o’clock in 8t. Vincent Du
Paul's church.

ness

The silent reaper has again visited this
community, and heart* are made sad by
the “going home” of a most estimable
woman, Mr*. Elizabeth Lawler, whose
death occurred Monday, Nov. 6, after a
long and wasting illness. Her sons and

daughters have anticipated every want of
the invalid, and her sister, M. A. Carroll,

DORR-HAMM WEDDING.

The home of Mr. and Mrs.
Dorr on Mill street, was the

Hiram F.
of a

scene

very pretty wedding Wednesday evening,
Nov. 1, when their only daughter, Mary
Sherburne Dorr, was united in marriage
to Frank Percival Hamm, of Chelsea, Mass.
The house had been beautifully decorated for the occasion by William Snow
with evergreen and cut flowers, the color
scheme being green and red. A corner of
the

parlor

had been banked with green, an
formed
festoons of smilax

being
by
constantly with her since the
and white pinks, under which the bridal
Mrs. Lawler had lived a
first of June.
party stood, the background of green
long, useful life of eighty-tw-o years, and
making a most artistic setting for the
was ready and willing to be catted home
party.
was
a
woman
Master.
She
of
the
by
Promptly at 8 o’clock, to the strains of
and
with
observation
worth,
sterling
quick
Lohengrin’s wedding march played by
tine qualities of mind, a strong sense of
Mrs. Mary L. Hopkins, the bridal party
right and Justice. A large circle of relatives entered the
parlor and took their places.
and friends will sadly miss “Aunt Lizzie”,
The bride was beautifully gowned in white
who was a gentlewoman in every sense of
lansdowne with lace trimmings, and was
the word. The funeral services were held at
attended by Mrs. Fred Dorr, of Chelsea,
the home Thursday afternoon, Rev. J. A.
Mass., as matron of honor, Fred Dorr actLawrence, pastor of the Congregational
ing as best man. The ceremony was most
a
of
which
she
was
faithful
memchurch,
impressively performed by Rev. William
and
words
of
comfort
ber, speaking
Forsyth, of the Elm street Congregaeulogy.
tional church.
Spray.
Nov. 13.
After the ceremony a reception was held.
Ice-cream and cake were served by Misses
BA ROENT V LLLE.
Esther Jocylen and Josephine Cowen,
Warren Beadle is norae'Tor a week.
Miss Elizabeth Oenn presided at the punch
The chapel circle met with Mrs. Mary table.
Many beautiful gifts of silver,
Milliken.
chinn and table linen were rewived.
Charles Foster went to Boston on busiThe guests present from out of town
ness Monday.
were:
Frank Hamm and wife, of Monroe,
J. B. Rabson, of Brooklin, visited J. A. parents of the groom, Fred Dorr and wife,
and Master Clyde Dorr, of Chelsea, Mass.,
Moore last week.
Howard Dorr and wife, of North PenobEdward and W'alter Nevells are at work
scot.
The townspeople present were:
for the telephone company here.
Hon. O. F. Fellows and wife, W. A.
A missionary concert Sunday evening
Remick and wife, D. P. Farmer and wife,
was well attended and much enjoyed.
C. C. Jocylen and wife, Mrs. Carolyn
Winfield Walker and wife have gone to Oenn, Miss Elizabeth Genn, Mrs. Mary L.
Lynn, Mass., where they will spend the Hopkins, Mrs. Julia Aubens, Mrs. F. M.
winter.
Mooney, Mrs. Frank Harriman, Mrs. John
Miss Josephine Cowen, Miss
Charles Dority, of Bar Harbor, visited O’Brien,
Esther Jocylen, Master Reginald Jocylen,
Kuel Dority and wife, the Dorothy Jocylen, Mrs. Elizabeth Hutchhis parents,
ings.
past week.
Mrs. Hamm is a charming young lady,
Mr. Hardy, of Bangor, is at the Lynn- and has a host of friends w ho, while they
inore.
He is doing the plumbing in Mrs. much regret her departure from town,
wish her much happiness and prosperity
Bennett’s house.
in her new* home. The young couple will
Mrs. Clara Clapp, who has been visiting make their home in Omelsea, Mass., and
has will be at home after Nov. 15 at 44 Bloomher daughter, Mrs. Fred Sargent,
ha* been

arch

ingdale,

13._M,

Miss Lena Malanson has gone to Boston
grandmother. She intends to
work there this winter.

Ivan

Tapley,

Farnham,

Bangor, and Bewail
Springs, spent Sunday

of

of Stockton

with their families here.
Schooner

Phineas Gay, Capt. Frank Per-

James and Harry Crockett have rebuilt
It had to be
Samuel Moore's chimney.
rebuilt from below the roof.

kins, of Portland, is
loaded with grain for

Charles Stanley is shingling and making ether improvements on Mrs. K. E.
Newman's house at Manset.

The Y. P. 8. C. E. held a sociable and
supper at the chape! last Thursday evening, realizing |6. There was a large attendance and a pleasant evening was

at Wasson’s wharf
local merchants.

Count% Nowt

tot otoor

Somerville,
Mrs. Lizzie Moore will fto
on a visit to her stepson* Herbert
Moore. Before returning
home she may go to New York to visit
Bred Moore's family.

Sunday, Nov. 5.
NOV. 13.

Mas*., this week

Gov. brooks lodge, I. O. O. F., has
adopted memorial resolutions as follows:
Whereat, The messeoger of death has called
beyond oar brother, Capt. George
W. Blodgett, therefore.

to the great

An ice-cream sociable at Mrs. Pinkham's Thursday last for the benefit of the
hall—supper in the hall this week.
It is with sorrow we learn of the death
of Mrs. Emily Torrey.Rced, at Weatbrook.

ment.

Eugene Cole, who has been employed by
Abel Bartlett, has gone to his home on
Long Island.

Quite a party from here attended the
entertainment at Center church Thursday
night, by Mr. Higgins.
“1 Thank The Lord!”
The dance and supper which was held
cried Hannah Plant, of Little Bock, Ark.,
“for the relief I got from Bucklen’a at the hall Friday evening was well atArnica Balve. It cured my fearful runand all report a good time. There
else would tended,
ning cores, which nothing
will be another on Saturday, Nov. 18, if
heal, and from which I had suffered for pleasant; U not. the first pleasant night
S years. It is a marvelous healar for cuts,
bu.
and wounds. Guaranteed at B. G. after Monday night.
I*
Nov. 13.
26c.
Moons’s
drug store;

are

already in

the

your ears
enemy lurks.

a

crouching

have

1

—

hearty welcome.
Although three days of the week were
the attendance at the
very stormy,
McKinley school was very good. Not absent: Della Black, Alice Black,
Flossie
Bunker, Grace Gott, Gladys Gott, Eva
Martin, Mirian Martin, Marion Martin,
! Fredrica Norwood, Eleanor Reed, Lila
Thurston, Vincie Trask, Arthur Black,
| Clarence Decost, Rodney Decost, Bert
! Higgins, Charles Holmes, Guy Holmes,
Allie Murphy, Ralph
Norwood, Oscar
[I Richardson, Ferry Robbins, Fred Thurston, Eugene Trask. Average attendance,
M.8 per cent. Not tardy: Della Black,
1 Alice
Black, Grace Gott, Gladys Gott, Eva
Martin, Mirian Martin, Marion Martin,
Eleanor Reed, Zulma
Thurston, Lila
Thurston, Vincie Trask, Arthur Black,
Merle Black, Bert
Higgins, Charles
I Holmes, Guy Holmes, Fred Thurston,
Eugene Trask. Merle Black and Kathleen
Gott

were

absent

on

account

of illness.

Nov. 13.

Spec.

GOULDSBORO.
Work

on

the

new

gressing rapidly.
W. F. Hutchings’
and he

will

move

in

ball is pro-

grange
house

is

completed

soon.

L. H. Campbell and wife spent

days in Bangor last week.
Quite a number of grangers
attended the meeting of the

a

few

from here
Pomona at

Winter Harbor Thursday.
Several deer have been killed byGouldsboro hunters the
week; the first
killed here this season.
Miss Bertha Beers, of Vanceboro, who
visiting her sister, Mrs. Mabel
Campbell, returned home Monday.
has been

Schooner Gracie J., Capt. Rice, arrived
Monday with freight for all the
merchants, and is now loading with lumber for H. W. Dunbar.
home

INDIAN POINT.
Mrs. O. 8. Crockett arrived from Portland hospital Friday, where she had been
for treatment.
Vcranus

and wife, who have
daughter, Mrs. Ellen
gone to their home at Bay-

Haynes

been with their

Higgins, have
Chpt. Winfield Kent has had a fourResolved, That lo the death of our brother we side.
in
his
Barker
engine
put
horse-power
have lost a respected aud faithful member, one
Mrs. Roxana H. Fernald and little son,
sloop Mist, and started last Mondsy tor always ready to lend a helping hand, a true and
who have been with her parents, 8. InBlnehil! bay scallop fishing. Delmont loyal member of dur lodge.
land and wife, returned to their home in
Morphy, of Center, is with him.
Resolved, That as a token of esteem and reDolly.
Nov. 13.
spect for our Brother Blodgett, our charter be Manset Sunday.
draped In mourning for the space of thirty days,
C. H. Stover recently visited his son in
NOKTH LAMOINE.
hat the*e resolutions be entered on the records
Waltham, Mass., also friends in Portland,
widow
of
desent
to
the
a
been
of
our
visiting
lodge, copy
Mrs. Caroline Eldridge has
and attended the Maine Sunday school
ceased and a copy sent to The Ellsworth
friends here the past week.
convention in that city.
American for publication.
E. E. McFarland and wife attended
Mrs. Almira Higgins, mother of DepuBeeolved, That to his widow and children, we
Qraen Mountain Pomona at Winter Har- as a lodge, extend our heartfelt sympathy In
ty-Sheriff Bloomfield Higgins, of Bar
bor last Thursday.
their great bereavement.
Geo. H. Taplet,
Harvey Bragdon goes down the bay this
NORTH BLUEHII.l,
Israel Webber,
weak to engage in the scallop fishing, aa
James 8. Condom,
Harland Cunningham shot a fine buck
that seems the popular as wall as profitCommit ee on Resolutions. deer in his field last week.
able thing of late.
Miss Emms Austin, after spending s
A. T. Qillia expects to start for Arizona
BARTLETT’S ISLAND.
week’s vacation at home, has resumed her
next week, to spend the winter.
duties as teacher in the primary departW. W. A. Heath, of Seal Cove, is here
in the
There will be a social dance
ment at Winter Harbor.
surveying land for A. P. Long.
grange hall Thanksgiving evening.
YNov. 13.
Lewis Higgins and Albert Fullerton, of
The friends of Jay Saunders are pleased
ATLANTIC.
Ellsworth, are repairing Abel Bartlett’s to know he has so far recovered from his
barn.
recent illness as to be visiting his old
Edwin Joyce and wife have returned
Mr*. Caddie Bartlett went to Southwest home.
from Oott’a Island, where they have been
has
she
where
last
their
Harbor
employdaughter.
week,
visiting
D.
Nov. IS.
_

spring. You
position and

where

PRACTICE.

AN

T0M80N.

MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.

to

er

page*

Mrs. Mary Sowle, of Winter Harbor,
Elmer Metcalf and wife, of Medfleld, passed.
Mrs. Austin Dority, of Sedgwick, and spent the week here caring for her
Mass., who have been visiting at Samuel
Fillmore Allen, of Northeast Harbor, who brother, W. W. Sowle, who has been very
Moore's, returned home Thursday.
ill with measles.
Mr. and Mr*. Nason, who nave oeen liv- were here to attend the funeral of Gspt.
returned to their homes
Nov. 13.
Jen.
ing in a part of Mr*. C. W. Newman’s George Blodgett,

house, will go to Boston this week, where
they both have employment in view.

get so used to wearing it that it will bothyou very little.

FOOTBALL.

told you
Duck and run.
ELLSWORTH BOY
WRITE8
On the kickoff, if others are behind you
NORTH SEDGWICK.
Begin early and slowly, trying quick,
and you can’t get the ball w ithout jumpOP THE GAME.
jumping starts at the words go or at the
Horace Herrick and wile, George Abbott
into the air for it, let the man behind
snapping of the ball. This will lead to ing
and wife, of Rlaehili, visited Richard Abtake it. If the ball is kicked along
THBEK CARDINAL BULBS THAT SHOULD
ability to start quickly, to follow the you
bott and wife last week.
the ground fall on it and then get up
BE EVER IN MIND-USEFUL
movements of the ball, to line up quickly,
Miss Minnie Grindle left Thursday for
instead of trying to pick up the
to become speedy at sprint ing, and to de- quickly
HINTS FOR PLAYERS.
South Bluehill, where she has employthe lungs and the muscles of the rolling ball. If the ball is passed to yon
velop
ment for a number of weeks.
C. E. Bellatty, with the Humphrey ad- legs. Learn to get your start without e catch it with your arms and body as well
as with your hands; and try to
Miss Beulah M. Thurston is stopping at
keep it
, vertising agency, Boston, is making good change of position. Try to keep on yonr
hidden from your opponents.
North Brooklin a few weeks with her sis- use of his
experience on the gridiron by toes with both feet on a line. The most
j
ter, Mrs. Cole, who is quite ill.
CARRYING THE BALL.
writing for one of the firms whose desirable thing is to get the quick spring
Miss Inez Page closed a successful term advertising he is handling, a little pam- which gets the jump on the other fellow.
For end runs the ball should be tucked
of school a week ago. She baa two weeks’ phlet of general hints on football playing. Watch the best sprinters in the line and
up securely under the arm, with one end
vacation before the winter term at No. 9.
The instruction there given is of such copy their style if you can’t equal them in the runner’s hand so that he can
change
Rev. 8. M. Thompson and James Page general interest to beginners in football with your own method of starting. The the ball to his other arm w'hen approached
and wife attended the Christian Endeavor tactics, and to Ellsworth friends who have cat-like spring is what you really ought by a tackier on the side where the ball is.
The object of the change is to get the ball
convention at Sedgwick Tuesday. The played with or been coached by the writer, to acquire.
FALLING ON THE BALL.
out of danger from the hands of the tackstorm prevented others from attending.
| that it is reprinted in full.
Bellatty was captain of the Ellsworth
Before you are all out of breath practicing lers and to give the runner a free arm on
At fast spring’s term of school Eugene !
school team, and earned a position the
Allen organized a
quick starts, stop and rest a moment the side attacked, this free arm to be used
school improvement high
on the Bowdoin varsity team at the beginand then take your turn with the other for repelling boarders. Going through
league which is named the Roosevelt
ning of his freshman year, playing a star boys at falling on the ball. The object to the line the ball is safest in the pocket
league. Wednesday evening, Nov. 22, the
made by the arms, trunk and thighs, and
game against Harvard as his college debut. be achieved is to secure
possession of the
league will give an entertainment and ice- In the
;
high school he played guard, half- ball, quickly and without injury to your- witL the runners hands both gripped tight
cream sale at the grange hall.
! back and quarter-back; in college, right self. So
on the pigskin.
you should learn to dive at that
Mrs. Clara Clapp, who left here last
end, and later, on an athletic club eleven, pigskin as if your life depended
RUNNING.
upon
arrived
in
with
her
week,
Holyoke Mass.,
he was half-back and captain.
He has
the ball out of danger.
Learn that interference is a fence for
getting
to
Try
Mrs.
where
she
daughter,
Eugene Clapp,
coached three high school teams successscoop the ball into
will visit two weeks, then visit her son
yyir arms and clutch your protection. Learn to dodge. Take
, fully, and has himself been coached by
it tightly to your W>dy and under your the ball with the idea of gaining ground
in
for
a
reConnecticut
Rodney
while,
of
Dartrepresentatives
Yale, Harvard,
chest. Let the weight of your body come every time. Don’t turn around to look
turning to Roxbury to spend the winter. j: mouth, Brown, Columbia and Bowdoin.
partly on your elbows, your hips or your behind you. Don’t slow up for a crossfield
Saturday evening the Daughters of He writes:
knees as well as on the ball. If you throw tackier. Use your free arm to ward off
Liberty met at Union hall and installed
BEGINNING RIGHT.
yourself fiat on the ball you will find that the opponents who wrould stop you. Don’t
their officers for the coming year. Mer“Go low.” “Follow the ball.” “Fall on the compressed air in the ball will stay run back to dodge a tackier. Don’t give
> ill
Hinckley and wife and James Bettel
there but that your breath will leave you. up until you are sure you can’t gain anthe ball.”
and wife, of Bluehill, were installing
The boy who begins his knowledge of And you must take care not to strike the other foot. Try to shake off the tackier
officers. A baked bean supper was served.
ground with the point of your shoulders. and get up onto your feet again if yon can
; football with these three commands of a
W. A. Friend, more familiarly “Uncle
famous Yale coach, has started just right. This is painful, and you will probably not or drag him along if he tackles high.
has
his
William”,
passed
eighty-seventh The first essentials are here; and no cover the ball.
When you fluailly go down, keep the ball
birthday. He worked out in the fields player will ever attain perfection if he
After you are sure of the ball when it well up under your arms and don’t let the
digging potatoes and vegetables, helping disregards any one of the three rules lies still on the ground, try falling on it other fellow' throw you back.
the men. He enjoys reading his paper,
above. Say these three rules over and when it is roiling across in front of you,
CONCLUSION.
and can see to read ordinary print without
or straight towards
over again, boys, until you are
sure you
you, or past you from
There are books which tell nearly all
glasses. He visited Worcester this fall, will never
forget them; and when you get behind, or away from you. Try to fall on that a boy needs to read about the game.
and stood the Journey well, although it
into a big game some day, there’ll be some your elbow padding, not on yonr hands; “How to
Play Football,” and “Spalding’s
was a rough, stormy night.
He is a very
old graduate of your scbool out on the and keep your feet down on the ground Official Football
Guide”, both edited by
pleasant, genial old gentleman, and much side lines saying to another “That boy is when your body is down, so as not to have
Walter Camp, may be bought of the Amerirespected. Another smart old man is a football player, every inch of him. He some other boy fall on top of you and can
Sports Publishing Co., 15 Warren St,
James Snow, who is seventy-six years old.
is the one the team ought to have for bend up your legs or get your feet against New
York, at 10 cents a copy. They are
Nov. 13.
Rae.
his
face. Get perfect form in practice and
captain.”
essential to a full knowledge of the game.
in the game you need never think of how
**uo
low.
means
mat
run low',
Learn the rules. Learn all you can by
MCKINLEY.
crouch low* in the rush line, tackle low, yo» must do a thing. You will do it right
watching older players. Listen to what
Marion Martin, who has been in Portdive into the line low, catch the kick-off and your team will be the greater for all the coach tells
you, if you are so fortunate
land for treatment during the fall, rethe
hard
in
on
what
have
smash
practice
into
the
put
interference low' and
may
low,
as to haye a coach, and do as he tells
you.
turned to school last week. All gave her a
seemed to you to be drudgery.
shoulder the opponent low when
mtUUUcmal

street.

gone to spend the winter in RoXbury.
Nov. 7.
Spec.
The lecture given at the chapel Friday
j
J.
8.
UniProfessor
WEST
BROOKSVILLE.
Stevens,
evening by
versity of Maine, on “Aims and Ideals in |
First snowfall of the season fell MonAmerican Education”, was very interestday, Nov. 6.
was
filled.
The
chapel
ing.
About everything here has gone into
Nov.
| winter
quarters.
SEAWALL.
The grammar school, taught by Miss
Dudley Dolliver is helping his brother Crlsaie Gott, closed Friday.
Will rebuild the cellar wall for S. 8. DolliMrs. L. J. Jones has purchased and had
ver at Manset.
brought from Belfast two Holstein heifers.
to visit her

fX)UNTY NEW'S.

a

blocking

from the runner.
PUNTING AND CATCHING.
“Follow the Ball.” The game is to adDon’t work too hard on any one day at j
vance the
ball over a goal line.
Watch (ailing on the
ball; but before you feel
that ball. Be sure that you see w'hen it is tired
out, divide into two squads and punt
in
motion. If your side has it, don’t the ball back and
put
forth. Kick the ball
else do all the work of pushfrom the top of the foot, not from the end
| let somebody
it
ing ahead. If the other side has it don’t of the toe. Some good punters allow the
let anyone distract your attention. Learn ball to
drop well up on their insteps.
to look for the ball instead of the man Throw the
whole force of the body into
who is going to take it, or who is taking the kick and aim at some
point each time.
| it, and you will not be a victim of the Many of the best punters are naturally
crisscross. Chase the ball dow'n the field
good at sending the ball high and far; but
to the goal line, no matter who is carry
practice develops their equals. Try to get
j iug it nor how much start he has. Your your punt away quickly, without taking
own team mates may stumble and drop
unnecessary steps, and try to send the
the ball, and so may your opponents, even bail
high into the air as well as to a long
in a
clear field, and you should be on distance. This is to allow
the ends on the
j hand. Be the first man ready for the kicker’s side to get dow n under the ball
and you w'ill be better prepared for before it
drops to the ground or is caught
j lineup
| the play. Watch for that ball to bounce by an opponent.
out of a scrimmage, watch for a double
TACKLING.
pass. Don’t stop to argue with an opponmust practice tackling. The
Everybody
ent. Don’t think that your opponent is
simplest method is to have another player
all you have to take care of. Follow The
run slowly past you and for
you to take a
Ball.
few quick steps and down him.
Tackle
“Fall on the Ball.” Fall on it when it
below his hips and throw yourself off the
comes along the ground at the
kickoff, ground like a cat
jumping at a mouse
when it rolls out of a scrimmage, when a
when you tackle, so that your weight will
backfield player drops it, when a runner
put him down in his track. Try to get
drops it, when you fumble it, when someyour head in front of him. This will help
body else fumbles it on the kickoff. In
stop him. But don’t let him fall on your
short, fall on it every time you get a head.
Flip him over. Pull his legs tochance. Fall on it so often in practice
gether and hang on. If you tackle high
that covering the ball and getting to your
he will be likely to carry you and gain
feet again become almost
involuntary ground. If
you tackle below the knee you
I
motions.
are likely to hurt him or to get hurt
yourDROP BAD HABITS.
self. It is easy to down a runner from
One of the good things about football is behind. Never
give up chasing the man
the lesson in right living which it teaches. with the ball until he has scored
his
It demands good care of the lungs, the touchdown. He
may be a faster runner
the
the
Therefore
heart,
stomach,
eyes.
than you, but carrying the ball reduces
stop femoking, stop eating pastry, stop eat- his speed. He may tumble. “Follow the
ing between meals, stop staying out of ball”.
doors in the evenings, stop sitting up late
Practice tackling one who is running
at night. Stop all these things and your
towards you from a distance. Learn to
will
be
well
in
hand.
Eat
training
beef, get in his pathway and wait for him.
mutton, lamb and eggs. Don’t eat much Get down on one knee with
your arms
or
chicken.
Go
without
dessert
for stretched out towards him
pork
and keep still
a few weeks.
It may scare the family and until he is near
enough for your dive at
come hard for you at first, but the change
him. If you stand on your feet and run
will do you good. Water is a good drink
at him he can
him off

|

|

straight

and

Coffee

much for
day
boys. Some coaches advise against it, but
the writer has found a cup of black coffee
at the noon meal just before a game a
great help to him because of its awakening effect on the nerves. Of course some
boys can take more severe training than
others. If you find that you are losing
your ambition don’t work so hard. It is
better to rest than to upset your stomach
by “breaking training” with a piece of
mince pie in the middle of the season.
once

a

is often too

GETTING INTO TRIM.

For the early practice be sure to have a
shirt, jersey or sweater with the elbows
well padded, that is, with thick padding
I
extending well down towards the wrists
and in a strip wide enough to allow the
sleeve to turn without taking the padding
out from under the arms.
Older boys who play behind the line
or on the end sometimes sew shin guards
onto the thighs of their pants to break
the shock of knees, heads and shoulders
of opposing runners.
Whatever kind of
shoes you wear, see that they have leather
cleats on the bottoms to prevent your
slipping. If you have ankle supporters
use them; but they are not
necessary. Any
old shoes will do, if they are strong and
well cleated. But if you can have a selection,
get leather shoes, lacing well dowm the
toe and well up over the ankle, broad-toed,
low-heeled, and light in weight. Hcre
SOUND.
them large enough for perfect comfort.
Wear underclothing if the weather is
Mrs. E. M. Higgins is Ul.
As soon as you begin practice at
Charles Heyward and wife>pent Sunday chilly.
breaking through the line, pad your shoulin town.
ders heavily and keep that padding on all
Miaa Melissa Brown is home from Bar the time.
Don’t be afaid of getting it on
Harbor for a few weeks.
too thick, either. If yon have shin guards,
There are several cases of whooping e head-harness and a
nose-guard, wear
them. The nose-guard is the most imcough in the neighborhood.
Robert Danphinee, of Northeast Harbor, portant because it protects not only your
is spending sometime with Lewis Dorr. nose but your teeth and practically the
whole front of your face; and you soon
H.
Nov. 13.

get

easily dodge

big

you

start

past you before you can
turn back. You have him at a big disadvantage if you keep cool and wait for him

to

come

a

to you.

Never tackle at any time any player who
is catching the ball. Down him as quick
as a flash after he has caught the
ball.,
unless he makes what the rules call a fair
catch.
CATCHING

THE BALL.

The football is not easy to catch.

Prac-

tice, however, will make yon an expert in
handling all kinds of kicks. Qet all the
practice you can as a beginner. The
player who can handle punts accurately is

Ask your

questions afterward.
n dirty pliyer.
Play

Don’t be

a clean,
manly game all the time. Line up against
a
bigger player whenever you can in
practice. Try to stop a big one on the

kick

off.

Don’t

be

afraid

of

a

heavier

team.

Don’t think that football is all importD n’t give up your lessons for it.
Don’t let it take too much of your time.
Use it ns u means for developing your
muscles and your lungs, for quickening

ant.

your eye and your brain, for strengthening your confidence in yourself and in all
Young America, for teaching you to hold
your tongue and to curb your temper and
to push and pull ahead to the goal regardless of tackles and bumps and big odds. Use
it as a fitting school for the great game of
business. But get all the fun out of the
game that you can. Meet the fellows on
the other team socially as often as possible.
The friendships that spring from such associations frequently are of life-long duration.

3Lcgal ITotiwa.
subscriber, Rufus King, of Cincinnati,
Ohio, hereby gives notice that he bas
been duly appointed administrator of the* estate of Louise Este King, late of said Cincinnati, deceased, and given bonds as tiie law
directs, acd being a non-resident of the State
of Maine, has appointed Edward B. Mt-ars. of

THE

Eden, in Hancock county, Maine, bis agent in
the State of Maine. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the
same for nettlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
November 3, 1906.
Rufus King.
NOTICE

OF FORECLOSURE
Flora Ella Close and Carrie
Bangor, coinin' of
by their rm.itga^e
deed dait d February 4, a. d. 1896, and recorded
in Hancock county registry of deeus, in vol.
290. page
conveyed to the undersigned,
John (i. Dunning, of said Bangor, a ce rtain
lot or parcel of land situate in Bucksport,
of
Hancock, State of Maine, and > eing
county
the same premises described in deed R. B.
Dunning to said Flora Ella Close and Carrie
Belle Close, dated August 9. 1898, and recorded
in Hancock registry of deeds, vol. 271, page
444. to which r ference may be had for more
particular description. Said particular description is as follows, viz:
Beginning at the northerly corner of where
the foundry building stood, on the easterly
side of the county road which leads from the
village to the Stubbs settlement (so callM):
tbence southerly by the easterly side of said
road to tbe road which leads from School
street to the back settlement, the westerly
side of the pond; thence by said road to land
formerly of Henry Darling; tbence north fifty-six degrees east twenty-nine and one-half
rods to a stake standing on the line between
lot No. 1 formerly owned by Laughlin McDonald. and lot No. 2 formerly owned by Daniel
Buck at a point which is Booth 86*3 degrees
east ten rods from where the original building for a earring mill stood; thence north
fourteen degrees west 17^ rods; thence south
sixty-nine degrees west seven rods: thence
south thirty-five degrees east four rods;
thence south twenty degrees west about seven
rods to first bounds,containing about ore and
one-half acres. Together with the
gbts of
The above conveyance being one
flowage.
undivided half interest in the premises and
rights described in deed Homer et al to Dunning A Gibson, dated May 22. 1890, and recorded in Hancock registry of deeds, book
249, page 48, and whereas the condition of said
mortagage is broken, now, therefore, ty rea
son of the breach of the condition thereof, I
claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
John Q. Dunning,
By T. H. Smith, his attorney.
October 2 ,1906.

Belle Close, both of
WHEREAS
Penobscot. State of Maine,

valuable one for the team. The man
can catch the ball on the kickoff and
get away with it quickly is also valuable.
NOTICK OF FORKCLOSIHK
“The McKay & Dix Ve ona IsThey gam ground and they put heart into
land Shipbuilding Company”, a corthe playing of the whole team on which
organized and existing under the
poration
we find them.
laws of the state of New York, and located in
You can be classed with these reliable said state, by its mortgage deed dated the
seventh day of October, a. d. 1904, and recorded
players if you will remember that a in the office of the town clerk for the town of
in the county of Hancock, and
pigskin is generally Blippery, that it is full Verona,
State of Maine, book 2, pages 138, 1-4. 186,
of bounce, that it it too large to be caught mortgaged to me, the undersigned,
certain
in the hands easily and it is the object for personal property as more particularly apby the description in said mortgage, as
pears
which all your opponents should be follows;
A certain lot or parcel of land sit uated in
striving.
Verona, in the State of Maine, between High
Remember that if you muff it no human street (so called) and Penobscot river, hounded as follows, to wit:
Beginning on ssid
power can tell at what angle or in what
street at the southwesterly corner of land ot
direction it will bound when it has struck Alfred Ward well; thence westerly by said High
the ground. Probably you won’t get it if street to land of Joseph Allen; the. c#* northeasterly by said Alienas land to a stour monyou miss your chance of catching.
ument at the top of the bank of the PenobSo cetcn the ball right. Qet under it. scot river; thence northerly to the rive on a
course which, if continued across th.* river,
Waste no time getting under, and then would strike the southeast corner of Hi.»dget
wait. Keep your eye on the ball and wharf (so called); thence easterly by t^e river
to lend of said Alfred Ward well; thence
locate the tacklers with your ears. But said WardwelPs land on the westerly line by
to
place of beginning, being the shipyard
get the ball! Make yourself loose. That the
lot, together with all the buildings, steam,
unclassical expression means relax your saw and
planing mills, steam-hoisting engine,
muscles. Bring your elbows in close to all machinery, lannchingways, wharves bata

who

WHEREAS

your body and use your hands and arms
tor making a passage way through which

guide the ball into the big pocket made
jack-knifing your trunk and your
knees together. As the ball strikes that
pocket close in over it with your hands
and bring your muscles up again for a
to

by

thereon.
And .harm the condition of Mid inortgnge hu been broken; now therefor-, notice
fe hereby given ot my intention to lurucloee
the Mid mortgnge of Mid pereonnl ; roputy
for branch ot condition thereof, end I hereby
nnpoiot Dnvid B. Cloy, of snid .own of
Veronn, my ngont to receive Milifnclion of
Mid mortgnge.
Doted thin twenty-Brat dny of October, n. d.
ISOS.
W. J. McHoan.
men te
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shipping Christmas trees.

DAVIS—DUNN.

Down at Swan’s Island the flowers still
bloom. An Atlantic woman on Nov. 8
picked from her garden sweet-peas, bachelor's buttons, marigolds, pansies and
pinks. At Gouldsboro Mrs. C. A. Campbell picked dandelions Nov. 12.
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The hunting joke of the season seems to
on the old hunters of Franklin, who
having seen moose signs in the vicinity,
organized a moose hunt. A boy of fifteen
years joined the party uninvited, and
thinking he was too young to hunt man’s
game, the men sent him back. The boy
went off hunting on his own hook, and
hadn’t gone more than 500 rods from the

F. W. Rollins, Editor and Manager.
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a big moose, pumped
him, and downed him.

party when he met
nine shots into

Hancock county need no longer hesitate
advertise her moose-hunting grounds.
American is 3,250 copies.
So many moose have been killed in the
county this year that the count has been
2,435 lost track of, while only a few years ago
Average for the year of 1904,
The American reported the killing of
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 1905. the first moose killed in Hancock
county in years. But the record of four
West Franklin hunters last Saturday caps ;
TlrnnksgiviiiK Day.
This week’s

edition

of

The

to

On Sat unday, says our correspondent from that place, Mont and
Frank Goodwin, Irvin Rollins and Erwin
the climax.

The
proclamation of President
Roosevelt naming Nov. 30 as Thanksgiving Day, is a aermon on thankfulin itself.

ness

When nearly three centuries a o, the first
settlors came to the country which ha* now
become this grout itpubllc, they fronted not
only hardship and privation, but terrible risk
to their lives, ’n those grim years the custom
grew of setting apart one day In each year for
a special service of thanksgiving to the Almlghty for preserving the peop'e through the
changing seasons. The custom has now become optional aud hallowed
by Immemorial

Wesleyan university
in

live

eseier

nmj

mare

pi

niuui

paper in
appointment, says:

than

eminently fitting that onec a year our people
should wi apirt a day for praise and than asgiving to the Giver of good, and at the same
time that they express tltelr thankfulness for
the abundant mercies received, should man
fully acknowledge their shortcomings and
pledge themselves solemnly and In good faith
to strive to overcome th< m.
During the past year wo have been Messed
with bounilful crops. Our $>u»ii ea* prosperity
has been great. No other t'Oop'e ha* ovct *»to d
on as high a level of material well-being an ours
now stands
We are not threatened by foes
from without. The f 4*8 from whom we >-hould
be
are our own
to
delivered
pa sions,
pray
appsthes and fo'llesj aed against these there Is
always need that we should war.

at

Delaware

nines

our forefathers, the men who with ragged
strength laced the rugged days; and yet the
dangers to national life are quite as great now
It Is
aa at any previous time In our history.

chine

Lieut. Clarence M. Condon, a former
Hancock county boy, son of Mr. and Mrs.
M. L. Condon, of Brooksville, has been
detailed by the government as instructor
in the military department of the Ohio

usage.
ne

gowned in white crepe 4e
trimmed with point Venice
wore
a
veil fastened with
lace. She
flowers, and carried a shower bouquet of
bride rosea. Her only ornament was a
handsome diamond and pearl brooch, a
gift of the groom. The maid of honor
muslin over
wore pale blue silk
silk,
trimmed with white lsce. and carried a
shower bouquet of white chrysanthemums.
Little Marguerite wore white lace over
pale blue.
A reception, which two hundred atMusic
tended, followed the ceremony.
was furnished during the evening by Miss
Mabel McKechnie, violinist, and others.
Mr. and Mrs. Dunn were assisted in re-

in

1

I

|
]

Delaware,
announcing

O.

A

the

Llent. Condon Is well known here, as he was
for some tim* located at Fort McKinley. While
he was at the post be became acquainted with
Rev. J. W Magnifier, D D-, wtio organized the
mtlttary departrointof the university while In
Ohio, and who was captain of the Aral company
and adjutant of the flr-l battalion. It has since
developed Into a regular military department,
with an annual encampment, full uniforms and
a
organisation. f>r.
miliary
complete
Magruder met Llent. Condon while on a yacht5ng trip last admirer, a^d when the college
authorities wrote him that they favored Li ot.
Condon** appointment to the vacant p >sltl »n of

ceiving by

CorrcsponDcncc.

Tow'ii

PERHAPS

the inevitable cold will come—
and soon. To be prepared, you
will need

A Cloak

proposition to repair the new Eagle
road was indefinitely postponed.

The

—perhaps both I have them in
all styles, latest patterns, both
for women and c/utdren, and at
lowest prices.
You can take

Lake

It was voted to construct a sewer from
West street southerly to Cadalac avenue,
according to a plan made by E. I. Lord,
provided the money for tbe same is furnished by P. W. Blanchfield, to be reimbursed by the town in 1806, and provided
that George 8. Bowdoin will give the
town a release deed over a suitable strip
of land (or the purpose, the town to release to Mr. Bowdoin all its rights in the
present sewer crossing said property. It
is estimated that this sewer will cost $175.
SCHOOL TEACHERS MEETING.

The regular sessions of the schools of
were suspended Friday and a teachers’ meeting was held at the high school
bnilding. An excellent programme had
been arranged, and a very interesting as
well as instructive meeting was held, a
large number of citisens taking the opportunity of learning something of the good
work which is being done in the schools.
At the morning session J. B. Cooley, of
Eden

Boston,

interesting

profitable
the Ward system of reading,

gave

sn

and

talk on
which is in use in the schools of Eden. In
the afternoon Mr. Oooley spoke again on
the Whitehonse system of slant writing,
which was introduced in the schools this
(ail.

in these

gent

ot Ohio, Crrr or Toledo,
i
Lucas coustt.
i"Frank 1. Cben. y male* oath that he la senior
of
me
F.
J.
partner
Arm of
Cheney A Co ooln*
business u the City of Toledo, County aad
•taiaator-Mdd. and that aatd Arm will nay the
aapotONE HUNDRED DOLL4HS for each
and every ease of Catarrh that eanaot ho oared
by tbe u« of '(all's Catarrh Cara.
FRANK J. CHKNKY.
Sworn to before me aad sabaerHied ta py
yepooce, this AUi day of December, A. D. ISM

obtaining
price.
in

A%2£AJS&e.

Hall’s Catarrh Cure ta taken

Internally,

aad

aetadtrartly oaths Mood aid matwua aolThaei
of the system. Send for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY A CM,Toledo, a.
Sold brail Drurelau. Its.
Thhe Hall’a Family Filin tat ooastlyallop.

Millinery

A. E. MOORE,

Porcelain Inlays.

>. atiaa.

Thejmost up-to-date dental
work. Crown and Bridge

WE

Work.
Gas. Ether and
Cocaine for j’ainless Extraction.

_Ktu

DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
given that the firm of
''^'OTICB —IsA hereby
Dow has this day been dis-LN
Young
solved by mutual consent, O. W. Dow retiring. The business will be continued by O.
W. \ ouog. to whom all outstanding bills of
the firm are payable, and by whom all Mils
against the firm will be settled.
Gnoses W. You mo,
G kobo it W. Dow.
Ellsworth, Me., Oct. »P,

1IK_

H.

GREELY,
DENTIST.

Main Street,
j

DISSOLUTION OP PARTNERSHIP.
U hereby given that the Era of
Torrence St Cottle has this day been dissolved by mutual consent, O. P. Torrence retiring. The basinets will he continued by
C. 8. Cottle, to wbodi ail outstanding bills of
the.firm are payable, and by whom all bills
against the firm will be settled.
O. P. Tokkkkck.
C. 8. Cottus.
Ellsworth, Me., Nov. 7.190*

NOTICE

Chrysanthemums.
ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE.
Telephone Connection.
MTARLMHKD IMA.

WM.

DO

Dealer Id Dark, Rolt-Souf ud all
Wad* «C Trimminri need iId wAinu
•alia. ltT«r> thing u> wurk with.
riLAON*!

D-

OOee and Beeldence (J. M. Hnle boose).
No- « WAIN STBBBT. ELL8WOBTB. MB

FARROW,

SAI L.-M A KER.

gtofnaunal Carta.

SURGEON.

Ellsworth.

See them now at the

SPECIAL NOTICE.
not trespass in Cuuicuiocus Park. J
demand protection to life and property
from the county of Hancock, the State of
Maine. *nd the Unite* States of America.
Maky C. Fusts Aoertn.

TOnTm-

ElUwortk.

WHAir.

FOR

HOCK LAMP,

SALE

At gAHOOCK ROUSI

|

Smcal
imM

goad buatae— Hern,

«r ao

sale,
r.

UK,

ITABLB,

aew

aad Msood

tviaa riwieaahla.
R. OOULD.

nunon.

X)R-

L. L.

LARRABEE^ Oriental Rug Works.

Dentist.
Beautiful, curly, fluffy Bug* made from old
OthK- Boom fe, Pint National Book Building,
tomnlj occupied bj kllaworth Dentil Woolen, Tapeetry, Bruaael* or V.tret Carpet*.
Parlors. Telephone <7-d.
Carpata eleaaed eleaa. Bend for elreular.
,

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

L. L. MORRISON,

SKOWREIm,

ME.

is.

thvnce northerly
Wellington's north oounds; thence
westerly to Thomas S. Davis southerly bound;
thence northwesterly by the path to a pinttree; thence westerly to my field tenet; thence
by the fence to the first mentioned bound sod
containing two hundred and twenty five seres
more or It s*, and also a right of way across
the field formerly owned by Samuel Dari*
from tfceco nty toad to the above described
premises and ail the right, title snu interest
of the said Serenus H. Ho ick in the road
running from the ccunly road to tne shore.
14.
Also a certain tot or parcel of land situated in Hdeu aod Mount Desnt. in the county
of Hancock, and State of Maine, and bounded
and described as follows: beginning at the
northeast corner of the Timothy Smallidge
lot so called; thence westerly by said Huisllidge lot to Green mountain and up the mountain so far as there is any lumoe'; thence
northerly on ssid mountain taking in alt the
lumber on said mountain to and through the
spruce grove in the gulch formed by Green
mountain and Dry mountain coming near together; thence across said gulch np Dry
mountain taking in all tke lumber on Dry
mountain; thence southerly on the westerly
side of Dry mountain up far enough on the
mountain to lake in all the lumber to the line
of B. Stan lev lot, so callstd; thence by said
Stanley land to the drst mentioned bound,
containing three hundred acres more er less,
and neing the same premises described in a
deed from Robert W. boyd to Bsskiei Tandy,
dated Dee. 1ft. 1«?». and recorded in the Han
cock registry of deeds, vol. 168, page 8W
Also
being the same premises described in s deed
from Robert W.Bojd dated Nov 10. lfiU. and
recorded in the Hnncock registry of deeds,
vo). *01. page 4BB, to which deed reference Is
expressly mads.
15. A certain lot or parcel of land si tasted
in the said town of Bden. and bounded and
described as follows, to wit:
Beginning on
the east side of Green mountain on the division il >e between the Uiliu. re ana Brewer
land at the no. thwest corner of a lot of land
deeded to Fountain end Serenus H. Rodick by
Rc ward J*. Brewer by deed daLed Oct. 8. Its.
and records” in Hancock registry of deeds,
vol. 175. page 5i. and follows said lint southwesterly to the northeast corner of a lot of
land deeded by Daniel W. Brewer to Orient
H. Carpenter. Porter Brewer, and Perry H.
Brewer by deed dated August Ift, IMS. and recorded In Hancock registry of deeds, vol. Ill,
and known as tbe “Moantain Boose
pagefifti,
Lot” said northeast corner being marked by n
nil* of atones and a “B” cut Tn tbe ledge;
thanes south fourteen degrees east following
the east line of the sola “Mountain House*
lot to the southeast corner of said lot, said
southeast comer being marked by a **B" cut
Into Am lodge; thence eonCh to the line of
land deeded to William 8waxey by Daniel W.
Brewer on the tenth side of Green mountain;
thence nans easterly and northerly, or as the
course may be, following the line of land of the
sold Swasey and the side of Green mountain
to Dry mountain; thence southerly, westerly
and easterly or as ths oonrse may be. following the line of land of the said Bwassy to the
side of Dry mountain, to the line of land of
Bdward Stanley, at or near the southern foot
of Dry monntMo; thence following the said
Stanley's line northerly and easterly, or as
the coarse may be, to the southwest corner of
a lot of land deeded by Daniel W. Brewer to

a

certain jot or parcel

ot

tana

I

r-rletors

I

snuaieu

in the said town 01 Eden, and bounded and
described a* follows, to wit: Beginning at a
white maple tree ne«r the north part of the
Little Meadow, so calkd, and running west
twenty-four (M) rods to the side of the moantain; thence north following said mountain
eighty-five <K; rods to a maple tree; thence
east twenty four (14) rods to a maple tree on
the west line of lerd owned by Tobias Rooerta; thence following *ei<i line south siltsArt (St) rods to said Robert**' southwest corner; tbenoe on same course twenty (») rods
to the first mentioned
bound, containing
twelve and three-fourths acre*, mors or lees,
being the same premises conveyed by D.uiel
W. Brewer and others to Albert K Higgins by
deed dated December », 14M, and re orded in
the registry of deeds for said Mapcock conn
ty. book 14i. page KM, to which deed and record
reference is

expressly

Ii.

made.

it. A certain lot or parcel of land allusted
Bar Harbor. In the aforesaid town of Bden.
and bounded and described as follows, to
wit: Beginning on the north side of Second
Mouth street at a stone post one rod distant
from John A. Rodick's east line; tbenc* northerly twelve rods more or lea* to First Mouth
street to a stone post on* rod distant from
said John A. RodicVs east line; thence easterly by ssid First Mouth street ten rod* to a
thence
stoat post;
southerly twelve rods,
more or less, to said Stroud Mouth street to n
stone post; thence westerly by last mentioned
street ten rod# to lb* bound first named, containing one hundred and twenty equate rods
more or leasts.
A certain lot or parcel of land situated
in said hdeo. and bounded sod described a*
follows, to wit: Begt. nlng at the sou* beast
corner of land knowii aa the Eachens Higgins
lot on the west line of lot numbered sixty (90)
on the town plan
nnd follow* said ilae to the
point of Newport mountain; thence southwesterly on the side of said mountain st the
edge ot the woods to a pine tree spotted:
thence n* rth seventy five degree* west to a
pile of stones on the top o4 Picked mountain;
thence north five degree* east to the south
line ot Tobias Roberts Beverly (lot so called);
tnence easterly on said line bv the head line
ot John Conners' and Each*us Higgins’ lota to
the first mentioned bound, containing fifty
acres more or lees.
il.
A certain lot or parcel ot land situated
to the town of Bden (at Bar Harbor), and
bounded and described aa follows, to wit:
co meuemg Enoch H. Leland's southwest
corner and following Hue hen Salisbury's lint
south* rly, easterly and northerly to land
formerly occupied by Eacbeu* Higgins; thence
following his south line easterly to ths wool
line of Tobias Heberts' Beverly lot, so called;
thence following said line southerly to Albert
F. Higgins' nonbra*t corner; thence following bis north line westerly to his northwest
corner at the side of Drv mountain; thence in
•
northwester!) direction to a pile of stones
on the dividing line between Brewer and Oilmore (so called); theuce fol owing said line
n. rtbeasteriy
to the Oral meniii ued bound
sod containing seventy-five acres more or

bound:

D.

|

fir.,

Mrlkln

In)

nr

rrf 1,1.4

ur

n«u

|wrvi

numni

iq

acren more or lean.

t*. Also another lot or parcel of land lying
the nu; tfieaat rod o( Northeast Creek brlJge
la aal<1 Eden ami bounded and described a*
follow*
Heg'anlog at the west corner of a lot
of land fkriMrtjr owned or ooetiptart hr
Thomna W. Uad) y at the Town mad. aad following the linn of *aid Id south forty seven
degrees cal twenty six and two thirds rods to
a fttafte and atone# in ra*ge of back line of lota
formerly occupied by Thomas W. Hadley, then
follow# a*roc courte of cnld Hadley’s Uec
voathweeirrly to Northeast Creek and Hill
stream, then down *aVd Mill stream to the
Northeast Creek bridge, then northenateriy
along the county road to the place of beginning,
containing six acre* more or lea#
•i. Also another oi or parrel uf ’and situated
la Trenton. In said musty of Hancock and
bounded and deserllxd na follows, to wit
Commencing at ibe *ho*w on the north line of
kit fortnetlr owed by Ib'Xsnth C
Hopkins
and fol ows Ml>) ll«* ami the north line of lot
owned by Ku-sefl H .pkli-a uutft
forty four
and one half degree#, gift to heth Douglas*’
on#* tine, the> ce fallow* aalJ line north fortyAveamtonc half degree* cu**« to the so th line
ofl t owned oy «be hnlra o( John Hookies,
lienee follow* said Hue sou fa forty-four and
ouc-tMsIf d grew
e**t to the
abort-, tbeece
follow# aaki »horv erdcrl) to the Ar. I men
ltoned bound atui contain* thirty two acre# more
or least, esc* pU g and reserving from the abore
de^rtbnl pr« mini one nod one fourth aerr*
uwooi by 'be i-to it iirvwu and three mod one
set**
i4vr.nl by
ha f
Johanna Lrliml, for
desert t Uo a of which, reference may be bad to
their lined* ncorded la the Hancock registry uf
at

itmia
a evrtam mi or parcel or una oteetna ;.o
u.
Ml. iHiten in uM eoumy of Marnruct awl
(.•oundau aud daarrtbed a fallowBealnDiog
on Ua fbort of SomW auuu.l oa lb* aouih line

less.
mv)

m c

said Eden and ho ndetl and dnecribcd an fo|.
low*: Beginning at th« *outhra*t corner of a
lot of land now owned by Geo. Klnaldo an 1
ruaa aouth thirty aloe decree* west forty-eight
tod* to the eaat dea of land owned by the helm
of Uriah Goo ;rtch; thenee to-1> wing said line
north tw aly two and one half degree* west
twenty rod* to a Ar tree ipotted: thence north
thirty-nlec degree* east forty eight roda to a
* take on the went line of land
owned by Geo.
tine aouth
tUnaldo. thence fo lowing ws*d
twenty two and one half « agree* ea«t aa per
course on the above named deed twenty rod* to
the flrat mentioned bound amt
.mamlog tlx
Reference oeing made to
acre* more or lea*deed recorded In ook 17* page tt» of the Han
cock regt-try of deed*.
.A
A l*o a certain lot of land situated to
Eden aforesaid ami bounded nod deaerlued a*
follow*
Beginning at the north tide of the
Town road on ike J. B fladtey line and following the Town road far enough westerly to make
the lot hereby conveyed fl iitn and one quarter
rod* wide to a stake aa 1 atone*, the* In a rarII
ai el tine with the aa>d J
Hadley’* line
northwesterly to a birch tree and atone* at the
ahore; the ace easterly i-y the shore to the Hadley Ban then ’oHowtag taat line to lae place of
beginning at the Town road, containing ten

at

ftiln.

tied In Mid town of Eden. sod bounded and
limrttxd as follows, to wit: Begin nine at the
corner of the Thomas Wasgait
southwesterly
lot: being also the northwesterly corser of
the lot herein described; thence running
sooth on the easterly slope of s barren noun
tain called Green mountain to the Edward
brewer line; thence northeasterly on Mid line
to the southwest corner of the ‘'Enoch Iceland lot" formerly called the “Humphrey
> tan wood Lot"; thence northerly on the line
of said belaud lot to land now or formerly of
bet hue) Salisbury, formerly tbe “Holomon
Higgins Lot"; thence southwesterly sad
northwest* r.y on Mid Higgins* lot to Mid
A ssault lot and southwesterly on the line of
•aid wasgatt lot being tbe bead of the settlers
lots to place of
beginning, containing two
hundred acres more or less. Being the asms
premises described la a certain deed from
barah H Gilmore to Benjamin Ash dated October 18. lflgz. and recorded in the registry of
deeds for Hancock coonty. book ilk, page ISO.
Excepting however from the above described premises five certain parcels of land
conveyed by said Benjamin Ash, to wit: First,
a parcel of laod conveyed by Benjamin Ash to
Fred J. Alley by deed dated Jan. 1. mi, and
recorded in the Hancock county registry of
deeas. book 174, page W. Becond, s pares! of
land conveyed to Nathan and Orlando Ash by
dead dated Dec. 18.1*7*. and recorded in said
registry, vol. IT®, pegs 86. Third, a parcel of
land conveyed to Alonso H. Ash by deed
dated Dec. 1®, 1878, sad recorded in said registry, vol. 178, psge Tit. Fourth, a parcel of
land conveyed to Mary Banker by deed dated
Aog 8, 187®, and recorded in said registry, vol18®. psge 8*6. Fifth, a parcel of land conveyed
to B. Banker by deed dated October 8.
and recorded U said registry, book 186, page
ta®
Excepting also a serialn parcel ef lend
described ta a deed from Orlando Aah to Beth
8. Lj nam dated October 8, 18®8. and recorded
in said registry, book 181, page 40.
WL A certain lot or parcel of land situated
in said town of Eden, bounded and described
as follows, to wit:
Beginning at tbe corner of
n lot of land now or formerly owned by Lynde
and Mills and running northwest to n certain
brook; thence by said brook to land of said
Lym • (now or formerly); thence by said land
of Mid Lynde to the place of beginning containing fourteen acree more or less.being the
same land conveyed by Benjamin Ask to Frederick J. Alley by deed dated January 1, 1861,
a ad rec rded in the Hancock county registry,
bock 176. pogs 46. to which deed and record
reference is made. Also another certain lot
or parcel of land situated in Mid town of
Eden, and bounded and described as follows: Beginning at the eastern corner of
the lot above described, at or near a stone
post; tbe nos northwest following the south*
western side Mae of the park lot, so called, to
a point seventy-five (75) feet northwesterly of
the north corner of Mid park lot said sooth
corner being at or osar a certain stump;
thence to a point in the sout heast side lint of
sold park lotsovaaty-fiye (78) feet northonptoriy frdkt said south corner by a true
carved line passing through n point twentysix and one-half m *e) feet southerly of the
center of a straight line between said point;
thence north- aster ly following the said south
1 pork lot to fths rood loading
•sot lias of
from Oromv Uk Harbor to the Engle Lake
Road; thence by said rend northwesterly
twenty (86) feet; thenoe parallel with the
first, second and third line above described as
boundaries, and twsnty feet therefrom in
•very part to a poiat twenty (86} feet northeasterly of tbe point of beffanisg; thence om

warn twt«, (76) feet; thence
by
line drawn at right angles with a line
*»
tending from thence to the point of bestnl
nine westerly to the
northeasterly
•MsTlns
of the lot first herein described: thence foi
lowing said southeast side line to the place of
hr gin nine, the lot last herein described to
be
used for all purposes of a road or wav and for
no other purpose. being part of the
park lot
conveyed by Andrew f. Mills to Irens O
AHsy by deed dated November «. ih?«, and
recorded in the Hancock county registry of
deeds, book 1M. pa e m. to which ssld
and record and to the deed and record
of
the same frotu Irene O. Alley to said Fredertek J. Alley reference is expressly made
A certain lot or parcel of land situated
M.
near Bar Harbor in the said Town ot
Eden
and boarded snd described a» follows, to wit
Beginning at the County Road on the northeasi t»ra*r ot a lot occupied by
Eben A
Mary Balisbnry and follows the road northeasterly twelve rods to a spruce tree; tbeuce
in a parallel Hue with the lice of -aid h*h»bury s lot twenty eight rods southwesterly to
a stake and stone, thence parali | with
the
road aforesaid to the Salisbury ||t,« thence
by that line to the road and place of begin,
ntng. be the asm- in quantity morr ,>* less*
15. A certain lot or paro of Uni situated
In Eden. Hancock county. Htafe of Maine, and
de*cribed as follows:
Begum tur on Kjtgle
tasks at It* root and on the west line of Lot
No. 5a. called the Bttpheu
Higgins Lor
thence northeaster!) on the said west ||c«'
and the west line ot Lot Mo 4», called "ProLit". L the head lines of the shore
ot; thence north wear erl« on said head line of
•aid shore lots to laud of Mary K. Haight;
thet.ee aoulbweateily on a tins ran by J. A
Deane and on the line of land of Mary R*
Haight. Wtlllard Cnnoingham. Oeorge HamUeorge W. Douglass ao*t Daniel W.
Brewer. to a point at a tine perpendicular to
the west line of Lot No '*»> and paaslog
through the Intersection of the north line of
the highway with the center but of Duck
Brook will Intersect; t ence on said intersecting tins, to the center line of Dues Brook
at the lot e reaction of the north line of the highway with the said cenie Ho*; thence up the
center of said brook to said lake; Uteuce on
said lake to place of beginning.
M. A certain lot or parcel of land situated
at Eagle Lake in said Eden and bounded and
described as follows, to wit; Beginning at an
iron bolt set la the ground in the middle of
the Ragle Lake road, which marks the eastern
corner of the tract to be described. and the
northern corner of the Wn. M. Roberts lot
and running along the middle of the Ragle
Lake road la a general northwesterly direction about seven hundred and ininety feet to
an iron bolt set in the ground; thence sooth
fifty-nine degree* and thirty minutes west
twenty two hundred and thirty-five feet to a
stone
bound; thence north thirty-nine degrees and thirty ruinate* west thirty-five feet
to a stake on the shore of Ragle Lake, which
marks the western corner of the W. M. Roberts lot; thence following the shore of said
lake in a generally northerly direction about
sixtssn hundred and five feet to an iron bolt
set in the ledge, thence north fifty one degree* e-ad eighteen hundred and nine feel to
a »ton«: booms; thence south thirty-nine defines east fourteen hundred and forty six and
three-tenths feet to the point of beginning,
coctatniug about sixty five acres.

£.£

If. Two certain l< te or parce’s of land situated in said Eden, and bounded as follows, to
wit
Beginning at a birch tres on the west
side of the road leading from Bar Harbor to
Otter Creek near the south end of the Little
Meadow, eo called; thence north W* west ten
rods to the foot of the Dry mountain; thence
following the edge of said mountain southerly
to the norm line of land of Edward 8tanley: thence following said Manley’* Wm
line
eightyManley's north
easterly
sis
rods
to
the said road; thence following said road northerly one hundred
and ninety one rods to the first-mentioned
bounds containing sixty-four sad one half
acres more or less, and being to* same con
veyed by D. W Brewer by his deed da.eo Aug.
2t. 1*». and recorded in vo! lad, page IH.
Also another lot in said Eden, bounded as follows: Beginning in the east side of the road
leading from B*r llsrbor to Ol er Creek at a
• p. ace
tree
ear the
northeast corner of
land owned by tom. Manley and at the N W.
corner of land owned by Geo. ft Chas. Bun
ker; thence following sale road uurtovrly one
hundred and ninety-two rods to a birch tree
spotted on the west side of the road: thence
south PS* east twenty-three rods to Uas mountains, thence following the side of said mountain taking up the side of said mountain as
far as the lumber extends southerly to an old
Hue or to a point south ** esst of the first
bound; thence north M* west thirty rods to
the first mentioned bounds, and containing
Wf seres more or less, and being the same
deeded by D. W. Brewer by hts deed Kept. 1,
1M9. and recorded In sol. 1*S, page 1M.
1?. A certain lot or parcel of land situated
In the said town of Eden, and bounded and
described as follows, to wit: Beginning at
Tobias Roberta’ southwest corner bound on
A. F. Higgins’ eastern line; thence easterly to
the Otter Creek road; thence following said
road southerly to the northern line of the
Page lot; thence westerly on the line of said
Psg# iot to a poflt on the side of the mountain twenty feet perpendicular to a horizontal
line level with the “Little Meadow Brook”
near its base; thence following at the same
elevation the side of said mountain northerly
to A. F.
Higgins’ southwest corner bound;
thence easterly on said Higgins’ line to the
southeast corner bound; thence northerly on
said Higgins line to first mentioned bound,
containing twenty acres more or less, a portion of which is meadow.

Bar Harbor, and bounded on the north by
First Houth street; east by Main street; south
by Hecond Houth street; west by School street.
Excepting and reserving from the above described parcel of land all lota heistofore conveyed by Fountain Rodick and Berenus H.
Rodick end recorded in the Hancock registry
of deeds.
S.
Also another lot or parcel.of land situated in said Bar Harbor, and bounded on the
north by Hecond Booth street; eaet by Main
street; south by Third Houth street or Edgewooo street, so called; west by Be bool street,
excepting and reserving from said parcel
what lots have been heretofore conveyed by
said Rodicka. and recorded in the Hancock
registry of deeds.
6
AUo another lot or parcel of land situated in said Bar Harbor, and bounded on tbe
north by Third Booth street; east by Main
street; sooth by Fourth Booth street; west by
School street.
Excepting anu reaervtng
from the above described parcel of iaad. ail
lots that have hern heretofore conveyed by
tbe sa‘d Hodtcks, and recorded in the Hancock registry of deed*.
7. Also another lot or parcel of land In said
Bar Harbor, and bounded oh the north by
Fourth Booth street; east by Main street;
south by Cromwell Harbor Brook and is no
now or formerly owned by J. H. Wood and
others; west by Bcbool street. Excepting and
reserving therefrom the right of tue public
in and to such streets crossing said land as
have beta legally dedicated, and accepted by
the town of Eden.
8.
Also another lot or parcel of land situated in said Bar Harbor, and bounded on Uts
north by laud now or formerly owned by **a
Hodekms & Sons; east by School street;
now or formerly owned by
south by lan
Nathan Ash; west by Ash street.
8 Also soother lot or parcel of land situated in said Bar Harbor, and b unded on the
north by land of Beth wpencer; east by Ash
street; south by land now or formerly owned
by Nathan Ash; west by land now or formerly
owned by D. P. Marcyes.
18. Also another lot or parcel of taad situouodrd on the
ated la said Bar Harbor, and
north by land of Capt. Frank M Conners and
others; west by land now or formerly owned
b> I>avid Rodick; south by tbe land of tbe
heirs of Tobias Roberts; east by land owned
formerly by Mrs. Zena Brewer.
11. Also another lot or parcel of land situated in said Bar Harbor, and bounded ou the
north by Cromwell Harbor road, so called;
west by land now or formerly owned by Miss
Mary Bhannon; south by land oi the heirs of
Tobias Roberts; east by Isnd of tbe heirs of
Tobias Roberts; excepting and reserving one
lot in tbe nortbesst corner heretofore conveyed to one. Pendleton.
li. A certain iwt or parcel of land situated
in said fc.ti«n. and (k>u»o>d and n»ac.ineu as
loliows: Nor h by tbe itomwetl Uarvor «o*d
and land <>f C. C. Morrison »no others; east
by laud no w r for me ly oa i.-ed by Mur b ban
non and Nathan Ash; south by land of the
beirs of Tobins Roberts; west by laud of Cbas.
Howe. K- H. Greely et ala and C. C. Morrison.
18
A entatn tot or parcel of laud situated
in Mount L*s*rt aforesaid, and bounded as
follows, lo wit: Commencing at the watering
place running southerly to J. it. Martin's

ingloa's southwest

Cor. Mala and Fraaklia Sta.

CARD OF THANKS.
take this means of expressing “ur gratitude to. and Utsnktng the eitlz<sn» of
Ellnworth who so kindly and prox>pity rendered
assistance and sympathy In our time of trouble
arising from tbereeeni Are.
M L. P WooDkcrr,
K WfWIHWt

iKD

our

Department.

caae.
please oblige Henry
by leaving at the Aiowict Omen.

PHYSICIAN

them at a moderate

Don’t overlook

and

F. SIMON

and you will take

1

ginning.

executrix of the last will and testament of
81 renus tf. Kodlck, late of Eden, in said
county, deceased. te*tate. that said berenos
H. Kodlck at the time of bis decease wa» the
owner of certain real »state fltuated is tttc
tow* * of fcdeo. Mount Ireaerl. Trrmont and
Trenton, Hamock county, elate of Maine, to
wit, one half part in common and undivided
of ciriain lot* or parcels of land bounced and
described a* follows:
A certain lot or parcel of land situated
1.
in Bar Harbor. In tbe town of Bd-n. oouniy of
Hancock, and bounded and described a* follow*: ^ouih by Weal street; north r>y ihe #ea;
east toy land of Tobias L. Hubert*; and went
bv land now or formerly owned • > John A.
Kodlck.
Al*o another certain lot or parcel of land
i.
•iluai d in bar Haroor, lu saul town of Kden,
and bounded and described aa follow*: North
bi West street; east by Main street; south by
Cottage street; an*. w*at by land now or formerly own* d ny John A. Kodlck, excepting and
reserving from the above cescribed parcel of
land the following iota:
(Lot of Tobias L.
Kcbe’t*. lot of I). WT. Bunker, lot of Coney
and Herliby. lot of Coney, Hcrllhy and Brewer. lot of the heirs of Asa Hodgkins, lot of
Pineo, Moran A Greeiy, and lot formerly of
Parker Wood.
8.
Also another lot or parcel of land in Bar
Harbor, in said town of Eden, bounded and
North by Cottage
described a* follows:
street; east b» Main street; south by land now
owned by tbe inhabitants of Eden; west by
land now or formerly owned by John A. Rocick.
Excepting and reserving from tbs
above described parcel of land tbs following
lots of land: Lot of Greeiy A Pineo known
as the Everard Hotel lot; lot of heirs of 1. P.
Hsvne*. lot formerly of Charlotte Higgins,
lot of O. C. Rich and lot of Bovajian Bros.
For full desciiptit na of all said above excepted lota, reference is made to deeds recorded in Hancock county, Maine, registry of
deeds.

to
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goods,
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a case
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COMFORT

gold-bowed glasses
chain, is
with Arthur Allen St Co.
GLASSES
the
Finder
Sar-

on

or

A Set of Furs

lost.
—

you have been defer-

ring your purchases of winter
goods because of the remarkably
lovely October weather. But

before the bridge is built.
sc‘ret of a healthy o'd age 1* a bva'thy middle
J. E. Bunker, jr., offered the following: age T e man wuo take* ear* of Id- MtHMSk
who keep* Ida Uodv pr perly nourished, will
“Resolved, That the chair appoint a com- find that the l>ody due* not fall him to old age.
mittee of five to investigate the need of 1 i The great value of l*r Pleice'* Gul len Medical
; DPoovery lie* In ti*e preservation of the work
new' high school building and report a1
Ing power of the *U>ui eh anil other organ* of
from ml* center l»
the next annual town meeting.*’ The digestion and nutrition
distributed the nourt-hrncni of the whole body,
chair appointed on this committee J. ti.
the salt for the blood, the lime fi»r u»o Im»d<«.
t sound
Bunker jr., B. L. Hadley, Clinton J. phosphates for the brain and nerve*
stomach means a sound man
A man who
Richards, F. H. Cowan, Walter Rodick I keeps hi* stomach sour.d “y the use of “Golden
Medical Discoverr" will ««ur the crown of
The selectmen were authorized to nego< gray batra as be if tv a monarch, with dlgulty
tiate a loan of $1,800 to provide street and ea*elights for the remainder of the municipal

hire $1,800 for the purpose of constructing a sewer on Glen Mary
road and Cedar lane.

bridesmaid,

UStocrttsnnmU,

stone

year.
It was voted to

and

disagreed.

bridge, and had a plan of the
The healtny old man wear* M* gray hair*
liar a silver en»wn.
Wlwi tf ht U- three core
bridge which they propssed.
It was voted to hire $5,500 for the pur- j «ud ten If (here 1- *tdl fl-e In hi* eye, firm*** m»
jilt id* sup, c*«Nitt*aifi In hl» voice and wl*
pose of building a new bridge. The extra •1'MH la hi* >v||n*P lie cmnnn d* love and
r» vereno*. Yet how 1 w wear the mant'e o»
$1,500 above the estimated cost is for the ! age
urith dtgutiy
Idn;
ye»i, queri.loua of
purpose of constructing a sewer from tb« j «pete si, umI'Idm ti. et»-p, childish in mind. »hey
super fluou* tin the ftiMffr.” dragging out the
bridge over West street and up Eden street, "lag
j fag end of ill** In a *ltnple rxt*4e*oe. The
new

man

Sentenced to be Hanged.
Arthur Adams and Robert Sawyer, two
of the negro mutineers of the schooner
Harry A. Berwind, on which Capt. Edwin
B. Rumill, of Pretty Marsh, and four of
his crew, were murdered recently, have
b®en sentenced to be hanged at W'llmington, N. C.t on Jan. 38.
In the esse of Henry Scott, the third
negro found aboard the schooner, the jury

military training.

Meeting Voles Money
for New Bridge.
Kan With Old Hutton Tub.
Grand Army hall was w'ell filled SaturSomerville, Mass., Nov. 7,1905.
day afternoon when Clerk W. H. Sherman To the Editor of The American:
called the special meeting of the town to
Will you send me an American with an
oiu«~i
J read the warrant. B. E. Clark account of the fire in it 7
I am a son of
was chosen moderator.
Asa Edwards, who lost all he had in the
j
Article 2, to see if the town would vote
great fire fifty years ago. 1 belonged to
to rebuild West street bridge, and author- ! the Old Button
tub; ran with her five
ize the selectmen to make a loan to pay for
| years. Since then I have crossed the
It was explained
same, was taken up.
plains tw ic?, in ’56 and ’60, been in the
that this bridge would have to be repaired
army, been a number of years in the
or rebuilt.
It wras in such bad shape that
South, and am now living here in Somerit had been closed several weeks.
There ville.
was considerable discussion whether the
Am very sorry for the people who lost
bridge should be temporarily repaired, or in this fire.
rebuilt at an estimated cost of $4,000. The
Ajdoniram J. Edwards,
62 Highland Ave., Somerville, Mass.
municipal officers and others favored a

Special

the best

and Mr. and Mrs. Curtis. Dainty refreshments were served by Hersom, caterer.
There was an extremely Urge display of
beautiful and costly presents.
The ushers were Carl Gerry, Melrose;
George Harvey, Wlnthrop; Arthur WTigbt,
Malden; Ernest Hunter, Brookline; Harold Morrison, Brooklyn, S. Y.
The happy couple left on a wedding trip
to Virginia. The bride will reside with
her mother during the winter, and will be
at home at 7 Elmwood park, after Dec. 1.

military Instructor, the clr*yman gave hi*
moat hearty endorsement t© the proposal
A later paper prints an extended article
by Lieut. Condon, on the advantages of a

FROM BAR HARBOR.

was

silk

over

legal Ratios.

and Leander Page, and known u the
Page lot and afterwards deeded by said (•ages
to K. ft 8. H- Kodiak; thence following the
east side of Dry mountain and the west tine
of eaid Page's lot rortherly to the line of land
deeded by Daniel W. Brewer to A. A. Hayward end W. E. Rodick and ko-wn as the
••Little Meadow”; thence following the line of
said Little Meadow lot westerly and north
eriy. as the course may be. to the line of land
of A. F. Higgins; thence westerly and northerly, as the course may be, following the line
of said niggles land to the said Higgins
northwest corner, at the side of Dry mountain, and the e uthwest corner of lot of land
dee rd to K. ft 8, M Rodick by Edward L,
Brewer, by deed as hereinbefore described;
thence northwesterly following the line Of
said P. ft 8. If Rodick land to the place of beAaron

1y

played

Marion Smith, and stood in the bav window of the parlor under a bower of pink
roses and asparagus, with s background
of palms. The ribbon bearers were assisted by little Marguerite and John McIntoah.
The bride was attended by Miss tiara
Hill, of Malden, maid of honor, and was
given away by her brother, Charles H.
Davis. The best man was Howard W.
Dunn, Jr., of Ellsworth, brother of the
groom.
The bride

their guns for a quiet stroll
the nearby forest. In the vicinity of
the Day meadow they came upon a herd of
moose.
They shot and dressed three large
bull moose, arriving home before dark.

Hcammon took

The President says:

legal Notice*.

Letter Carrier* to Organize.
The rural letter carriers of Hancock
county will meet in Ellsworth on Thanksto organise a county associaA very pretty wedding took place Wed- giving Day.
tion.
nesday evening, Nov. 8, at the residence of
The organisation of the rural carriers is
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Curtis, 7 Elmwood becoming quite general throughout the
and a Stale organisation waa
park. Malden, Mass., when Alias Winnie State,
formed some time ago. It is at the sugFlorence Davis, daughter of Mrs. Curtis,
gestion of II. E. Morton, of West Buxton,
a ss united in marriage to George W ellsecretary of the State association, that the
ington Dunn, of New York. Rev. Charles meet ing to form a Hancock county assocalled.
ciation!*
H. Moss, pastor 'of the First Baptist
There are ten rural delivery routes in
church, of which the bride is s member, Hancock county, and the number is being
performed the ceremony, the ring service rapidly increased. There are now three
routes running out of Ellsworth, two out
being used.
of Bucksport, and one each out of BlueThe wedding was private, only relatives
hill, I>ecr Isle, Penobscot, Mtoninglon and
and a few intimate friends, numbering Franklin.
The house
about thirty, being present.
was handsomely decorated by Kaulback,
Urgal hotter*.
florist, with palms, laurel, asparagus vines
XTATK or MAINE.
and light pink roses, the color scheme be*
To the Honorable, the Judge of the Probate
ing pink and green.
Ooart in and for the Oouniy of Hancock.
BNPKCTPULLY represent* Phebe 8. RoThe bridal party entered to the strains
V dick, of Kden, italic ck county, Ms.,
of Mendelssohn's march,
by Miss

WEDDING BILLS.

COUNTY GOSSIP.

&he OSlletucirth American.

uf Urta oecupud »•) Pembrooke Higgins and
follow* aald Mae ravterty to ibe county road
it*t>e* crossing *aM road and fallowing said
line south *l*b j fira ur-l throe fourth* dagree*
vast algbiy rod* to a »t*ke, thence aouth four
and one fourth dagieea we*i Ally rod- lo a large
ruck about aix fetl *outhe«*t from a spruce
tree; iMnee north eighty rive and throe-fourth*
deg <v» wed eigitt> r»Hl* more or lea* to aald
c ui<»y road; thanca foil rWii.g aald road north
arl> five *%ni» to a insce im; tbence crossing
•aid (om>i aouth 9* Vrnty fire o«ar-e* weat one
hundred
twmtv ulaa rod* uiotu or lea* to
the shore or Some*' Sound; thence following
•aid shore by its various courses and distanceto the first menudhed wound and containing
•evenly acre* more or leee, meaning and Intending lo convey aa above the ahore
north of the south line above described
S3. All right, title and toter«»t of (beheld
Serenas H. ItodWrk In and to a certain lot or
parcel of la ml lying and situated lo the town*
I rt-mont and marked
of Ml. Desert and
"Mountain Lot", on plan uia«l by Salem Towne
la liOH, excepting and reserving however, one
undivided half of ail the rock mines or minerals of whatever kind, name or nature oa or
under the earth aald undivided half of rock
mines and minerals being reserved by eel*1
Salem Towne la e deed <»f conveyance by him
lo Jacob Somes, dated Nov. 11, 1*97, and recorded la the Hancock registry of deeds, hook

privilege

1

iff*,

STS." MU
uaitf

u
amount to

of Ik, deroued 0*
bo aeeertaiaed

ooo

Aad t-o axpeuaea of
mlatotmuoa, lo

eato, xod of ad-

Amountln* la all to
I tlx tba value of Ike pereonal
,

late to
That Uw

ponooAl

,180,000 00
__

,184.000 00
o*.

__

\jon<*>

Mow to therefore

lnaaBdeet to pay tbo daMt of lb«
deceased, IM oxp«nw< of tala aod
of admin Ltratton, aM It U oece*

■ary for that purpoM to kII • me
pan «f tot root mow to retoe the
of
,141.000 0*
That the reetdwe arooWl be erestly drpreetoted
by e tato of may ponton thereof:
Wherefore your petitioner pray, that the roar
he lleeoeed to Mil ami ooavey the whole of Mid
reel estate hi public or prtrate tato for IM paymeal of eold dehu aad expaatM of tato hod of
admtnlMiatlon.
Doled at Aden thto Mreath day of November,
h. d. IMA.
Phxbi A. KOOICX
.am

8TATE Of MAIItK.
B.nooca ae-Al o probate wort bald at
Bltoworth, la had for taM county of Uaooock,
oa Uto mTenth day of November, In the year
of our Lord one thousand ala, hundred and
On the torexoiax petition ordered: That
notice thereof be firen to all pereona intarested, by cauln, a copy of Mid petition and
thto order thereon to be publl.bed three
weeks .eocre.tr.ly In U»8 Bltoworth AmeriIs
can, a sewapaper publtohed at Bltoworth,
aald county, that Utey may appear at a probate court to be held at Buck.port, la end for
said county, oa the Afih day of Decenabor
d. not, at tea o'clock lo the forenoon, iMid
•how coum, If any they hare, why the prayer

a.

W^^TiVo^V^ro^PreUe.
A true
ewgfoi; U%J0„T. Be, la Mr.

LAKEWOOD.

GREEN LAKE.

Charles F. Rollins is in Bangor
visiting her son Fred.
Vernal C. Frasier, of Dan forth, visited
relatives here Sunday.

The past week brought William Drummey and family. Mr. Drummey will be
employed as foreman at the hatchery.

Mr*.

Fun at Home.
s
Don’t be afraid of a little fun at borne.
Don’t shut your bouse lest the sun should
fade the carpet, and your hearts lest a
hearty laugh shake down some of the
musty old cobwebs there! If you want to
ruin your sons, let them think that all the
mirth or enjoyment must be left on the
threshold without when they come home

School has been closed at Oreen Lake

had

To ell persona interested in either of tne estates hereinafter named.
At s probate court held at Ellsworth, In *nd
for the county of Hancock, on the set-enth
day of November, a. d. 1905.
following matters having been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated. It Is hereby ordered that notice s hereof be given to all person* interested,
bv .tuning a copy of this order to be pub
lisbed three weeks successively In the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be he’d at Bucksport. In said county, on the fifth day of
December, a. d. 1906, at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, and be heard thereou if they see

THE

cause.

Sarah Jsue Eaton. late of Medgwick. in amid
county, deceased. A certain Instrument purporting to be the last will and letdament of
said deceased, together with petition lor probate of nmc and for the appointiueut or an
administrator with the will annexed, the executor named in said will having deceased,
presented by James Eaton, an heir of said deceased.
Rodney Copp, late of Trenton, In said
county, oeceased. A certain instrume nt purporting to be the last will and testament of
s*td deceased, together with petition for probate of same, presented by c harlotte A. Copp,
the executrix therein named.
Cecil# 1. Morrlaoo. minor, of Eden, in said
county. Petition filed by Alexander O Morrison, guardian, for license to eel1 certain real
estate of said minor, as described in said
»

«

tawU Candage.a son
( Bert Melvin J
GOTT—At Penobscot, Nov 7, to Mr and Mrs
Ralph Uott. a son
INGALLS—At Hurry. Nov 8, to Mr and Mrs G
P logalls. a daughter.

Cocoa nut Cake*.

Cream one-half cup butter, add one cup
and beat. Add one cup of milk
cups of flour sifted with three
level teaspoons of baking powder and
the
lastly
stiffly beaten whites of two
eggs and half a teaspoon of vanilla. Bake
in a shallow' pan and cover with a w'hite
icing sprinkled with cocoanut.

of sugar
and two

LITTLEFIP.I.r* At Penobscot, Nov 10, to Mr
and Mrs Dexter C Littlefield, a son.
—

MIU

MAURI KD.

county, deceaaed. Petition filed by Geo. M.
W arren, executor, for license to Mil certain
real estate of said deceased, as described in
said petition.
Freeman W. Archer, late of Aurora, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by H. T,
Bilsby. administrator, for license to sell certain real estate of said deceased, as escribed
in said petition.
Abbte K. Stanley, minor, of HrookUo, In
Petition filed by Nellie A. .Stan•aid county
ley. guardian, for license to set! certain real
estate of said minor, as described in
»aid

BLAISDKLL—GlLLKY—At Bar Harbor. Nov
7. by Her An^u* M MacDonald, Ml»* UnaC
BlatMteiL of Franklin, to (Charles K Gilley, of

Hon. Arad Thompson Dead.
Bar Harbor.
Hon. Arad Thompson, one of the oldest
CLEMENT—HUTCHINS —At Penobscot. Not
II, by Rev C M Bryant. M«zgir m Clement io citizens of Bangor, for many years promiPearl « Hutchins, l>oth erf Penobscot.
nent in the commercial, industrial and
COWING—GRAY-At Dedham. Nov 9. by II P
political life of the city, died yesterday,
Burrill, o*.|. Mb* Bc«*b' K Cowing, of Ded
bam. to Herman S GrayVof KiUworth.
aged ninety-flve years.
CU M MI NS BR.\ DBURY—At Sullivan, Nov 11,
by Ifev f>G B *r ard, '*U*» Fo*ten* Mat* Cum
aiJDErtiBnnmt,'.
nd»*», »»f Sullivan, to Caleb S Bradbury, Of

petition*

fPHB subscriber hereby gives notice that
X be has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of Lacy Bowen Peck barn, late
of Mt. Desert, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs
Ail persons having demands against the estate of aaid deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment i-n

hereof gives notice ISM
1
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of Willis A. Gardner.
Iste of Sedgwick, in the county of Hancock,
dr ceased, and given bonds as the law directs
All persons having demand* against the estate of aaid deceased are desired to present
"the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment im-

mediately.

November 7.1906.

Elm its P- Bpopkoup.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
JL she has been duly appointed executrix
of the last will and testament of A mas a 8.
Emerton, late of Bucksport, in the county
of Hancock, deceased, no bonds being rewill. All persons
'faired by the terms of said the
estate of said
having demands against
deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
Onoaois B. Bock.
November 7. 1908.

rpHE

Ei a bsc ri berb ere by give* notice that
she has been dnly appointed executrix
of the last will and testament of Berenua
H. Kodick. late of Eden, in the county
of Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the
law directs.
All persons having demands
against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and
nil indebted thereto are requested to make
payment immediately.
November 7, 1906-Pasuu 6. Bopick.

TH

FOBKCLOSBKK NOTICE.
John Q. Jordan, of Ellsworth.
Hancock county, Maine, by his mortgage deed dated September 11, a. d. 1886, and
recorded in Hancock county, Maine, registry
of deeds, in book 301. page 100, oonveyed in
wcrtgags to Roae D. Jordan, of said BllsW°rth. s certain lot or parcel of land with the
bufldlnga thereon (situated in said Ellsworth)
being the former homestead of the late John
<1. Jordan and bounded and described as fol•°V», to wft: Bounded on the north by the
road leading from Water to Mt Desert streets
U school district No. 4; on the oast by land of
Edward Eetls, Walter Austin and Beni.
£• Jordan; on the ooath by land D.of W.
1- Reutlck and wild land of
I*.
Jordan; on the west by land of Bbcn Smith
oontains one
fed Eben E. Morrison andacres
more or
hundred and twenty-8ve
lees; and whereas said mortgage was duly
Msigqgd to me the andenigaed as appears by
*«eignmeai recorded in said Hancock county
registry of deeds, book 491. page 801; end
wbereas the condition of said mortgage has
heea broken, now therefore by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof, I claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated Nov. 7, a. d. 1986.
Sampbl 8. Estby.
By Fred L. Mason, hie attorney.

WHEREAS

Frank)! r*.
G! LLI AN—CLARKR-At Rock'and. Nov 8, by
Rev R*.‘,» rt «utrllflT, Ml** »'h*-be Gillian lo
WMIamCUrke, t*»th of Caatlne.
IHGgINh—HIGGINS—At Kllswoith. Nov 11.
I.y Rev S W Hutton. «l« Mertl** R Higgins of
Dedbam, to Reuel L Higgins, of KiUworth.
JORDAN—GORDON—At MUbridire. Nov 8, by
Rev W C L«wl-, AiUa Ilea l- K Jordan, of
Mlibrldge, to Calvin Gordon, of West
Trenu-nt.
MCGINNIS— HIGGINS-Ar F.IUworth. N<<v 11.
Rev J P Simonton. Ubtt Viola .Mr.GtnnU,
by
of Dedham, to George W Higgins, of Ells
worth
NORWOOD—UURRILL— At Tremont. Nov 8.
by Rev D M Angel!, ails* l.uey K Norwood
to Henry J Burrill. both of Seal Cove.
PIPER—ALLEN—At kloehtU, Nov 12, by Rev
CM G Horwool, .ill** Myrtle M Piper, of
BluehHi, to Joho J A! en, of Southwest

Hat nor.

SM ALL— PHI LLI PS A* South Hancock, Nov
10, by itev i* A A KUIarn, of Ellsworth, Mr*
Matilda M Small, of Cherry field, to Willard II
Phillip** of South Hancock.
SMI Til—CA MPBKLL—At Ellsworth. Nov 13,
by Rev J P Simonton, Mb* Annie G Smith to
Hugh Campbell, both of Ellsworth.
—

DIED.

1

;

BURTON-At North Orlami, Nov 18, Elisha
Burton, aged 85 years.
CLARK—At West Franklin. Nov 8, Herbert P
Clark, aged 17 years, 8 mouths, 5 days.
CLEM ENT-At North Ellsworth, Nov 12, Mrs
Emily M Clomet t. aged 89 fears, 5 months.
COGGINS-At Sharon, Mass, Nov 8, Clarissa
C, widow of Capt Calvin Coggins, of Lamoine,
aned 75 years, 4 months, 4 days.
CULLITY—At Uuckgport, Nov 9, John J
Culllty, aged 44 years, 2 months.
CUNNINGIIA M—At Hall Quarry, Nov 13. Allen
H Cunningham, aged 87 years, 3 mouths, 2

days

HOOPER—At

Bluehtll, Nov 7, Mrs Bessie J
Hooper, aged 20 years.
LUNT—At Mt Desert, Nov 12, Lulu, wife of
Andrew Lunt, ag&kabout 30 years.
MIL LIKES —At Ellsworth (Bay side), Nov 12.
Calvert D MlUtken, aged 59 years.
SMITH—At Mount Desert, Nov 8, William P
Smith, aged 80 rears, 1 month, 23 days.
TREAT—At Bar Harbor. Nov 1, Samuel L
Treat, aged K) years, 7 months, 4 days.

MARINE LIST.

other page*

SSTtrfjrrtiennrnta

Fire at Bluehiil.

! Blubhili*, Nov.

16 (special)—Fire yesterday afternoon, destroyed the dwellinghouse of Melvin Gray, with all its con-

Miss Helen Cole is in Winter Harbor

visiting relatives.
Irving McDonald

Hoop Poles Wanted.
500,000.
Pay Highest

Mill

H.

Thursday, Nov 9
Sch Nellie

at a time that finds plumbers and stove
dealers busiest,
and it
came

j

Grant, Roodout
ARRIVED.

B. PHILLIPS,
Ellsworth. Me.

HIT
hard.

It destroyed the two upper stories of the building on
Main street where J. 1*.

ELDRIDCE
has been for so many years. But
the first story, though damaged,
is open for business, and the
cr6w is

FOR $1.00.
item in

Sugar

for

$1.00,”

Boston, via Rockland,
Monday, Nov IS

Sch Henrietta A Whitney, Woodward, Wey
mouth
Hancock County Porta.
Buck*port-Nov 10, ar sch William Mathsson, South Amboy
Castine-Nov 10. ar scha Phlneaa H Gay, Boston ; Sarah L Davis, do
Goclmrobo—Nov lo, ar sch Grade J, Port
land
Domestic} Porta.
Bar go e—Nov 10, ar vchs Hattie U Barbour,
Port Johnson; C C Lane, South Amboy
Bath—Nov 9, ar sch Julia Frances, N T
Borrow—Nov 8, aid sch Hattie H Barbour,
Port Johnson for Bangor
Rrcwwsice. Ga—Nov 10, dd sch Jeremiah
Smith, Noank, Coon
CITT Island—Nov 8, bound east, sch Georglens. Ellsabethport for Southwest Harbor
Nov
bound south, seb Hugh Kelley, Bancor

our

Communication from G I. Parchsr
Offer to Refund Money If Hyomet
Does Not Cure Catarrh.
To the Editor of the American:
I have been asked
recently if
the advertisements printed in your

already

famous

place

and makes this

big

$5 Grocery

EVERY

BOX;

HOW
AND

combination box of

SAVE YOU
DECIDE TO BUY
WE

25 ibs. Sugar
lbs. Java Coffee
2
lbs. Oriental Blend Tea
2
BUT
1
lb. Rockwood’s Cocoa
in spite of the damage and delbs. assorted Spices
lay, Mr. Eldridge wants it under- 2
1-2 lb. Nutmegs
stood that
bottle Lemon
1
HE’S STILL
bottle Vanilla
in business, and begs the indul- 1
lb.
gence of his patrons until he can 1
Bangor Corn Starch
get things
1 Pkg. Uneeda Milk Biscuit
1 Pkg. Uneeda Biscuit
IN THE
condition to meet all possible 2
cans Corn
demands on him and his work- 2
cans Peas
men.
The telephone is working,
1 can Syrup
and you can
1 pkg. Diamond Finish
RING
Laundry Starch
him up as usual.
6 pkgs. Swift’s Washing
Powder
bars Swift’s Pride Soap
8

SNOW-FLAKE

FLOUR
AT

Every

Barrel Warranted.

price
$1.00
.60
.7,3
.40
.40

.70
1.00
.50

.64
.40
.20
.25
.10
.05
.05
.25
.25
.10

.20

.18
.23

.06
.20
.20
.10

.10

Water Street,

Ellsworth.
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! 8 ftO
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Sullivan
.I
Mt Desert Ferry.j 11 20
9
6 0
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Hancock.itil 29 ft 111 9
Franklin Road.fll 87| fft I ! 9
Wash**ton June. 1 11 49 rf 27! 10
11 to
5 36| jtf
ELLSWORTH......
ft 40
10
Ellsworth Falls.....;, 112 01
Nlcolln. M * 15 6 i.ft fl*
Green l.ake. ’12 24 6 t*4 10
Lake House. iti2 32 tt> 12 tlo
6 20 11
Holden. f 2 <-•
1 00
Brewer June.
6 4<* 11
I 07
6 47 11
Bniivor, Ex St.
6 ft- 11
11
BANGOR, SI C.
-.

—

PHAM
1 10
V

I

Portland.

2
A
62
c

20
27

80

4 20
7 2*

i

lL-u-e.j

Luke...i
Nlcolln.
Eliswonh Fulls.

ELLSWORTH.J

Warh’gton June.j
Franklin Road.
Hancock.

P
in

M I

AM
9 00

lOj.

1 06

..

BANGOR
Hai koi Ex M.
Brewer June
Holden.

|

Fy.
Mt Desert Ferry.
Sullivan.j
S

Sorrento. !
BAR HARBOR.|
q

17
8

ft 25
6 32
ft 35
5 48
« 00
6 07
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2«
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6
♦

*62
7 13
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7 25

AM

1 10

TC 'JAH 9ARBOR,

BANGOR
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41
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)«

AM

5 JO

Boston..

Luxe
Green

8
87

TV

J*- 00
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AM
PM
AM
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6 12' 10 12
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7 4
« 50! 8 00
7 t- 11 5
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9 20 12 45i 7 35, 8 15

8-j
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Sundays only.

Trains leaving Ellsworth 7 16 a m and * 13 p
m, and arriving E1L worth 11 56 a m, 10.17 p n,
counectwltb Washington Co Ry.
fStop on signal or notice to Conductor.
These trains connect at Bangor with through
trains on Slain Llue, to and from Portland, 1G aton and St. John.
Passengers are earnestly requested to procure
tickets before entering the trains, and especially
Ellsworth to Falls and Falla to Ellsworth
F. E. BOOTHBY, G. P. AT. A.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vico Pres, and Gen’l Manager.

Biulnli ai:d Swan’s M
STEAMBOAT CO.
-llTf

k.

.09

.30
.32

.25
.25
Our

price, $5.00
regular
charge.

C. O. D.

Ellsworth.

I The fireat Main Street Fire |

The direct route between Ell worth. Surry,
South Surry. Bluehill, South Bluehill, North
Brooklln, West Tremont, McKinley and Atlantic (Swan's Island).
Steamer PERCY V., Capt. Harry. C. Smith
Will leave Ellsworth every Monday, Thursday
and Saturday at ".30a m, Surry, 8.00, South Surry,
8.4% Bluehill 10.00, South Bluehill, 10.30, North
Brooklln, 11.10, West Tremont, 12.10, McKinley
(Bassllarbor) 12.50, arriving at Atlantic
(Swan’s Island) about *2.15 p m.
RETURNING.
Leave Atlantic every Tuesdav, Friday and
Sunday, at 6 a m, McKinley, 6 50. West Tremont. 7.30. North Brooklln, 8.3o, South Bluehll1,
9 10, Bluehill, 10 30, South Surry, li.SO, Murry
(stops only to land passengers), arriving in
Ellsworth about 1.80 p m.
Connection Is made at Bluehill with Ea tern
S S Co, from Ellsworth to Boston Monday
and
Saturday, and from Boston to Kilo,
worth Tuesday, Friday and Sunday.
Also
at Bass Harbor with steamers of Maine Cooafc
Transportation Co. (freight line), to and from
Boston and Portland, and with Bangor and
Bar Harbor Steamboat Co (freight) iu both
directions.
The aoove schedule also gives a through connection via Eastern 8 8 Co from AUauil
U&ea
Harbor and West Tremont to Boston Tuesday
And Friday, and from Boston Thursday and

Saturday.
All freight billed through via all above lines.
O. W. TAPLKY,
Treas.

bumed my place of business and stock, but, Phienix-llke, I
hare risen from my own ashes, and I am now ready to do
business at the store recently occupied by E. J. Walsh as a

C. H. GRINDAL,

10 20

Sorrento.;

.05 E'hvortb

price, $6.71

sent

day.
AH

BAR HARBOR.

.04

We cannot break up the assortment except at
prices. Goods boxed and delivered free of extra

Out-of-town orders

ON

TO-DAY!

$1.50

Patrick Kearns,

$4.95 per bbl.

$1.71

“Box”

Regular price

The articles.

Sun-

Box

HOW MUCH YOU’D HAVE TO PAY AT REGULAR
SEE

BAR HARBOR TO BANgOm

do-don

far and away the greatest trade in fine Groceries that
has occurred in town for many years.
READ CAREFULLY WHAT WE PUT IN EVERY BOX; NOTE

PRICES;

ii

Commencing Oct. 9. 1905.

Perl land

of last week’s item of “20 lbs. of

at it to fill suspended orders, and
meet the wants of customers.

Sunday, Nov 12
Wesley Abbott, Boston, lumber, WhitHaynes A Co

Sch Ann C Stuart, Ray,
Hue for C 11 Grlndal

a new

Offer; it takes the

HARD

Friday, Nov 10

ARRIVED

G. B. STUART. Ellswortft. Me.

ours

Seb Storm Petrel, Boston
SAILED
Sch
comb,

Price.

lots within short distance (four m les)
of Ellsworth postoflice, and for small
house *750 to *1,000.
VV'e can furnish experts to explore
timber lands at low rates, and furnish
abstracts of title to real estate in any
county in Maine.

25 LBS. OF SUGAR
That’s

THE F!RE

Cash

Other’s

Kllaworth Port.
SAILED.

William M. Pxckham.

riiHK subscriber

tee

PROSPECT HARBOR.

—

Charles A. Trask, late of Mt. Desert, in said
county, deceased. Petition filet! by M*ud t.
Trask and Jerome H Knowles, administrator*,
for license to eeli certain real estate of said
deceased, a* described in said petition.
Bewail J. Mitchell, late of Hulltvan. in said
county, deceased. Final account of Ella F.
Mitchell, administratrix, filed tor kettlnnenl;
also petition filed by said administratrix that
the amoont remaining in her bands upon the
settlement of her final account be distributed
among the creditors of said deceased in such
sums and In such proportions as Is provided
by law.
Melvin D. flaslam. late of Ellsworth, in said
connty, deceased. Final account of Abbie 0.
Haaiam. administratrix, filed for settlement.
Howard B. Rich late of Uuckxport in said
county, deceased. Final account of Albert W.
filch, administrator, filed for settlement.
John M. Merrill, late of Bluehill, in said
Final account of Annie M.
county, deceased
Howe, administratrix, filed for settlement.
Janie* G. Bowden, a person of unsound
mind, of Ellsworth. In said conuty. Fourth
account of A. F. Burnham, guardian filed for
settlement.
Abbie J. Huey, a person of unsound mind, of
Ellsworth. In said county. Hecond account of
A. F. Burnham, guardian, filed for settlement.
Charles V. Gray, a person of VSMlsd uut.d
of Ellsworth, in said county (now deceased).
First and final account of L. F. Giles, guardlau. filed for settlement.
George W. Dolliver, late of Eden, In said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Elvin Y.
leiaort that he may be discharged from all
liability for any subsequent, but not for any
breach of trust as a surety upon the
prior
bond given by Winnie L- Dolliver as administratrix of the estate of aaid George W.
Dolliver.
G. Willie Dolliver, minor, of Eden, in said
county. Petition filed by Elvin Y. Lei and that
he may be discharged from all liability for any
nubsequent. bat not for any prior breach of
trust as a surety upon the bond given by
Winnie L. Dolliver as guardian of said G.
Willie Doillver
Emery B. Dunbar, late of Sullivan. In said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Harvey
W. Dunbar, executor, that the amount of
collateral inheritance tax upon the estate of
said deceased may be determined by the
Judge of Probate.
Dorothy Hcull, late of Boston, Htate of
Massachusetts, deceased. Petition filed by
Anna J. H. Hcull, administratrix, that the
amount of collateral inheritance tax upon
said estate be determined by the Judge of
Probate.
Alexander J. Fox. late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Helen M.
Fox, widow of said deceased, for an allowance
out of the personal estate of said deceased.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM. Judge of said court.
A true copy. Attest:—T. F. M* mossy. Register.

mediately.
November 7, 1906.

County Ann,

ANNOUNCEMENT.

petition.
IW

Additional

tents, including |75 in money.
The loss is trom |0OO to |700, and it is
has gone into L. P.
understood j^iat there is no insurance.
Cole’s store for the winter.
The fire caught from a defective chimst night.
Mrs. 8. L. Kingsley, of Bar Harbor, came
columns regarding Ilyomei were true,
ney, and the building was in flames before
When once a house is regarded as only a here
for
a
visit with relatives.
Saturday
where I offer to refund the money if
it was discovered.
place to eat, drink and to sleep in, the
Miss Ida Stinson has returned from
The place is on the Mines road, and has tiffs treatment does not cure catarrh.
work is begun that ends in the gambling
Jonesnort, where she has been visiting ; been occupied but a short time by Mr. I wish you would please print this
houses and reckless degradation. Young friends.
Gray, who, with his family, has the sym- letter in as conspicuous a place as
people must have fun and relaxation
W. F. Bruce shot two deer Saturday on ;
pathy of the community.
possible in your paper, saying that we
somewhere; it will be sought at other his own wood
lot, to the envy of all
and less profitable places.
banters.
absolutely agree to refund the money
2ll)brrttannrntg.
to any purchaser of a Ilyomei outfit
Therefore, let the fire burn brightly at
A ilarge delegation from here attended
night and make the homestead delightful Pomona
if it does not cure catarrh.
in Winter Harbor on
with those little arts that parents so per- Thursday.grange
This outfit consists of an inhaler of
fectly understand. Don’t repress the
Mrs. Oliver Jones, of West Gouidsboro,
a < onvenient size to be carried in the
1
buoyant spirits of your children; half an has been
vest pocket so tiiat the user can
spending a week or more here
hour’s merriment round the lamp and with relatives
ana friends.
Having contracted with one of the
or live times
fireside of home blots out the rememmost successful firms of Real Estate breathe Ilyomei four
Mrs. Lucy E. Coombs has gone to PortRev. 8. W. Hutton at Ellsworth. Miss brance of
Brokers and Promoters in this country daily. With this is included a medimany a care and annoyance land where
she will spend the winter with
Higgins is loved by all who know her, and during the day, and the best safeguard her
(a firm having a clientage of thousands cine dropper and a bottle of Ilyomei.
Mr. Higgins is a promising young man
daughter, Mrs. N. H. Cole.
from almost every state in the union, The outfit sells for $l.uO and is a most
can
take
them
with
into
the
world
is
they
of sterling qualities. All
wish
them
Miss Lucy Freeman, who has been in and to » hose untiring efforts the State
the influence of a bright little domestic
lor the inhaler
happiness.
L. P. Cole’s store for the last six months, of Maine owes two of its most impor- economical treatment,
lasts a lifetime and there is enough
Thursday, Alec White, employed as sanctum.
has finished work, and will return to her tant industries) to establish an agency
for several weeks’ use, while
foreman of the Fit* mill, killed a fine
home in Mil bridge after a visit of a few for this State witli headquarters for the Ilyomei
Ill pc To inn to Preserve.
he obtained for
days with friends.
at Ellsworth, I feel that we extra bottles can
present
deer, and on Wednesday Bert Spencer and
5u cents.
To each pound of ripe tomatoes allow
Ben Higgins killed one. Bert Spencer has
of P. 8. had a sewing can sell your Real Estate or Business
Halcyon
assembly
letter
will settle any
I
trust
ttiis
1 pound of sugar, 1 pint of water and two
for cash at a fair price, and that wm can
been seriously ill for some time but is
bee on Friday for Mrs. William Stewart,
doubts that may have arisen as to my
lemons; pour boiling water over the fruit who is
a buyer for your property in less
find
blind.
There
was
a
nearly
good
improving slowly. He la considered n so to move the skins
willingness to refund the ra< ney for a
easily. Pour water attendance and considerable work was time than anyone else.
crack-shot, and when snow fell he could
in case the purchaser
It makes no difference whether your Ilyomei outfit,
not resist tne temptation to join the hunt- and sugar in kettle and boil until it be- accomplished. The ladies carried a picnic
is
not perfectly satisfied.
dinner.
ers, of whom there are a great many. comes a thin sirup, then add the tomatoes
property is worth *200 or *21)0,000, or
Respectfully yours,
Deer signs sre numerous in the woods.
Nov. 13.
10 what part of Maine it is situated.
C.
and lemons cut in thin slices. Boil all
G. A. l’archer.
If you want to sell, send me descripNov. 13.
L.
together until the fruit is done, then retion and lowest cash price. If you
M»VS,
l'LORl*T,
move the fruit to a platter and boil the
ftatUbacs ana Stramtu.-,.
want to buy, write me ttie amount
B\R If A ROOK.
HORN.
^
sirup until it is very thick. When it is
you wish to invest, and state what you
0|Mm* nil tin* y ar’round.
want. No charge unless purchase or
BURKK—At PenotMMJOt. Nor 9, to Mriml Mr* cold add to the fruit and place all in jars
Julian Burke, a daughter.
and seal.
sale is made.
atstrtisnnmta.
GANDAGK— %t Brouklln, Oct SO. to Mr and Mrs
I have cash customers for two wood

quite an interest* for a week, as the teacher, Miss Allen, Is
with a large buck deer last ill at Bangor with measles. Miss Johnson,
jng experience
of East Holden, has been appointed to
week. Mr. Garland bad not been long in
take her place.
the woods when he started the deer, which
had ever seen wild, and he
Sunday morning train brought a few
ws* the first he
suffered a bad attack of “buck fever”. hunters to Green take, and they report
He wax unable to find the trigger of his
good sport during the day. The woodgun. When be had collected himself, the cutters at
Quinn’s camp brought in a fine
deer was at s safe distance. Undismayed
he
followed
the
animal
deer, weight about 200 pounds.
by this failure,
nearly all day, finally caught sight of him
Among ihe arrivals at Green take Sat*nd rfred twice, but the bullets went wide
urday evening were: Mr. and Mrs. Lowell
of the mark, and the deer escaped.
and daughter, of Bangor, Amos E. Hardy,
register of probate, c! Bangor, Mr. Miller,
MUSKS’ SorlHy floral Emblem*
of Rice A Miller. Bangor, with a few
are always rorreet.
friends to spend Sunday at their cottages.
Address IIA K HAKROR only.
all
(be
'round.
year
Open
Saturday evening Miss Myrtle Higgins,
of Green take, and Reuel Higgins, of
Xotirra.
Ir9.1l
North
Ellsworth, were married by
Martin Garland

COUNTY NEWS.
tor

shoe store, on the same side of Main street.

A NEW 8TOCK NOW ON THE WAY.

ami

Pen. Manager.

EASTERN

Steamship Compaii).
FALL SCKETDtTLK.

9,

Nov 12, bound south, ech Woodbury M Snow,
BlaeblH
FESWANU1WA, Fla-Nov 8, sld burk Mannle
Swan. N Y
New Yobk—Not 8, ar sch Ptrpe Ramirez, 81
Petersburg, Fla
No. ,. ar Mh John A Beckerman, Norfolk
No. 10. ar Mil Lrjok, Mlragoane (» dart) Not
7, off Delaware napee. la beery equall from
weaiward. low itbboom
Not 11, eld ech John Maxwell, JaekMBTtlle
Pobtlabd—Not 7, ar tcb o-rono, Bangor tor
N T
SevenneH—Not 8, ,ld Mb Arthur V 8 Woodruff, Porto Kloo
Vinuraup Hatxx-Not 8, eid ech, C B
Wood. Soutb Amboy for Bangor; Miranda, Port
Johnson for do
Ar Not A ar Mb Harreet Home, Newport tor
rereed, ecb Ueorgletta, ElizabethSullivan,
port tor Soutb week Harbor
Not 10, pawed, eche Mary Augueta, for X T;
Pocbaaeet. for do
NorlLir Mb Larolta. Sul U ranter XT
Kot 14, aid eeba Larolta. Sulllraa for X T;
Nellie Grant, Kllzworth, for Kondout
Foreign Fort#
Tv re* Ulawd— Oct M, sch Helena, Potto
RJco, to sail about Nov 1 for N Y
_

_

Steamer leaves Bar Harbor

WANTED!
and Children
their eyesight, to come
and have their eyes tested and
tician of 20 years’ experience.
Also to inspect our stock of

Men, Women

improve

who wish to preserve and
to

Robinson the Optician,
by a Graduate Op-

fitted

W atches, Solid Silver and
Plated Ware, Cut Glass, &c., and compare prices with those
of same quality to be found elsewhere.

E. F. ROBINSON,

Optician and Jeweler.

at

Pa

m on

Man-

days and t hursdays (or Seal Harbor, Nort» east
Harbor. Southwest Harbor, Stonlngton North
Haven and Bockland, connecting with steamer

(or Boston.
Steamer leaves Blueblll at la ■ Mondays
and Thursdays (or South Blueblll, Bokllr..
Sedgwick, Deer Isle, Sanrentvtlle, Dark Harbor
and Bockland, connecting with steamer (or
Boston.

RETURNING
From Boston Tuesdays and Fridays a' s p m.
From Bockland at SJO a m Wednesdays and
Saturdays via way landings.
All cargo, except live stock, via tbe sfatners
ot this Company, Is Insured against are and
marine risk.
F. S. SHxnnAft, Sent Agent, Bockland. Me.
Calvia adstih, V. p. ft GenM Ms aser,
Boston, Mass.

Thk Ellsworth Amkr-ca*
[The only

oochtt

paper,]

CHRISTIAN

kNDEAVOR.

NEW YORK

itlntnai Benefit (fiolntnu.

.. — .I

EDITED

fptyfr M*«ptlnK Topic For the Wf*k
BrftlnnluK !Sov. 11*.

Its Motto:

BT

"AUNT

“Helpful

MAMS*.

and

HOSPITALS CROWDED
MAJORITY OF PATIENTS WOMEN
lira. Plnkbam's Advice Saves Many
From this Sad and Oostly Experienceis a sad but
true fact that
every year
bflftgs an inin the
crease
n u mber of operations performed
up<»n women in

|

hospitals.

More than thceefourths of the

/ vrlfa A Cd *is A paucnui eying
M^na^Viu those tmow

TM'>>

and girls who
recovering from operations made necessary by neglect.
Every one of these patients had
plenty of warning in that bearing down
feeling, pain at the left or right of the
womb, nervona exhaustion, pain in the
small of the back, leueorrhma, dizziwhite beds
are

are women

awaiting

or

of the
womb or irregularities. Ail of these
symptoms are indications of an unhealthy condition of the ovaries or
womb, and if not heeded the trouble
will make headway until the penalty
has to be paid by a dangerous operation, ami a lifetime of impaired usefulness at beat, while in many cases the
results arc fatal.
The following letter should bring
hope to suffering women. Miss Lnella
Adams.of the Colonnade Hotel, Seattle,
Wash., writes:
ness,

flatulency, displacements

About two years ago I was a great sufferer from a severe female trouble, pains and
for me an. I
h-sdaehe*. The doctor
dually told m- that I had a tumor on the
womb and must undergo an operation if I
wanted to get well. 1 relt that this was my
death warrant, but I spent hundreds of dollars for medical help, bat the tumor kept

ptvwcribed

Fortunately I corresponded with

growing

aunt In the New England Plates, and she
me to take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegas It was said to cure tuetable
1 did so and
mors.
began to
cured,
improve in health, ami I was
the tumor disappearing entirely, without an
wish
woman
I
every
suffering
operation
would try this greet preparation.’'
an

advised

Compound,

immediately
entirely

with good results.
hsve the

oven

too

J

1.2._

j

H. O. B.

We

hear from yon, H. O.
if you have been a little late
B.,
about reporting yourself, but there are yet
others—B. J. A., Novice and more beside.
1, too, hfive tried 0. K.’g potato cake
are

even

pleased to

and

an

artistic

manner

of trimming.

negligees with
plain and beruflled. and others simply edged with
baud embroidered scallops. Of course
the real Japanese ernpe kimonos are
the handsomest things of the kind to be
There are crepe de chine
laee insets throughout,

found.
one of
of a soft shade of blue crepe,
upon which were embroidered gorgeous
butterflies of all sixes and colors, gold
with brown tipped wings predominatwsa

ing.
soft

white Japanese crepe was
adorued with hand ern
storks
with
outstretched
broldered
wings, and a less expensive kimono
was made of a brilliant shade of crimson crepe cloth with artistic bunches
of Japanese chrysanthemums scattered
upon It.
A very lovely little dressing sack,
which could t>e easily copied at home,
was
of pink albatross, aide platted
upon a tiny yoke back and front Its
low, round neck and elbow sleeve* being finished with a dainty buttonhole

elaborately

The real hero of Hick Turpin'* ride
York la said to have been a highwayman named William Nevi».m. who was
born at Pontefract in ltlbP. The story
goes that on one occasion Nevlson rob
bod a gentleman at Gadshlll. then rode
to Gruveseud, crossed the Thames tin 1
galloped to Chelmsford. After liaitiug
lien* he pushed on to Cambridge and
■dodniancheater. thence to Huntington,
where he halted his mare again and
slept an hour. Afterward be took to
the North road, reached Y'ork the same
afternoon, changed his clothes, went to
the bowling green and made himself
an object of notice to the lord mayor,
Being subsequently charged with the
robbery, lie cited the lord mayor ns a
witness and waa acquitted on the sup
imaitkm that it was Impossible for a
man to he at two «*eb remote places as
Gadshlll and York on the same day.
to

Afrtcssa Weak. Int Never Wipe.

Great attention Is given in most ot
the African tribes to the care of the
body. The teeth are cleansed with a
stick which has been chewed Into a
kind of brush. The hands are washed
frequently, not by turning and twisting and rubbing them together one
within the other, us with us, but by a
straight up and down rubbing, such aa
la given to the other limbs. This manner of washing la so characteristic that
an African might be distinguished by
It from u European without reference
The sun Is their only
to the color.
towel.
Unreasonableness
is often as neat as woman’s.
But Thos.
8. Austin, Mgr. of the '‘Republican,” of
sa’>

Leavenworth, Ind.,

was

not

Jay Gray has left the employ of Dr.
9. B. Phelps, and gone to his home on
account of Illness.
The measles is having a great run at
Ida and Doris Hooper, Vera
present.
Smith, Midaand Leon Thomas and John
Sargent haw ail been quit# ill.

oi

editor.)

SOtTUWKWr HARBOR.

M 1m Geneva Gilley entertained the
Y$
Friday evening, Nov. 10. Number preernt,
erventren. The eorial part of toe
wan apent with
Henry W. Dnagfallow:
Inetrumental mnntr, K. Gladv. Mavo• ketch of Longfellow's life. Kat her
Dixon
nolo, “The Bridge.” Roberta Gilley; poem’
“Twilight," Katherine Cnrroli
tlons. Hefreahments were nerved.

meeting
quoU.’

We hope to have an Intere.iing
ing next Friday evening, when
meet at the church vestry.

a

meet-

we

will

Prkh. Bi pt.

SotffrtiatoUnia.

William Blaisdell and wife. Mm. John
Blaisdell and son Casper attended the
wedding of Cleveland Blaisdell and Miss
Ine* Anderson at Bar Harbor Saturday.
Alice Farnsworth and Maud Colby
attended the Maine night exercises at
has been a
Orono.
Mias Farnsworth
student at the U. of M., and went up to
meet her student friends.
Edward Keif had

a narrow

escape from

drowning Thursday morning, when he
slipped on the pier behind Milton hall,
But for
ana fell into the rapid current.
the timely aid of B. K Joy and Others he
would have drowned. Mr. Keif, who is a
carpenter, is at present working on the
house being built by A. P. Havey.

B SO)

M.

Nov. 13.
'EAST SULLIVAN.

Mr. Norton, of Newport, has been the
guest of Pearl D. Robertson.
A large number of grangers attended
Pomona Thursday in Winter Harbor.
Mm. Benjamin Baker has finished her
Franklin and returned home.

school in

Five

and

men

morning
region.

on

a

three homes started this
in Franklin

gunning trip

The lUrUiul district ladies’ aid society
held s sale Saturday evening and served
ice-cream and cake.

Georgia I'rann

Miss

was

obliged

to close

her school in Sullivan Highlands on account of illness. The other schools closed
Friday night for a short vacation.

Only 11*? ISEf&J Squirrel Set
F*y lack Surf mmd bU Mol U «th S& W«M Cmi.

There Mail Be Good Reasons Why

The moving fever is on; families come MAff* is the largest Dry Ooods and Deand families go. One furniture van was part meat Store In the country. The sheet
splendid, seasonable bargain Is one reaon its way to Cherryfteld, when recalled I son—there are a hundred thousand others
by telephone. The family had changed In our Fall and Winter Catalogue
its mind.

Nov. 26 will be observed as Temperance
Sunday, with appropriate sermon by the
pastor. Rev. O. G. Barnard. The different
orders are invited to attend, to give
public expression by their presence tha*
this is a question for all to consider.
H.
Nov. 13.
FRANKLIN.
Mr«. Diemma Blaisdell is slowly rally! ig
from her recent fall.
John W. Blaisdell loaded a
for Rockland last week.

with

car

staves
V
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stitch worked In pink floss. A novel
feature was the front yoke fastening,
which wsj formed of broad white satin
ribbons laced through four large ailk
covered rluga. the ribbons tied and
hanging to the skirt of the gown in
front.
The newest breakfast jackets are
very short skirted, reaching but a trifle
below the waist hue. An exceedingly
becoming model la shown iu the cut.
This little negligee Is made of rose
pink china silk trimmed with a dainty
pattern of Valenciennes lace inset
above the hem and applied iu a tiny
bolero effect. There ia a bit of buud
embroidery on the front of the yoke,
and the neck is finished with u soft
lac* ruffle drawn up with pink riblious
The short flowrun through bending.
ing sleeves are fully plaited and finished at the bottom with two rows of Inserting above the bem.
A fetching blue albatross gown was
strikingly trimmed wltu rows of narrow black velvet rlbbou applied Iu a
Grecian design down the frout and ex
tending entirely around the skirt of the
gown. This well executed design also
edged the flowing sleeves.
rwr

tjurwupij

cum

MVdiuw—ui

any time during the winter—there Is
fabric mure comfortable for lounging robes thau aoft. pliable English
This material does not
corduroy.
crumb and is very delightful to the
touch. A luxurious "rest gown" was
made of mouse gray corduroy. plaiuly
fashioned aud tied with a silver cord
and tassel. Where ifac gown fell o|>eu
at the bottom a soft lining of china
blue silk was disclosed. A rose colored
corduroy was lined with a deeper
shade of rose.
Those whe fancied for a moment that
the popularity of the draped veil was
on the wane were uever more badly
In Paris veils are more
mistaken.
then ever the rage this season. There
are a few variations, however. In texture and the mode of wearing them,
noticeable among which Is to swathe
the crown of the hat In its folds scarf
fashion.
The thin meshed Imitation
Chantilly veil is the present mode, nitre fashionables adopting taupe, the
new color, aud a dorker shad* of gray.
at

uu

[Our readers may have any question
toecernln* fashion or fabrics answered
without chars* by Rene Deversus, the
fashion expert, by addressing Hens Devaraux

New

F. E. Blaisdell and wife recently visited
their son Boyd, at Higgins classical institute.
AM
E. F. Bartlett and William Lawriel attended the funeral of their uncle, William

French,

P O. Box It I lit. Madison Squsrs,
York. Inclosing stamp for reply.1

Never loee the opportunity of seeing
anything beautiful. Beauty is God’s own
handwriting, s wayside sacrament. Welcome it In every fair face, every lair (lower
and thank him for it who ia the fountain
of iovelinese, and drink it In simply and
earnestly with yonr eyes; it la a charmed
draught, a cup of bleseing.—Bulkin

at

Hancock,

last week.

Mrs. Leslie Swan returned a week ago
from Bucksnort, where she surprised her
son Burleigh at the seminary with a brief
visit.

The session of the Local I’nion Christian
Endeavor and Kpworth league combined
Friday was largely attended. Interesting
addresses and remarks by Revs. Simonton,
of Ellsworth. Beach, of Bangor, McDonald, of Lamoirte, and lo$al pastors, Lorimer and Petersen, with reports from other
unions, interspersed with a pleasing recitation by Miss Koch and music by choir,
filled the day and evening most acceptably.
Nov. 13.
B.
Itchtnes* of me »kln, horrible p)a«rae. Most
veryoie «• flit card In one way or anoitier. Only
one *afe, never falling cure.
Loan's Oist
At any rtruff store, so cents —AArt.
u>ert.

«

Rvarg httmaa heist Is Interestsd
la •«**■««ri It means leisure, independence and luxury in the future thro gh the
•seretee of system ami Intelligence In
spending money now. There can be no
argument as to the economy of buying in
Kaw York. Ike skopnlna raater of
tkls country, and M.%4 Y*S Is tts largest
and leading store.
The above Real Natural Cray Squirrel
Set we are offering at a price usually askYour money cheered for the Imitation.
fully refunded jf you do not And It worth
one-third morn than the price paid. Squirrel is today the most fashionable fur. At
this special price every woman can afford
to wear REA!, furs. 8*-arf or muff sold separately If desired. Scarf. $4 M. Muff. M74.

IF YOU WOULD BE WELL COWNED
sod

DO

M Sw

YOUR

MM um

Aches

Paint

and

New York l* Just one year ahead of
every other illy of the United Stales In
fashions. Why not learn what New York
Is wearing? Our Fall and Winter Catalogue contains

500 page* of New York Fa*hion»
Cloaks. Suits. Furs. Skirt*. Shirtwaists,
and everything needed for men's or seIf you wish
me ns wear or In the home.
to know and have the New York Fall
Styles—-If Interested In »*%!■« WoeeyCloth Bound
write for our Catalogue
Copy. Dv Luxe Edition, sent for lie to
bound
or
copy rent
paper
pay postage,
absolutely free. It places the New York
Market st your disposal—the pleasure of

New York Styles-New York Prices-ali
Write for this
are yours for the asking.

Catalogue today—now.
1
If you want our Special Christmas lifts
Catalogue, write for it now—the edition Is
Address Room 201.

limited

R. H. MACY t* CO.. NEW YORK

A o/

O /o

worth Citizen is Followed.
wo ruin'ft

Many Ellsworth
Bead what

A NEW SERIES
la now open, Share*, 01 tack; mou‘hi«
payment*, 01 per *hare.

times ’tie the kidneys’ (salt.

Backache is really kidney ache;
That’s why Doan's Kidney Pills
women

WIT PAT RENT
curs

wbe* you

it.

has to say about it.
Stevens, of 4 Lincoln Bt.,
Ellsworth, Ms., ssys: "It is about two
years since I began to take Doan’s Kidney
one

At that tints I

was

in despair

Pills but

aa

I knew It
tbs

mine

was an

old chronic

case

necessary to persevere in
of any medicine. Finally this

use

was

remedy reached the cause of my trouble
and gave me more relief than anything I
ever

used before.

For five years I

never

enjoyed a night’s rest, could not go out to
spend any length of time, and was so
nervous

where.

1 could not be comfortable anyDoan's Kidney Pills changed all

this, snd I
better

now

ou

your

will

Pur

account

endured from my back and kidneys. 1
used a number of boxes of Doan'a Kidney

borrow

OWN TOUR OWN HOME.

on

of failure to get relief from any
remedies I used for the severe suffering I

tu

•harm, lire u IM mortgage ead
reduce It erery moutb. Monthly
payment* and lnturut together
will amount to but little more
than you ara now paying for
rent, and la about to yuan you

know this.

Mrs. C. L

Pills.

earn If

EMI Loan jind^BHildi m Ass’q.

back baa many acbee and

pains.
Most

U what your money will
la?eeuxl In shares of the

Will Dis-

appear if the Advice of this EllsA

ess—w

Banking.

A Woman’s Rack.
The

p—cScs

BUYING IN NEW YORK

fRtlural.

lun,

unreasonable,

when he refused to allow the doctors to
operate on his wife far female trouble.
“Instead,” he says, “we concluded to try
Electric Bitters.
My wife was then so
sick she could hardly leave her bed, and
five [5] physicians had failed to relieve
her.
After taking Electric Bitters, she
was perfectly cured, and can now perform
all her household duties.” Guaranteed by
E. G. Moons, druggist, prioe, 60c.

1

“in £
tnl
anr’roh.m.
iiJ.
„,TL.
...Tl

The church Sunday school will unite
with the one at the hall, for the remainder
of the winter.

Arsr Madge.

The Real Dirk Tnrpln.

few

in town

Mm. N. H. Williams was in town calling on relatives and friends recently.
Miss Mona Blaisdell is in Ellsworth,
employed at the dressmaking rooms of
Miss Joy.

exceedingly picturesque

An

these

One t.etter ItMN.

j

Rave you ever made any this way?
With best wishes for ail, I will close.

lariala equally appropriate for evening
gowns, while others, quite as effective,
are
delightfully simple, their chief
charm lying In their grace of outline

a

recently.
Mm. H. H. Havey and Mm. A. P. Havey
were in Bangor Tuesday.
Frank Springer, of Bar Harbor, was at
home a few days last week.

and

hotter than for ordinary sponge cake.
Janet, do not think you are forgotten
because there has been s long silence. I
often wonder what has bacons of FlsrtUe,
of Mt. Desert
Ferry. None are for-

■

serve at onoe.

luxurious lounging gowns,
all ready to slip Into when the occasion
calls foe them.
Bo bewitching Indeed
are they that one la tempted to pardon
In fact,
all manner of extravagance.
these are fashioned of ma
some of
robes

Havey spent

A.

F. L. Kent, of Ellsworth, spent

days

chartering negligee*, and It may safely
be said you'll be certain to pleas*'.
Never hare I aeen so great a variety
of exqalsltely made breakfast Jackets,
becoming dressing sacks, practical bath

I find ft is best not to
hot; perhsps s little

gotten bv

B. B. Havey and W.
at Tunk camp.

Sunday

When In search of
gift for * woman fond of dainty apparel -and. by
tbe way, the Christina* season la clone
upon as—chooee one of till* season's

Column.

IThe •"I I tor InvtUw MwinttArta# of local nnu..
w- o- T. V. to Hancock
»M1» rlbboner. generally, lo contribute
column report, of meeting. or Item, that u thu
of Intereat to worker. In other
part, of
would like tbl. to be
countybnt It need, mim effort on the pan
V- women to make It m. It I. a column of
making, not oura, and will he whet the.
Item, and communication. «houM I.
H.
and are, of courae, .ulijcct to approval of
«

e^T,"1?"*

WEST SULLIVAN.

Just as surely as Misa Adams was
cured of the troubles enumerated in
Ijer letter, just so surely will Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound cure
every woman In the land who suffers
from womb troubles, inflammation of
the ovaries, kidney troubles, nervous
excitability and nervous prostration.
Invites all young
Mrs. Pinkham
women who are ill to write her for free
advice. Address, Lynn. Mass.

It must lie very convenient to parses*
u surname consisting of a single letter
The Paris papers
of the alphabet.
mention the singular ease of a certain
Marie whose surname consists of tl
one letter, B.
Many years ago there was n shop
.Sister*.
How nmi'li 1 have enjoyed all of vour letter*
kept In the Bue <le I am vain In P."usabout the reunion and the good time you had. i sels by T1:erese O. anti there Is a Mr.te.
I can truly say that 1 was absent In body nut
<) living with her two children at Mopresent In spirit. The day was all that eonld t**
irr'j of the Pc' '~'i
le::be 1:. a
pua fur a-*
ds'livo. *
fcnwu
i.o accidents
ital. !:i :i:c r.r.e tie FAnT> l f e s
«n*ci*rred to tu.«r »n»* •h,^*«|<iu for which weak
comrarae llvt * a Mr. O (••. :.it a clr
II v« Irani «o
thankful.
cmnflcx act cuti, who Is no relative ol
’A h.*t a
twMUtlfui fat! we are hiving, and |
In 1SS0 among ti e Belgian
IIme. O.
dAiue nature
lo Uc
pulling on Her Wu*t
iccrults was a young man named O
gorgeous omrv
1 hope all the **t»p rs an- through ptc*ling. 1 who could not write nml slgnetl l:>
so
preserving and cleaning house, and ess now
name with a cross, yet he could
get a chance to sit down an t gvt a go si long
easily have learned to write his own
breath. I will aay to Dell that 1 can vouch tor
namel
In tla1 department of Somme
her rcclpv for leuiou pie, or 1 use it and It U
there is a village called Y. In the Zu.vM ill send a lew recipes to t»e u*e I later
flue
tier Zee there is a hay called Y. anti
ou.
W1U] beat wishes lor alt, tiotu
;
Amsterdam lias the river Y.
AVtiT Emma
In China there is a large town of the
Thanks for the clippings and recipes
snue brief name.
In the Chinese provsent. They will have a pla*e in the col- j
ince of Honan there Is a city called C.
umn later.
Eunice. 1 tried your “sweetand In France there Is a river anti In
hearts”. They are nice.
Sweden a town rejoicing In the name
of A.
uear aum

■utflyui

Negligee*—Chinese

a

A

Dear Mrs. Pinkham:—•

that the missionaries to this extent are
beneficial to them, and anything tLat
will assist in removing their prejudice
to the missionaries is a great blessing
•
to mission work.
S. Through the medical treatment of
the body the opportunity to heal the
sou! by the gospel is the more readily
The medical missionaries
Attained.
ggln admission to homes where the
purely gospel teacher would lie excluded. This is especially true of the
Women of the orient.
Most of them
Mange ana j*. a. .Sister*.
Iced secluded lives, where the ordi- | 1 enjoy«U the reunion very much, and shall
is
never
allowed
t»
look forward to the next one with great
MUy missionary
ple^aenter, but into these same homes the nre It was the first buckboard rid I nad had
for
the
and
1
summer,
felt
well
dd
for
woman
wuo
is a
meuieai
uurisuau
surely
p
missionary has no difficulty in obtain- going J have oeen watcid « f ,t Alton's letter,
and wondered if sue Itad not returned rum
ing admission when there is sickness New York with the
*t)les. 1 am glut the picIn the bouse. The king of an oriental
tures are good
Anon, shall we send to you for
country was once led to accept Christ them? 1 ant auxtouw to get out. It will be a
and to sanction and support Christian pleasant souvenir of toe occasion.
missions as the result of the healing
Esther, you gave us a very pleasant account j
of your voyage to Urn city. 1 have beard a
of his son by medical missionaries.
The hoar of sickness is always the Uule of the trip, as my folk* started to Boston
hour of opportunity for all who would the same day, and their exp-rlence compared
Win souls to Christ. Eat us visit the very favorably with yours, i imagine Hope
will keep your good resolve and write
j
sirk in our neighborhood, send them you
often.
flowers and wonls of sympathy and
0. K 'a cake la delicious. Ha e any of y.»u I
support our denominatioua I hospitals tried It? I have a package of the potato tour, :
aud at the same time earuestly pray and It realty makes the nicest cuke i ever ate.
i
for Cod's richest blessing upon tbe I wish you would all try it 1 hud a piece f
medical missionaries abroad and give tKat pie Aunt Marla passedarouud. It was fine; |
i
we did not know whether to call It lemon or
them our sympathy and support.
custard. Why don't some one claim It and send i
BIBLE HEADINGS
the recipe to the column?
Ex. XV, 26; Ps. ciii. 1-5; evil, 15-21;
I had a pleasant chat with 9 J Y. at the HanIsa. Ilii, 1-5; Hos. xir. 4-9: Matt, vill, cock Baptist association, it is very nice to
1-15; x. 7, 8; Cuke lv, 14-21; Acts ill, meet the Mutuals unexpectedly.
Well. Sloppy, I suppose you are done cooking
1-10; ▼, 11-16; I Cor. xii. 1-9; Bev. xxii,
for hay makers. Did you have kind of a longing to be a “school ma'am" agala? So you
think the receipts are growing scarce9 I will
Am BCttor's AsprrrtMtioM.
send you one of fish balls, which we like very
What a splendid republic of religion
much. I am making an M. B. scrap-book, f
organisation is! Well may the cutout the M. B column and
paste U la. 1
aud
the
the
Christian
laity,
think
this is the best part of The Amejucak,
ministry
churches everywhere, thank God for and worth saving.
what tbe Christian Endeavorers have
Salt Fiih Balls rot SLorrr—One cup
done in bringing young people into tbe salt fiah, pick tn half loch pieces and let it soak
la
warm water all the forenoon, pare one roundfold. In saying the kindly word, in doplat potatoes; cut tn quarters. If small; let
ing tbe kindly deed, in promoting tbe ing
soak in cold water one.half hour, then boll fish
ceuse of missions and in helping tbe
and potatoes together until done, thoroughly
work of tbe church and tbe minister.— drain In a
solve, mash and bent them together
Editorial in Christian Work and Evan- until very light, with a spoon, then add one teagelist.
spoonful butter, pepper and salt. If needed; add
two unbeaten eggs. Beat wall, then drop from
a tablespoon into boiling fat, such a- you would
The Picks*.
The Christian Endeavor pledge re- fry doughauts la, drop la four or lira, as more
would cool the fat. which needs to be very hot.
lates to the society
Fry them until they tut n delicate brown and

—t. E. Uandalt at Jamaica Union ConTSWttoo U Montego Bay.

!It

our

1

eign people. They are uatnv.’.ily str lily prejii'l.cctl against foreigners, but
when they see their loved ones relieved from pain and restored to her.lib
and streug!li this prejudice is very
largely overcome.
They can realize

to

BY BKNK ftBVKHAt'X.

1

2. Medical missions art, a great infinence in winning the confidence of for-

u

Count* JfiWPIpmfM

fbr *ft<Utu>nal

and .Japanese Fabric*.

Hopeful.”

By REV. 8. H. DOYLE.
salon* at home an £
Topic.—Medical
Tn*
’irpose* of this column are succinctly
Bilious Mark 1. 29-«i.
dated la the title and motto—It Is *or the mutual
^•oeflt. and alma to t>e helpful and hopeful,
Tho Scripture in many place* teach
for. the common good, it 1* for the com
m th*- Importance of what we call med ! doing
in j
*iv»u u»e—a public servant, a purveyor of
leal missions as a part of the work of I formation and suggestion, a medium for the in |
crchcngeof Ideas. In thl* capacity it solicits
Chi L*i. mity. Mark in the topical ref
lom.nt: ideations, and U« success depend a largely
ereu ; gives us au account of Christ s i )o the support given It In this rennet- Communications must In- signer}, but the name of
ami
wife's
of
Peter's
mother,
healing
writer will not t>e printed evnept by perm I *alo n
the sick seemed to he oue of JotMiiiuiiicaiton* will be subject to
fetal...
approval or
aud
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
lu
life,
His supreme purpose*
will be rejected without good reason. Address
thro:: -h the power to heal He was »ll communication* to
The American,
eft u put in the position whore he
KlUworth. Me.
eouhl heal men’s souls. Later on when
adto
sent
forth
His
Christ
disciples
THE ARTIST.
vance His kingdom He gave them two
rheiecamean unknown artist, sweet and shy,
and
1
la:
to
mauds,
(11)
preach
taper
Into oki Nature’* studio one day
heal, "Aud ns ye go preach, say- April was sketching there, and J urn; and Vlay;
(21)
of
is
at
hand.
heaven
th"
kingdom
1% ith cart-1*** glance they passe! the stranger
ing
■!;. c! urse the lepers. cast
Heal :'
by,
Hut Nature kindly made her come and try
received,
have
out d.-viK
Freely ye
Her
skill
among them, so, without delay,
ids
work
Paul
in
among
freely give
the gentile* was also given the power »he set to work, and first she sketched a gray
And cherries* landscape, with a lrownlug efcy;
to heal. To the lame man at the temmen with deft brush abe laid fresh colora on,
ple gate he u-;sd: "Silver and gold have Urimson and gold and green and ru«*ct brown.
1
unto
su.-ii
1
have
us
I none, hut
give
And overall the living sunlight s'ioov.
ime of Jems Christ of
thee. Li 1 ■
•Who art thou”? erted the studeut*, looking
And
iuir.sc
and
walk!**
Naz.;r*-:!i
down
up
Thus
healhe
was
healed.
meU.. u>!y
Ppon her work, which put their own to shame
she
the
work
was
and
soul
Blushing,
murmured, “Autumn I* my
ing both body
name.”
of the church lu the time of Christ and
-By Frank Ho* Bachrlder.
His -ipo.v.ies.
.Selected by Aunt Emma.
Following the example of Christ and
the apostil's, the church todgy Is em- Dear M. B. Friends:
phasizing medical missions as never
The following card from Dell should
before since apostolic days.
have had a place in last week's column.
with
iu
connection
Medical missions
You will all remember that the recipe
homo mission work have a rather limit- referred to, is the
only one Dell uses.
is
the
church
Vet the
doing
ed field.
“A can! from Rockland informed me there !
as
well
home
as
•work of healing at
was no -wear in my cake, so will say, add a cup
the work of preaching. Local churches full. 1 leave for Ma*sachu*ett« to-morrow, »o
iu
their
neighhor- am too busy to write. Will let you all know If j
look after the sick
hoods who arc |ioor and unable to look I get back *afe. Have worked hard to get time j
after themselves, and lu this way win to go; ought to enjoy It. Shall visit an M. ts ;
many souls to Christ. Iu additlou. iu Bister, **L. K T.,” 1 think she algos
Oh! what beautiful ^esther we have had for
our large cities almost all the great
Christian denominations have hospi- harvesting! My John I* moving heu pjnaDell.
tal*, where the bodies of meu may lie
A good many of the M. B.'s seem to be
oared for, and lu many cases the p > «r
taking an outing. We shall expect a reare attended absolutely fIIS' of charge,
port of yours.
those who are able, of course, being
pected to pay, that the expenses of the Ifear Mutual*:
Institutions may be met. But with all
1; lias been some lime sinew I have written
this tbe hospitals are erected Ly Chris- j an«tt>]ng for the column. su«t 1 t tought I woulf
ISM to jou IM)«. t was veiy much
tUu money and principally s'.istn
; rCii‘1
by the generosity of Christian pc •;»!•-. amused on reading E-ttn r*» account of m-r trip
ou lira boat in the U»t A M fc.ni „a*
These hospitals are t hrist's for the
1 would like to a«k bow man; of the clan
healing of the si.!;, and ::» them many j
would like a letter party? I, for one. would
Anil )>eace of soul as well as healing of j
enjoy n very much. I thick It would help those
body.
of u
who cannot go to Contention Cove
every
Medical miss, on s have f and their
year lo set acquainted with tHoaa who cau gogreatest fields of l.tlkir in foreign n:i
1 *as very sorry lo hear of the dt-aih of klrr.
Mon work. There are three principal i Msio I was not very much acquainted with
reasons for this condition:
her, although 1 had met her a f. w tltors, but my
1. In most heathen countries u-.-d- heart goes out In sympathy to a 1 who are brrvtt
of
near and dear ones.
Jcftl science is very little advanced, j
Will Aunt Marla kindly send ua her recipe (• t
Perhaps there is nothing cruder ,11 ]
heathen life today than the method of j making ripe cucumber ptekks?
1 should uc very much p eased to have any. or
tat "g care of ihe body. The prnc.lre :
niloi you. come to »eo me at ar y tliu..*
laui
of medicine. Instead of ts-ing a s .-:><e. a
*ai»Ik
ways at home. Lov« to you ail.
Is Wre largely a superstition. Insi-ad
*outh t*enobscot, Nov. 6. ivui.
at helping the sick, the treatment pn.
Your Aunt Madge will accept your invitlced is more frequently Injurious This
tation to call if she can got c.n opporfact of itself makes medical missionaSister B., we remember that first
ries an absolute necessity.
Even lie- tunity.
call I made you. He member Sadie’s reforeuoctors went as missionaries those
1 will forward any letters to her.
who had gone simply to preach the quest.
gospel were compelled to practice the
iar Kmankli.n, Nov. 3. i»5.
art of healing as far as they could d"
Dear Aunt .Vador and
to.

Su((«tloiu

U). <8. 41. ti.
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Hnnar w. comma*, atcrtPint Mart Baak Bldg
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CLL9WORTH

Steam laundry and Bath Rooms.
-NO

TAt. BO

WiaBIl.”

kind* of laundry work dooo at *bort notw*.
Good* called for and dellrered.
M. I. IS TOY A CO.,
nbiAwourH. »u
wnar nan bbiimb,
All

Pauper

Notice

swaraagraaffigg

thankful to say that 1 am
than I have been at any time

M. J. Dutnota-r.

am

for the past eight years."
For sale by ail dealers.
Price 60 crtnU.
Foeter-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., soil
agents for the United Btstes.
Remember the name—Doan’s—and taka
no

other.

■_ Bailable
Sato.

Quick,

Hogulalor.

NwUllnPpnSirJPJuiAt'elpfcln, W.

(Pecker) Clough, Feb. 24, 1831, by whom
ELLSWORTH MARKETS.
be had
children, viz.:
Few
Changes in Local Prices to Re5. Sarah Belief, born March 16,
1883;
cord This Week.
rremDlM >>V R- «• F fiandag*, Brookline, died
August 15, 1832.
p,r ike BlueMII Historical Society.)
There are few changes in retail prices in
6.
Benja Chesley (twin), born July 29, the
Ellsworth markets this week.
1835.
Tw BlueMII Hutorleel society will tie lUi to
Eggs remain scarce at 35 (rents. Butter
lt« president, Dr. Otle Utils7. Sarah Clarinda (twin), born July 29,
throuah
|veelre
is plentiful.
of ItlueHIII. *"g esllone, corrections, etr., 1835.

BLUEHILL

HI8T0RY.

0,1,1.
In mk ni theee papers
wMeh will assist
correct as possible.
roitiplcte sno as

as

and turn the corto the former site
ner of Hu- road leading
On that corner stand
of the tide mill*.
several oak* planted by the writer, hia
father, and hi* aon Samuel, more than
•ixty years ago. Ascending the little
rlevation in the road to the house of A.
B. t'onary we recognire the aite of the
house and inn of Nicholas Holt. He came
from Andover Mas*., in 176ft, with his
family. H» wae born March 10,1716; married first Hannah Osgood, May 6, 1738; she
died Sept. 1, 1744;
was born May, 1714;
married second Lois Phelps, April 28, 1751;
she died Jan. 4,1815; be died March 16,
H8S. Their children were:
Wr will

1.

Bept.
2.

now

Jededlsh,

pee*

on

born

April, 1740; died

1740.

Hannah, born Nov. 16, 1741; married

Jonathan Darling.
3. Phebe, born Feb. 9, 1752; married
Israel Wood; she was child of second wife.
4. Jedcdiab, born March 12, 1754; married Sarah Thorndike.
6. Nicholas, born Sept. 23, 1756; married first Phebe Bachelor, second MoUy
Wormwood.

the house of Nicholas Holt townmeetings were held in early days. He was
a justice of the peace, and when the town
m incorporated in 1788, it was be that
to call the first town
was designated
meeting under the act of incorporation.
He was elected to town office and was an
influential person in the town.
The father ot the writer called the field
“the Granny Holt Field", and a little way
back of the cellar to the old house were
several apple trees, one a greening, probably the first of its kind in the town.
At

After the occupancy of Mr. Clay and
family, Capt. Samuel Eaton and family
from I>eer Isle lived there a few
yean;
then Phineas Dodge and family, and various others from time to time for longer
or shorter
periods.
The tide mills, the first of which was
built in 1765, when at its raising every
in

person

town

present and all sat
about one table at dinner, was the first
mill of the town, and was named “Endeavor”. The father and grandfather of
the writer were owners in the mills, and
he w’orked in them in boyhood, and has
many recollections of them. His earliest
Is of the time when he was three years of
age and accompanied his father to the
mills dressed in petticoats, and with his
hand clasping his lunch of bread and butwas

ter.

The father was engaged in making repair* to “the nigger wheel”, and had
taken up a plank of the mill flooring the
better to get at the work. He had occasion to get some tool* in the grist mill
near

at

hand,

so

he sat his

boy

down

from the hole
in
the
floor
told him to be sure and sit
there till he came back.
Hardly had
he disappeared from sight before an uncontrollable desire seized the writer to
look down through that hole in the floor.
9o he crawled along until he reached the
spot and looking down saw the water beneath, then lost his balance and pitched
headlong through the hole into the waters
below. He rose to the surface lying upon
away
and

his bark

floating lightly

and

holding

his

readily.
Corn remains at fl.40 a hag, but with
the new corn just beginning to reach the
seaboard, an early break is probable.
Farmers are bringing in a little more
hay, which is selling on the street at from
flO to fl2, with an occasional sale at |13 of
a particularly fine load.

After the death of Mr. Cbeever, the family removed to Andover, Mass., where
Mrs. Cbeever died at the age of eightytwo. Mr. Cbeever built at the tide mill
landing brigs “Delhi” and “Equator” and
bark
“Sarah Jackson”. He bought a
Gloucester fishing schooner called the
“Mary Ann”, and carried on quite an
extensive fishing business, curing his
catches and sending them to market, even
sending his schooner “Marion” with a
cargo of dry fish to the West Indies.
Ho kept a variety store, manufactured
shoes, got out wood for market and was an

matter ended.
At another time
saw'

mill at

at work in
sawed

were

the writer
at work

and

evening, and their father w as
the grist mill. A log had been

into boards and taken from

came

right.

Ratter.

Country Produce.

into the

saw*

ends

at once, whether it’s inside or out.
This great National
doctor
family
gets right down to the seat of the trouble, relieves the
inflammation and works the cure, because every element in the
formula is a soothing and healing one. A few drops on sugar will
relieve, and in most cases cure, a cough, cold, sore throat or tonsils.
It cures, cramps, croup, colic and diarrhoea.
An application on
strained muscles, or on cuts, wounds, contusions, chilblain or frost
bite, takes out all the soreness and the. ache.

\

Creamery per ft.....
Dairy.20 -j 25
Cheese.
Best factory <new) per ft.16018
Best dairy (new).18
Dutch (Imported).
90

Neufcbatel.06

Kggs.
Fresh

laid, per doz.38
Poultry.
Chickens.
Fowl.
#
Hey.
Best loose, per ton.
Baled.
Straw.

924
10

|

.....10012

16

Lettuce,

60
20
10

Pumpkin, each

IH

Citron, lb

Squash, lb
Sweet potatoes,
Turnips, lb

03
%
02

Onions, lb
Beets, lb
Cabbage,

Carrots, lb

it

bottle—three times

as

much for 50 cents.

I. S. JOHNSON A CO., Boston, Mass.

Parsnips, t!>
Beans—per qt—
12016
Yellow-eye

02
10
Pea,
Fruit.
14 Apples,(cooklng)pk
20 £25
oranges, do*
.350.45
Lemons dos
80 §35 Apples, (table)pk 86£40
Groceries.
Coffee-per ft
Rice, per ft
.060.08
20 £25
Klo,
.160.25 Vinegar, gal
35 Cracked wheat,
.06
Mocha,
35 Oatmeal, per ft
Java,
.04
.20
Tea—per ft—
Buckwheat, pkg
-45 0-65 Graham,
.04
Japan,
.04
.300 65 Rye meal,
Oolong,
Granulated meal,ft 02)4
Sugar-per ft—

Cranberries, qt

Coal—per ton—
tVooti—|»ur cord
5 0006 SO
Dry hard,
Broken,
H 0005 00
Stove,
Dry soft,
Roundings per load
Egg,
1000126
Nut,
5.00
Blacksmith's
Buttings, hard

or

goes.

cents a

25

04
»8
02
«2
05

lb

pain

comes,

Vegetables.

Potatoes, bo
Celery, bunch

pain

Any inflammation, within or without, is greatly benefited
entirely cured by Johnson’s Anodyne Uniment. When

j

Loose. 801)
Baled.
15

^SMB2SBSZSB3SSSBniSECISES^
—

&

Jh&K- &*€- y( f/is

|

.650.70
12

l* J

A man’s mark is his honor. It stands for him and he stands for it.
It’s the old Saxon way of signifying good intentions.
The right to be protected in the exclusive use of a trade mark has
been long recognized by the common law and enforced by the
chancery courts of Bngland and this country.
The Government puts its mark on a bond to give it value.
The NATIONAL •ISCUIT COMPANY puts its trade mark in red and
white on each end of a package of biscuit, crackers or wafers to
distinguish these products and to guarantee the quality, and it does.
To more clearly comprehend the real value of this trade mark, try
packages of BUTTER THIN BISCUIT and LEMON SNAPS.

B*^
18
16

160.22

10
If £20
10
09 0)2
12 £22

£

a
w

KE||

MH

K

«

L^B
NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

t

4
20
15

J

30

Its

i

Trade Mark

•

J

7 50

7 50
7 50
7 50
7 0:

k

1

Hoar, Drain and Feed.
45
Elour—per bbl—
Oats, bu
5 00 i6(D Shorts—bag—1.25 4 30
1 40 Mixed f jed, bar.
Coro.luOft bag
1 3541 40
Corn meal,bag
1 40 mho lings, bag 145® I 55
Cracked corn,
140 Cotton seed ineai, 1 55
>

the

mill to set

LAW REGARDING WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.
A hushtd of Liverpool
salt shall weigh 60
home his bride, who was Miss
pounds, and a bushel of Turk's Island salt shall to bring
Myrtle Piper, of that place.
weigh 70 pounds.
Mad.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
Nov. 13.
In good order and tit for shipping, Is 60 pounds,
of apples, 44 pounds.
HANCOCK.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In
DEATH OF SAMUEL U. OAKS.
good order and fit for shipping, Is 62 pounds;
The town of Hancock is again called to
of wheat, beets, ruta baga turnips and peas, 60
mourn the loss of one of its oldest citipounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions, 52
Samuel U. Oaks,
pounds; of carrots, English turnips, rye and zens, in the death of
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips, 45 pounds; who passed to his rest on Wednesday
of bnrloy and buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats, morning, Nov. 8.
For some time past he
32 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.
had been ailing, but his death, w hile not
unexpected, caine rather suddenly after

the meantime had reconsidaction, and was bending over the
.national County »*•» «•# ether pojwe
log straining every nerve to roll it into
place. The father in the dim light saw*
BROOKUN.
son
standing idle, and
enterprising man, whose career was cut the neighbor’s
O'. L. Flye is spending a week in
short by sudden death by heart failure. It thinking it was his own son, said to him:
‘^Take hold there and help roll on that BGston.
was the brig “Equator” that the writer
first commanded in 1850, built by him in log!” That having no effect, he walked
auh flame Alien went to KOCKiana last
that year, that gave him occasion to up and “boxed” the boy’s ears, thinking week, returning Saturday.
his
and
son
be
his
Samuel,
repeated
remember Mr. Cbeever with kindly feel- him to
H. W. Flye is painting the Earle house,
and help roll that
ings, and also the members of his family. order: “Take hold, sir,
and Isaac Muyo is painting his house.
and
on
“took
on!”
The
hold”,
boy
After the Cbeever family had left the log
Miss Gladys Bridges leaves to-day fcr
writer and his
place, it was sold to a Mr. Heavy, who also went the log, while the
with sup- Boston, where she will spend a few weeks.
sides
brother nearly split their
purchased the tide mills. He occupied the
Mrs. Eugene Kane is visiting her paat their father’s blunder
premises for some years and then disposed pressed laughter
The boy w ho had his ears “boxed” began rents, S. W. Tainter and wife, in Beverly,
of them, including the mills, to Capt.
discovered his Mass.
William Conary. The mills were taken crying when Mr. Candage
“I
Warren Ford came
from Lawrence,
down or fell down during the ownership mistake and made an apology, saying:
of Capt. Conary. After (*pt. Conary’» ask your pardon; it was all a mistake and Mass., Saturday, where he has been emears
death the Cbeever house and place were I take it all back!” The boy’s
ployed.
blow* they
sold to Irving 8. Candage, the present were still smarting under the
H. A. Grindle and wife leave to-day for
see
“I
don’t
owner
and occupant. The wharf has* had received, and he replied:
Melrose, Mass., where they will spend the
fallen Into decay and the store and sheds how you can take it back now!” Neither winter.
did the writer nor his brother. But this
caught fire and were destroyed several
Gapt. H. H. Bartlett returned from Bosended the incident, though the memory of
years ago.
ton Saturday, where he has been for a
it still clings to the writer with a freshners
iajwu u im>ii (Be
mai iut
uuc-uiui
jximi
short visit.
of yesterday.
site stands a house built in 1833 by Ben- as of an occurrence
Miss Musa Dcllard has closed her term
continued.)
(To
be
of
the
land
jamin Clay, upon
purchased
of school at Sedgwick, and is at home for
a
was
writer’s fattier. Mr. Clay
Joiner by
a short vacation.
K1TTKKY TO CAK1BOU.
trade, and died in that house of consumpMrs. E. D. Mayo and children, who have
tion April 14, 1838. He was tbe son of
The Union Sardine Co.’s plant at Lubec been spending the summer in town, have
Jonathan and Mary (Roundy) Clay and a
The returned to their home in Lynn, Mass.
cousin to the father of the writer of this was burned Thursday. Loss, fJO,000.
once.
Mrs. Frank Jones and son leave to-day
account of him. He was born Oct. 17, plant will be rebuilt at
1784; married, first, Relief Green, Feb. 20,
George C. Sheldou, Augusta, attorney, for Rockland, where they will live in the
1806, by whom he had the following chil- prominent politically in Kennebec county, future. Mr. Jones is employed in that
dren:
city.
died Wednesday, aged forty-three years.
Mrs. G. A. Grindle will spend the win1. Rebecca, born Jan. 3, 1807.
The annual Stalo dairy meeting of the
2. Chesley, born June 5,1809.
Maine State dairymen’s association, and ter w ith her sister. Mrs. M. A. Elwell, and
Mrs.
3.
Allen,
the department of agriculture, will be held her daughter,
George
Amanda, born April 20,1811.
at North Sedgw ick.
4.
Clarinda Green, born Jan. 23,1813.
at Pittsfield, December 5, 8 and 7.
Miss Mudgett, who has been teaching
The mother of these children died of
The four-masted schooner Herbert D.
consumption May 10,1830, aged fifty-three Maxwell, built at a coat of about 151,000 the Haven school, has returned to her
for Maryland and Delaware capitalists, home in New'burg for a tew weeks. She
years, and Mr, Clay married second Sally
Clough, daughter of Asa, sr., and Abigail was launched last week from the New will return for the winter term.
Uke Femme.
Nov.'.13.
England company’s yard at Bath, ready
for sea. Tho schooner was built especially
Son Host Mother.
lumber trade with a capacity of
MANSET.
“Consumption runs in our family, and for the
through it float my Mother,” writes E. B. 700,000 feet. Her principal measurements
of the small boats have started
Many
Me.
“For
the
of
38.4
beam
Harmony,
past are: Length, 186.9 feet;
Reid,
feet; winter
five hears, however, on the slightest sign
Ashing.
14 feet; gross tonnage, 772.
si a Cough or Cold, I have taken Dr. depth,
Mrs. Susie King has arrived home from
King's New Discovery for Consumption,
which has saved me from serious long
It’s easy for a man to keep his temper if • visit to Boston and New York.
trouble.” His mother’s death was a sad he hasn’t
Mrs. A. V. King is in Linoolnvilie for a
any.__
low (or Mr. Reid, but he learned that lung
visit with her daughters, Mrs. David Heal
trouble must not be neglected, and how to
The ltule folks lore Dr. Wood’s Norway and Mrs.
Willard Galderwood.
cure
it.
Quickest relief and cure for Ploe
Pleasant to take; perfectly harmcoughs and colds. Thrice 50c and (100; lets. Syrup
John Allen has rented rooms in SouthPositive cure for coughs, colds, bronchiguaranteed at E. t..-drug store.
west Harbor and goes toBluehiU this week
Wil bottle free.
tis. asthma.—AdsS.
Samuel in

ered his

LINIMENT

The quotations below give the range of
in Ellsworth.

retail prices

his

in th# old

carriage ready to put on another log. A
neighbor’s son was present. The mill was
poorly lighted by two oil lamps, and w hen
ready to roll on the log, Samuel refused to
help, and it was too heavy for one to manage. Finding that argument did not prevail, the writer went into the grist mill
and entered his bill of complaint, which
the father

Anodyne

Clams, qt

you

The writer replied: “I wanted to see what
was dowm there.”
“Well,” said he, “you
have seen, haven’t you? Now come along
home to your
mother and have your
clothes changed." And the child trudged
along home in his wet clothes holding by
one hand his father’s and in the other his
bread and butter he had not let go of, and
thus what might have proved a serious

brother Samuel

JOHNSON'S I

Potatoes still sell at BO cents, with little
indication of an early change, though
farmers are not bringing them in so

hand up to protect bis bread and butter.
The tide was ebbing, carrying him slowly
seaward, but he was unconcerned and examined the floor timbers of the mill and
thought them strange appearing.
Just then his father returned and missed
this
site
later
stood
a
shoemaker’s
I'pon
his boy, but on looking down through the
used
a
as
a
Mr.
dwelling by
shop
Sawyer, hole made
Granulated,
05)4 Oil—per gal—
by removal of the plank in the
who came from Biddeford to, work for
-' 6
Coffee—A A B,
Linseed,
floor the eyes of father and son met, but
John Cheever, who carried on shoemaking
Yellow, C
.05)4
Kerosene,
not a word was spoken. In
08
order to
ft lo
Powdered,
to
and
after
him
1810,
previous
occupied reach the
the father went out of the Molasses—per gal— .35
boy
Mrs.
Juanna
Parker
and
but
by
Havana,
family,
mill to the log wharf where lumber was
Porto Rico,
.50
long since gone.
.60
and climbed down the logs by hand Syrup,
Farther down the road towards the tide piled,
Meats and Provisions.
and feet to the water’s edge, but when he
mill* stands the house built by John
ft:
Beef,
Pork, ft.
there the child was beyond his reach.
15 9^0
Steak,
Steak, ft
Cheever about 1835. Mr. Cheever came got
Roasts.
.I0#.2A
He climbed back, got a stick of some sort
Chop,
from Beverly to Blue Hill village and setHam. per ft
Corned,
X69 10
and climbed down again to the water’s
le
Tongues,
Shoulder,
tled, where be kept a atore and began to
Tripe,
.06008
Bacon,
build a fishing fleet, the first being tbs edge, reached out the stick, gently drew Veal:
Salt
the child to him, dropped the stick, seized
20
Steak,
Lard.
schooner "Marion", built at the village.
Roasts,
.100.14 Venison, tb
the child by his clothing and safely put
Lamb
The father of the writer sold him the him
upon the wharf above his head and
C5
Tongues, each
land for his house, store, wharf, fish flakes
Native spring lamb,
clambered up himself.
10*90
and garden, where he carried on business
All the time not a word had been spoken,
Frrsh Flah.
and continued to reside until his death in
bat when the child was safe and be stood
06 Scallops, qt
1S51, aged fifty-one year*. His wife was beside him, his pent-up feelings found Cod,
06 Lobster*, ft
Haddock,
12 418 Smelts, lb
Betaey Gardner, of Beverly, by s horn he vent and he said: “You young rascal, youf Halibut,
50
Oysters, qt
Shrimps, qt
had seven children, as follows:
Didn’t I tell
to sit still and not move?”
20
nmmy Jackson, norn March 12, 1824;
married R. G. \V. Dodge; died April 7,
1857.
2. John Gardner, born June 28, 1826;
supposed to have been lost at sea.
3.
Sarah Susan, born Dec. 15, 1829; died
at Andover, Mass., Nov. 30, 1896.
4.
Horace W., born Nov. 14, 1833; married and resides at Haverhill, Mass.
5. Austin W., horn June 7, 1836; died
from exposure in war of the Rebellion.
6. George B., born March 26. 1838; died
from exposure in the war of the Rebellion.
7. Ella Thorndike, born Jan. 29, 1845;
resides in Andover, Mass.

vcrttBtmntB.

CLARION

durability one of the
absolutely necessary qualifications of
good ranges and stoves.
Clarions are made to give good
service for

i

Mr. Oaks

August
seventy-seventh

born in Hancock

was

"•

on

12, 1829, and was in his
He had always made his home in
this town, and was deeply interested in
that

every lot of iron selected, every castmade and fitted with these ends
in view.

his younger days he followed the sea,
but w ith advancing years lie settled down

In

for the life

on

shore.

Nearly fifty-two years ago he married
Miss Olive Skinner, of Brewer, and for
more

than

a

half

century they have lived

happily together. In the days w hen Elder
Benjamin Penney was pastor of the Free
Baptist church, Mr. Oaks became interested in religion, and as a result united
with that church, of which he was always
a

consistent member.

ested in the

w

ork of

great many years and

ing

to its welfare.

pertained

a

practically nothing per year for
repairs. Every pattern is designed,
cost

year.

everything

Durable.

are

We consider

all.

COl' XTYNEV So

Ranges & Stoves

»

aisic

IONS,

TheIdfal Clarion.
The Ideal Heating Stove.
esta“d

your local agent
or write us.

aDout

i^ualk-

WOOD & BISHOP CO.,

Bangor, Me.
Sold by J. V. ELDTUDGK, Ellsworth, Me.

He was also interthe grange, and wa#

••Follow the Flag”

charter member cf that organization in
the town.
A man of quiet life and honest purpose,

a

he

enjoyed

the

of

esteem

his

Wabash R. R.

fellow-

tow'nBmen, and many of them attended the
j funeral as a last tribute of their respect
i for their long-time neighbor. Services
were held at the house on Friday afternoon conducted by Rev. P. A. A. Killani,
of Ellsworth. The members of Pamola
I

grange attended in a
the remains to their

body,

and escorted

last

resting-placi.

Besides the widow, there

dren,
vive

t

wo sons

and

are

three chil-

daughter,

a

who

sur-

him.

Mrs. Matilda M. Small, of Cherryfield.
H. Phillips, of South Han
cock, were quietly married at the home o
the groom on Friday, Nov. 10. The cere
mony was at high noon, and Rev. P. A. A
Kiliam, of Ellsworth, was the ofticiatm*.
and Willard

clergyman.
The

point

of view

depends

are

on

which

located.

Too many people spend their time hopfor the best instead of working for it.

ing

No false pretense has marked ibe career of
No Idle promises of rewards for cases it will not care. Being entirely
harmless, tt Is not responsible like the catarrh
snuffa and powdera, for minds shattered by
coealne. Tim great positive virtue of Ely's
Cream Balm Is that It speedily and completely
cures nasal catarrh and hay fever.
Back of
this statement Is the testimony of thousands
and a reputation of many years' success.
All
druggists, 80c., or mailed by Ely Bros., 06
Warren Street, New York.

Ely's Cream Balm.

Car Service is

operated between

NewYork,Boston and Chicago and St.Louis
And with but

Kansas City

one

change

and

to

Omaha.

Toorist cars every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, from Boston to
Chicago,
which New York passengers can take at Rotterdam Junction, New York.
Connections made with Tourist Cars for Los
Pacific Coast points, daily.

SOUTH HANCOCK.

side of the fence you

Through

Angeles,

San Francisco and other

Reclining Chair Cars, Seats FREE.
Privilege

of

stopping Off for Ten Days at Niagara Falls.

B.8.M0CLXLLU, G.S.A., 887 B’wiiy. K.V.
O.S CBANX,

1. B. MoBEATH, H.I.P.A.,476
Q.P. ATJL, St. Lout, Uo

WsriuniiUm St. Bo.t«n.

■
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GREAT DISPLAY OF FALL AND WINTER

town last week

SPFCIAli—An elegant Fur-lined Coat for $25; worth $40.

Dress Goods and Silks.

Don’t buy Furs until you have
line. We have the most
beautiful assortment of elegant
Furs we ever carried, and we can
save you money on them.

,

Our Great Shoe

Department.
We are selling agents and have
sole control of some of the best
makes of Hoots and Shoes.

We

control the sale of the celebrated

~

for
Patrician makes
Burt and
woman’s wear. The Walkover for
men and women, besides the Stetson, Curtis and George E. Keith
shoes. We are particularly strong
on
#1.50, #2.00 and #2.5D
grades of Oxfords and boots tor
ladies. We carry the best and
largest assortment of Children’s
shoes in the city.

Gold Seal Rubbers.

's—.d£.thoit

We have taken the agency for
the celebrated Gold Seal Rubbers.

cost but a trifle more than the ordinary rubbers, but we guarantee to save you one-half in your rubber expense. They are the most
economical to buy.

They

The most satisfactory line for our customers. In both hosiery and
underwear our 2<%c and 50c lines are the best in the market.

YARNS.
cheapest.

specialty

of all kinds of yarns.

Special Bargains

Good yams are the

in Oilcloths and

and Linoleums.
We are offering a special good quality of floor oilcloths at 30c per
square yard, and Linoleums at SOc per square yard.
Visit our Carpet Room for Carpets, Rugs, Straw Mattings. Curtains,
Draperies, and for Novelties in floor coverings.

LACES and TRIMMINGS.
This will be the greatest lace season for years. We can show you
e
the largest line of new laces, including all new effects.
For up-to-date Merchandise in the Dry Goods line you cannot be
■erred any better than you will be with us.

1

J

week at

on

Steuben.

n. QALLERT.

T Grow*

...

go on the route
leans and Porto Rico.
soon

By invitation of Alcyone chapter, O. E.
8., of Milbridge, the following members
of Rubie chapter were present Friday,
Nov. 10:
Mrs. Theresa Bunker, Etta
Grove, L. B. Harrington, Jessie Small.
Apbie Norris, Ethel Young, Abbie
Whitten, Lutie Tracy, Cora Roberts,
Helen Jordan, Linda Tracy, Caroline Guptill, Susie Over, Ada Stevens, Priscilla Guptill, Aldana Frasier, B. E. Tracy and wife.
All report a delightful time. The work was
very impressively exemplified, after which
for entertainment a farce, "Female Masonry," was presented in a very pleasing
manner.
Dainty refreshments were
served.

...._i

post.
The winter term of town schools opened
There
Nov. 13, after a week’s vacation.
were a few changes in the assignment of
teachers, some of whom resigned to atMlaa
tend the normal school at Castinc.
Gladys Grindle la at West Hluehill; Mias
Eva Snowman St Eastward; Miaa Kenda
Mason at Ingalls; Mias Edith Chase at
Hinckley's; Miaa Carrie Sargent at the
Mines, and Albert Conary at the Falla.

..

a._*-

1

IV

recognised through

the

I

slight disguise.

The second scene showed the noisy assembling of the pupils in the schoolroom,
and then the morning lessons were conj ducted by the schoolmaster with many in!
terruptions by mischievous pranks of the
pupils in which Mike O’Flynn, J. Cali and
Timothy Truck were ring-leaders.
In the afternoon came the visit of the
!
school committeemen, with exercises in
honor of the occasion by the school. The
programme was as follows:

MEMORIAL REVOLUTION A.

Whereat, God In III* Infinite wisdom ha*
fit to call from thl* to HI* heavenly home
our loved comrade. George «V. Blodgett, and
Whereat, In hla audden death we aee the fulfil Intent of tbe aertpture which aaya: “Be ye
a)*o r**adjrtherefore
Beeoletd, That In the death of Comrade
Blodgett, Jamca A. Garfield poet loaea a faithful
member, and the family, to which we extend our
heartfelt aympathy, a hlod and affectionate huebaod amt father. But we are comforted by the
thought that be haa gone to a fairer and tetter
home above
Jtes'.lrrd, That to token of oar lose, oar
charter he draped la mourning for thirty day a,
that a copy of these revolution* he went to the
bereaved family, and alto to TltK Rliaworth
a MkHiCAN tor publication.
Died OCt W. 1*4,
C K. KNOW,
•orn

Greeting to the committee .....Timothy Track
grange, the j Recitation,
the former county j
Cissy Honeysuckle, Pressy Honeysuckle
grange, met w ith Schoodic grange at the j Recitation.Venus MatIUly Weeks
town hall Nov. 9.
A large delegation was j
Followed by Innocent Judkins.
1
present.
Every officer was present, '•An Assay onto tbe Subject of B Franklin,**
Benjamin Franklin Squeers
and a
very
interesting
meeting
Recitation.Ezekiel JededUh Honeysuckle
reported. In the evening the grange was
•*A Boy's Composition on a Boy,**
entertained by the follow ing programme:
Julias Cwsar Smith
Song, ladies’ quartette; reading, Miss Declamation......Daniel Webster Tomkins
Baker; whistling solo, Miss Julia Guptill;
With an address to the school by Squire
reading, Miss Merchant; piano duet,
head committeeman, the
Misses Tracy and Guptill; clarionet duet, litrekiah Green,
closed. The fun throughout was
Grover and Farrar; hoop drill, forming session
continuous, and the audience thoroughly
letters "P. of H.’’ by ten ladies; song, Gay
it.
enjoyed
Farrar; closing song, quartette.
The entertainment was given under the
Nov. 13.
8.
auspice* of the October social committee
of the Congregational society, of which
Mrs. F. T. Grow* was chairman. The
NORTH ORLAND.
other members of the committee were
Elisha Burton died at his home here Mrs. W. E. Whiting. Mrs. Austin H. Joy,
A. W. King, Mr*. George A. Parcher,
Sunday, aged eighty-six years. He was a Mrs.
Mist May Bonsey, Mis* Mary Stuart. Miss
veteran of the Civil war. He leaves four
Agnes Lord, Mias Leo&ioe Foster, Mr*. J.
children—Mrs. Richard Harper and Isaac T. Giles. Young ladies of the society sold
Burton, of North Orland, Mrs. Allen and home-made candies.
There was a large audience, and the
Joseph Burton, of Bar Harbor.
entertainment was a gratifying success
Nov. 13.
Spec.
financially.
Green Mountain

N EWS.

.Vrw»

fb* ®Au.V>n

orffcrr

ss

usual Saturday, and answered

his

room

when

spoken

to

ing.

Sunday

from
morn-

A few hours later he was found dead
his bed. He leaves a sister—Mrs.
Agues
Lowell, and a son—George.

Pomona

of

is|

Jame* ureex,
8 P. Known AM
Committee on reeoluttona
_

BUCKSPORT.

ease,

came

very suddenly.

He

was

around

NORTH FRANKLIN.
Claude Clark leaves to-day for Hancock,
where he will cook for Clement Bros,
again this winter.
Carl Woodworth has resumed his work
in Maeomber’s mill after a vacation of a

ahbntisnncnte.

Over-Work Weakens
Your Kidneys.
Unhealthy Kidneys Make Impure Blood.

couple

of weeks at home.

The rain of the past two weeks has
failed to make any
impression on some of

Inaugurate

Their

All the blood in your body passes through
kidneys once every three minutes.
Fred Butler was the guest of Everett
I
The kidneys are your
and wife Saturday night and SunK. blood purifiers, they fil- j TraceyHe
! daybrought his graphophone, which
ter out the waste or
is a good one.
I
So Impurities in the blood.
Work has been suspended on the quarry
If they are sick or out j
4
between Carl Butler's and the railroad
cf order, they fail to do
crossing until the oar load of stone which
their work.
has been shipped is heard from.
1
Pains, achesandrheu*
Mrs. Lyman Bragdon and Mrs. Bertha
matism come from excess of uric acid in the
Lawrie went to Hancock Wednesday to
blood, due to neglected attend the funeral of their brother and
uncle, W illiam French, of Orono.
kidney trouble.
Nov. 13.
trouble
causes
Mae.
Kidney
quick or unsteady
heart beats, and makes one feel as though
WEST FRANKLIN.
they had heart trouble, because the heart is

vour

jj

8. P. SNOW M AN,
J. If. MmKAK.
A. C. Otoooi*.
Commluoe on revolution*.

Big

Sale !

SOMEBVILLE.
L. Somes and family were guests
of Mrs. Bridghara Fernald over Sunday,
Arthur

We told you last week the bulk of
grocery stock had got to 1m? moved

Horace Leavitt, of Somerville,
Mass., who hia been residing in this village for the past few months, returns to
hia city borne next w eek. During his stay
here he has
occupied the pulpit in the
Union church and his interesting and

THESE “SAMPLE”
CUT
PRICES ARE MOST ELOQUENT PROOF
THAT WE MEANT WHAT WE SAID !

For about twrnty-flve years Mr. and Mrs.
Leavitt have made their summer home
here, and we anticipate having them with
us again in the early spring.

Top-notch qualities,
at lower prices than
before!
our

in

great
a

hurry

in

greater quantities,

Ellsworth has

ever

Rev.

and

known

helpful

;

the wells in this

vicinity.
School closed Thursday, after a successful term of ten weeks taught by Miss
Electa Gray, of Little Deer Isle.

Horace Gate hell, a member of Jame# A. Garfield po*t, died In the hoapita! at the aokllera*
home, Togu*. <»<*. 7. at the advanced age of
eighty nine yearn He served In the war of tbe
rebellion from April, 1RM, to November, IMA.
Revolted, That la me death of Comrade
Gatctwcli, James A. Garfield poat loaea a worthy
member and a respected comrade.
Ret ilted. That we aympAthlae with hi# ton and
#later In their bereavement, that a copy of tbe*e
revolution* be *eot to them,
that
a
copy
be sent to
TltK
Kluwoktm
AMERICAN
for publication, and the hall be draped In
mourning for thirty days.

FLOYD & HAYNES

in

Edward C. Miners, one of Bucksport’s
an esteemed citizen,
war veteran®, and
died Sunday, aged eighty-four years.
Death, which is attributed to heart dis-

effort is being made by Miss Maria
F. Wood to raise money to defray the expenses of resetting the fallen headstones
in the old cemetery, and to do other needed
W ork
therein.
Any persona in other
places who are descendants of the first
settlers of the town—the most of whom
were buried in this cemetery- can aid materially in this work, as Mias Wood will
glsdly receive contributions for thst object, though justice to her demands the
statement that she is unaware that this
public announcement of her work is to be
made.
M.
Not. Is.
An

(1.1m

The fun began with a scene showing the
pupils on their way to school, and as each
appeared he or she was greeted with applause and laughter as the original was

very sorry

his death, which occurred suddenly in Brooksvilie two weeks ago. He was
a worthy member of James A. Garfield
hear of

School matter.

between New Or-

Blodgett

George

First das#
Julius Caesar Smith.Omar W Tapley
Kale Honeysuckle.... ...Mi^s Eva K Alaeu
Deliverance Prlgg!ns..MIt# Hannah L Holmes
Mr* J II Brimmer
MtidUble Ann Mate piece
Daniel Webster Tompktna.Joho F Royal
Seth Crane.Curtis K Foster
Betsey Watson..*... Mtaa Agees A Lord
Prudence Plunkett...Miss Mary C Stuart
Mlaa Leonlce H rosier
Patience Randall
Martha Washington Htbbs.. Miss A May Bonsey

|

for THE HOME JOURNAL PAPER PATTERNS.

CQV NTY

I

Ill

...

Nevtn, of New York,

The James A. Garfield W. R. C. held
memorial services for Mrs. Ruby Mayo
Saturday evening, Nov. 11. Mrs. Msyo
was the first president of the corps.

SbbtrtiftmtnU.

Agent

SICK.

Saturday.

Mr*. Ethelbert

THE~~

pi

FOR

•pent Wednesday of last week in town.
The ladies of the Baptist circle had a
quilting and picnic dinner at the cbapei
Thursday, followed by a aupper and social. Over fit was taken.

Sargent house, formerly occupied
Salvation Bradford.
by Irving Willey, is undergoing extensive Experience
Mrs Frank T Grows
repairs. When completed it will be
relieve.
rented by
Hiram
Keller.
*
Mrs Honeysuckle.Mrs C M Hodgman
Gapt. John O. Fosa jprill leave town Mrs Crane........Miss J A Thompson
tbmmitteemen.
Wednesday, after a two-weeks’ vacation.
Capt. Foas will go to New York to take 9qutre flesekiah Green .W II Dresser
KlUklm
Ball.Arthur W Greety
Deacon
command of steamer Han Juan, which will
The

eastern division

Underwear and Hosiery.

We make a

O’Flyun.K

HOPE

The Bluehill laundry will cloa* (or the
winter

lows :

Mike

pnyn

BLCKHILU

K/eklel JededUb Honeysuckle.F W Rollins
a Alexander
! Timothy Truck.**.W
Grover Cleveland....*....J A Cunningham

business connected with the
book firm, of which he is general agent.
Hollis Ferrin, who was injured while
j
working on the water pipe, has so far ;
recovered as to return to his home in j
Deer Isle

seen our

v

in

*TT olSer

..

FURS.

<

was

business.

on

spending
Lynn, Mass., returned Saturday.
Joaeph J. Roberts spent last

Our line of Press Goods is larger and better than ever. It includes
the very latest cloths and colorings. See our Suitings at $1,$1.25
and $ 1.50 ner yard.

>4. .__'/^nnis

Harbor,

Bar

j

Om»ty .Von

'.-

j

We are showing the swellest line of ready-to-wear goods for women,
misses and children. Every garment is up-to-date and of distinctive
style. They are all priced and very low in price for high grades.

"I

other popr*

VUtotamnA*.

_

r.

Robert Milliken and wife, of Bar Har- j CU*f Honeysuckle.
Twin*
*
Miss
Mildred Chase, who took the
*
Pre*#y Honeysuckle. \
bor, are spending a few weeks in town.
freshman prise at C. of M. last year, haa
MIm Helen Bonsey, Mis* Emma Allen
Hollis E. Joy has recently purchased Innoeeot Judkins....Mrs
Harry W liaynva been selected to be one of the competitors
the John LaCount house on Odar street.
Patience Peterklna ..Miss Alloc H S«K>u in the sophomore prise declamations on
Intermediate Cbu*.
All are glad to see Richard Bickford on
December S.
the street again, after an illness of several | H vail .Allan P Royal
Benjamin Curtis and wife, of Boaton,
Zenobta toclllnp.Mr# A P Royal
weeks.
left for home Monday, having spent nearly
J Call...Uarry R Rowe
Charles and Llewellyn Rich and Arthur Venus Mm
lidy Weeks.Mrs W A Alexander a week here sitending to the setting out
of shrubs and other improvements on the
Tinker, of Mt. Deaert, have rented the Hannah Marta lloocysurkta.
Hmith building for the winter.
Miss Ray N WkHtng grounds of their new purchase.
Dr G R Caldwell
Fitts
The friends and comrades of Oapt.
Oapt. A. J. Gerrish and wife, who have Christopher Columbus
Benjamin Franklin Bqueers..Harry L Crabtree
been
a month w ith relatives in
to
W.
were

Coats, Skirts and Waists.

V—

J. Clement, of

8.

M. GALLERT’S.

rv

»«

Mrs. Rose Foaa is visiting her mother,
Mrs. D. H. Bickford.

A.T

f

<0T<UMU40IUI<

Klhivorth I*jn«ghe<l at Coktwraw »ud
Antic* of Fifty Year* Ago.
WINTER HAfcBOR.
A “Deestrict 8kule“ of fifty year* ago
was depicted by local talent at Hancock
Mrs. A. B. Newman is very 111.
hall Monday evening, and Ellsworth peo!
for
James
Stevens
left
Ospt.
Monday
ple laughed at the costumes and customs
Boston.
in which aorae M them played real parts
Mrs. Cora Guptill, who has been quite j in their school
days. The picture was but
ill, Is improving.
slightly overdrawn, and was best appreWalter and Lena Joy are the latest vie- I ciated by those who had “been there’’.
tims of the measles.
The characters represented were as folCounty Xew»

Fry* additional

--——~—

COUNTY NEWS.

“DKKSTttlCT SKI LK.”

COUNTY NEWS.

Uhimttstmnu*.

Regular

Price

Sugar, any amount you want,
500 lbs. F. & II. Blend Tea,

40c.

lb.
25C.

50c.

44c.

25c.

20c.
15 C.
9c.

18c.

will

be

greatly

missed.

Mrs. Carolus Downing has gone to Pennwhere she expects to Join her
husband, who does business in that state.
She will doubtless spend the winter in
that section.

Sale Price sylvania,

5c*

200 lbs. T. & K. Tea,
Special lot of Golden Rio Coffee,
Santos Coffee, great trade,

words

a

The members of the Northeast Harbor
high school gave an informal reception to
Soineaville high school Thursday evening.

Many pleasing games were indulged in.
The
Light refreshments were served.
young people reported a delightful time,
and the sail down and hack on
Oapt.
1"ray’s launch deserves special mention.

2 tons of Lai d, in bulk.
11c.
Lard in 30 lb. and
601b. Tubs.
11c.
8;l-4c.
500 lbs. Home Rendered
OBITCABY.
William Smith
away on Tuesday
Lard in 5-lb. pails,
60c.
50c. of last week at hispassed
pail
home here, after an ill1300 lbs. Cheese,
18c.
lb.
15c. ness of one week. Up to the time he was
125 dozen cans of Corn,
15c.
can
over-working in pumping thick, kidney10c. taken ill he was as active as usual, and hia
George F. Springer has been on the sick
death came as a shock to hia family and
poisoned blood through veins and arteries.
liBt the pest week.
60
dozen
cans Red Salmon,
15c.
can
lie. the
It used to be considered that only urinary
community.
troubles were to be traced to the kidneys,
Roy Savage, of Southwest Harbor, is vis- 1» bu. Improved Yellow Eye Beans,
12c.
7c. Too much cannot be said in praise of Mr.
qt.
but now modern science proves that nearly iting relatives here.
40c.
30c. Smith. He bad attained the good old age
The sawing off of a spike caused a slight 10 bbls. Ponce Molasses,
all constitutional diseases have their begingal.
of eighty years. He was born at
halt in business at the mill Saturday.
Pretty
1 ton Slack-salted Pollock,
6c.
lb. 4 l-2c.
ning in kidney trouble.
The dance under the management of
Marsh, where he spent his youth, but the
If you are sick you can make no mistake
Globe
full
J.
A.
and
S.
C.
Leighton
Soap,
pound bars,
Bradbury .was
greater part of hia life he has resided in
by first doctoring your kidneys. The mild
and the extraordinary effect of Dr. Kilmer's well attended. An enjoyable time is re6 for 25c. his coxy and attractive home in the northbar;
ported.
the
is
Swamp-Root,
great kidney remedy
Y ou know our goods are invariably first-class and high ern part of the village.
A party of West Franklin nimrods went
It stands the highest for its
noon realized.
to Great Fond on a hunting tour recently.
During the last ten years he ha* not been
wonderful euros oi the most distressing cases
YOU KNOW, TOO, THAT THESE PRICES so active as in former years, ss would
They saw eighteen deer, firing thirty shots grade ;
and is sold on its merits
at them. The deer escaped unharmed.
ARE WAY BELOW WHAT YOU’VE BEEN PAY- naturally be expected from his age, conby all druggists in flftyIt is learned that two sisters of the late
Moral: Come in quick and hand us your grocery fining hia labor to his place, where he baa
oeat and one-doiiar sizWilliam A. French, of Orono, Mrs. N. G. ING !
•pant so many bappy hoar*. He enjoyed
es. You may have a
Hardison and Mrs. L. M. Bragdon, both
the compansbtp of his son, B. a Smith,
living in this town, ara to receive tl,000 order.
r
sample bottle by mail hm. «r r

A

VICTIM_OF

U GRIPPE.

Mrs. Henrietta A. B. Marsh, 7flB W.
lfilh fit., Law* Angeles, Cal., President
Woman’s Benevolent Asa'n, writes:
••I Buffered with Im grippe for seven
weeks, mod nothing I could do or take
helped me uatU i tried Perunm.
“ I
felt at once that I had at last
secured the right medicine and I kept
steadily improving. Within three tracks*
1 was folly restored, and 1 am glad that
I gave that truly gTeat remedy a trial.
I will never be without It again.”
In a letter dated August;;!, Hftt. Mrs.
Marsh aays: 441 have never yet beard
the efficacy of Peruna questioned. W#
still use it. I traveled through Kentucky and Tennessee three years ago,
where 1 found Peruna doing its good
work. Much of it U being used here
also.”-—Henrietta A. fi. Marsh,
Address T>r. Hartman, President of
The Hartman Sanitarium, Columbus,
Ohio.

tion, always with

• word ready to cheer
dlahearteued.
The funeral service was at his home Friday, the Rev. Horace Leavitt officiating
He spoke many comforting words to the
bereaved family, especially to bis two
sons, whose loss la greatest. The truth of
these words wi* truly verified in bis
life:
even

the most

**To live In hearts
I* set to die."

we

lease t»hlo«l

Nov. 14.

J.

Adtertlsers Know It Pa>s.
all these years the advertiser
knows that persistent and generout use of
newspapers pays, and that the hundreds
they have spent in advertising have
brought returns by the thousand; that the
stream of inflowing wealth bears a true
relation to the output In advertising.
This applies to the general advertiser,
but the principle holds good and is more
certain of tangible and quick results in
the local field.
The day t* past when “everybody knows
everybody” even in the small town when
the village store was once the centre of
interest and exchange place for commodities, even it a thousand and one articles
had not been added to what are considered
the necessaries of life.
The attention of the busy men and
women of to-day must be arrested and
concentrated in some way in order to sell
After

goods.
Attractively

arranged

countars

and

artistic window displays are useful and all
this coats in time and money is well spent,
but both are likely to be passed unnoticed
unless some want of the passerby ha»
been appealed to by the carefully prepared
advertisement of the contents of the store
or by some special bargain that the concern is able to offer.
People give attention to-day to that
which is so forced under or through the
weight of their own cares that they are
obliged to give heed, and the cheapest,
be at and moat expeditious way of doing
that is in the columns of the local paper.

Many men owe the grandure of their
lives to their tremendous difficulties.—C'.
H. Spurgeon.
There is something beyond the philosophies in the light, in the grass blades,
the leaf, the
the sparrow on
the wall. Home day the great aad beautiful thought which hovers on the confines
of the mind will at last alight. In that is
hope, the whole sky is full of abounding

grasshopper,

hope something beyond the books that
is consolation .—Richard Jeffrie*.
3trtirrt;flmuTits

_

r5c.

■■

Iree, also pamphlet telling you how to And
oat If you have kidney or bladder trouble.
Mention this paper when writing Dr. Kilmer
& Co.. Binghamton. N. Y.

from their brother's estate.
The funeral of Herbert, son of Weston
Clark and wife, who has been ill sines last
with consumption, was held at the
spring
Lnion church on Saturday, Nov. 11, Rev.
Mr. Lorimer officiating. Sympathy is extended to the family in their sadness.
Nov. la.
Ch’e’bb.
each

Also for sale:
three horses.

A

large part

of

Floyd & Haynes,

our

store

fixtures; and

Ellsworth.

words can express. During the
that hia son baa been
in
business
in that part of the vilMge where their home is, Mr. Smith had
•pent bis evenings in the (tore, and the
vacancy is one that we cannot seem to
realize. He had a very cheerful dizpoei-

at 70

Healthy

A Good Record for «L. F's.”
j.

March 23,

Dear Sirs:—
I have used your “L. F.” Bitters for
number of years and find them just
what they are recommended to be. The
best family medicine we have ever used.
Also have an uncle over (70) seventy
years of age, who says: "There is nothing that ever could take its place 1 ot
a

him."

Respectfully,
-i«r>

MRS. C S. MOODY,
Skowhegan, Me.

R.F.D..NO.*

more I han

••van

years

To keep well, beyond the usual active time of life, is a blessing. But it *
easily done if you use the True "I- F.
Atwood's Bitters.
Subscribe

for

Tbe

America*-

